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IN
THE old days the novelist, when placing a boo* on

the market, frankly informed his prospective readers

in a preface for which reasons, from what point of view,

and with what intentions he had written it It was a good
idea. It created by its informality and directness a basic

understanding between the author and his public. And so

I also want to state as honestly as possible what persuaded
me to choose a theme which may seem far removed from

the subjects about which I am accustomed to write.

In 1936, when I was invited to go to the Argentine for

the P.E.N. Club Congress in Buenos Aires, I received an in-

vitation at the same time to visit Brazil. I did not expect

very much. My ideas of Brazil coincided with those of the

average European and North American. It is only with

an effort that I can reconstruct them today: it was very

difficult to distinguish any one of these South American

republics from the other; they all had a hot and unhealthy

climate, political unrest, and desperate financial condi-

tions; they were badly governed, and semi-civilized, and only

near the coastal cities. At the same time the scenery was

beautiful and there were numerous unexplored possibili-

tiesin short, a land for desperate immigrants and settlers,
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but never one from which to expect intellectual stimula-

tion. Being neither a professional geographer, collector of

butterflies, sportsman, nor business man, I presumed that a

visit of ten days would suffice. A week, ten days, then back

again, I thought; and I am not ashamed to confess to this

naive attitude of mine. I even consider it important, for

this is the prevalent idea shared today by most Europeans

and North Americans. From the cultural point of view

Brazil is still as much the terra incognita as it was for the

first seafaring men from the geographical point of view. I

am always surprised anew to find that even educated and

politically interested people have this confused and narrow-

minded attitude toward this country, which is destined

undoubtedly to play one of the most important parts in

the future development of our world. For instance, when

on the boat a Boston business man talked rather disparag-

ingly of this "small" South American State and I tried

to remind him that Brazil alone comprised a larger terri-

tory than the United States of America, he thought I was

joking; and he could be convinced only when confronted

with a map. Again, in the novel of a well-known English
author I was amused to read of the hero being sent to Rio

de Janeiro in order to learn Spanish. But this writer is but

one of innumerable people who don't know that Portu-

guese is the language of Brazil. However, as I said before,

ifs not my business to be so presumptuous as to criticize

others for their ignorance. I myself, when leaving Europe
for the first time, knew nothing or nothing definite

about Brazil.

And then, finally arriving in Rio, I received one of the

most powerful impressions of my whole life. I was fasci-

nated, and at the same time deeply moved. For what lay
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before me here was not merely one of the most magnificent

landscapes in the worlda unique combination of sea and

mountain, city and tropical scenery but quite a new kind

of civilization. Contrary to all my expectations, it was an

entirely individual picture, with its orderly, clean-lined ar-

chitecture and city planning; there were courage and gener-

osity in all the modern things, and with all the traces of a

well-preserved ancient culture. There were colour and move-

ment which fascinated and never tired the eye; and wher-

ever one looked there was a pleasant surprise. I was over-

whelmed by a rush of joy and beauty. My emotions were

aroused, my nerves braced, my heart warmed, my mind

stirred and the more I saw the more I wanted to see.

The last days of my visit I spent travelling into the in-

terioror, rather, imagining that I was doing so. I trav-

elled twelve or fourteen hours to Sao Paulo, to Campinas,

thinking I was approaching the heart of the country; but

when I returned and looked at the map I discovered that

with this trip of twelve to fourteen hours I had but

scratched the surface. For the first time I began to have

an inkling of the incredible vastness of this country. Actu-

ally, one should call it not so much a country as a continent

a world huge enough to hold three hundred, four hun-

dred, five hundred million people, with immeasurable

wealth beneath the fertile virgin earth, only a thousandth

part of which has been exploited. In spite of all the work,

the building, the creating, and the organization that is

going on, the country is only at the beginning of its de-

velopment. Brazil's importance for the coming generations

cannot be assessed even by the most daring calculations.

And so the European arrogance which I had brought

with me as so much superfluous luggage vanished with
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astonishing rapidity. I knew I had looked into the future

of our world.

It was a starlit night when my ship departed, yet the

incomparable city, strung with myriad pearls of electric

light, shone more beautifully and mysteriously than the

stars in the sky. I felt then that this was not the last time

I was to see this city, this land; and I realized also that

I knew hardly anything of them, or at any rate nowhere

near enough. I promised myself immediately to return the

following year, better prepared and for a longer stay, to

experience once more this sensation of living in a world

which has a future and the security of peace, to enjoy with

even greater awareness its hospitable atmosphere. But I

wasn't able to keep my promise, for the next year there

was the war in Spain, and I reluctantly waited for quieter
times. But in 1938 Austria disappeared from the map, and

again I waited for a calmer moment. But in 1939 ^ was

Czechoslovakia, then the war in Poland, and finally the

war of all-against-all in our suicidal Europe. More and more

ardently I felt the desire to save myself for a while from a

world destroying itself for another engaged in the progress
of peaceful and creative development. So at last I re-

turned to this country, better and more thoroughly pre-

pared than before, in the hope of being able to present
a brief picture of it

I know that this picture is not, cannot be, complete.
It is impossible to know Brazil, a world in itself, completely.
I spent about six months in this country, and realize now
to what an extent, in spite of all my eagerness to learn

and constant
travelling, my survey fails to be comprehen-

sive; and I realize also that a whole life-time would not

give one the right to say: I know Brazil. There are, for
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instance, several provinces I have not seen at all, each of

which is as big as, or bigger than, France or Germany. I

have not wandered through the districts of Matto Grosso,

or Goyaz, or through the wilderness of the Amazon, some

of which have not yet been completely penetrated even by

scientific expeditions. Consequently I am not familiar with

the primitive life of the settlements scattered over these

enormous spaces; nor can I describe the existence of all the

various classes hardly touched by modern culture: the life

of the barqueiros who navigate the rivers, the caboclos in

the Amazon district, or the garimpeiros, the diamond-

seekers. I cannot write of the lives of the cattle-breeders, the

vaqueiros and the gauchos; or of those of the workers on

the rubber plantations in the jungle, the seringueiros; or of

those of the baranqueiros of Minas Geraes. I did not visit

the German colonies of Santa Catharina, where in the old

houses Kaiser Wilhelm's picture, and in the new that of

Adolf Hitler, are supposed to hang. I did not visit the Japa-

nese colonies in the interior of Sao Paulo, nor can I verify

the statement that some of the people descended from Indi-

ans in the impenetrable forests still indulge in cannibalism.

Even some of the most important scenic beauties I know

only from books and pictures. I did not take the twenty-

day trip through the green imposing monotony of the wil-

derness of the Amazon, or reach the border of Peru and

Bolivia; and owing to the difficulties of travelling by boat

during the unfavourable season I had to abandon the twelve-

day journey to the Rio Sao Francisco, Brazil's mightiest

and most historically important inland river. I did not climb

the Itatiaya, the nine-thousand-foot mountain, the top of

which commands a view over all the high plateau of Brazil

and its summits, reaching from Minas Geraes to Rio de
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Janeiro. I have not seen one of the wonders of the world,

the Iguassu, whose vast volume of water roars down in a

foaming cataract, and whose magnificence, according to the

account of visitors, far surpasses that of Niagara. I did not

fight my way into the damp, iridescent fastness of the

jungle. In spite of all my journeys, sight-seeing, studies,

reading, and exploring, I did not reach far beyond the edge

of civilization in Brazil; and I must console myself with the

thought that I met barely two or three Brazilians who could

truthfully say that they knew the interior and practically

impenetrable depths of their own land depths nearer to

which trains, steamer, and automobile could not have

brought me, since even they are powerless in the fantastic

dimensions of this empire.

I must also refrain from coming to definite conclusions,

predictions, and prophecies concerning the economic,

financial, and political future of Brazil. Economically, so-

ciologically, and culturally, the problems of Brazil are so

new, so peculiar and principally on account of its size-

so complicated, that each one of them would require a

whole staff of specialists for a thorough presentation. A
complete survey is impossible in a country which does not

know itself completely, and which is anyway in such a hec-

tic state of development that each report, each statistic, is

already out of date before written information has been

printed. I would like, therefore, to choose from all these

problems one which seems to me the most topical, and
which today invests Brazil with a special intellectual and
moral status among all the nations of the world.

This central problem that forces itself on each genera-

tion, and more than ever on ours, is the answer to the

simplest and still most important question, namely: what
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peacefully together, despite all the differences of race, class,

colour, religion, and creed? It is the same old problem ap-

pearing again and again to confront each community, each

state. Because of specially complicated circumstances, this

problem confronts no country more dangerously than

Brazil; and none and it is to prove this that I am writing

this book has solved it in such a happy and enviable

way; in a way which in my opinion demands not only the

attention but the admiration of the whole world.

On the basis of its own ethnological structure, Brazil-

had it adopted the European mania of nationality and race

would have become the most strife-torn, most disin-

tegrated country on earth. Even at first sight one can rec-

ognize in street and market the different races that go to

make up the population. There are descendants of the

Portuguese who conquered and colonized the country;

there is the native Indian who from time immemorial in-

habited the whole region; there are millions of Negroes im-

ported from Africa during the slave days; and the millions of

Germans, Italians, and even Japanese who have arrived

since as settlers. From one's European experience one might

expect each of these groups to be antagonistic toward the

other the earlier arrivals against the later, white against

black, American against European, brown against yellow;

and that majorities and minorities would fight each other

in permanent struggle for their rights and privileges. But to

one's great surprise one soon realizes that all these different

races visibly distinct by their colour alone live in fullest

harmony with one another. And in spite of their different

backgrounds they compete only in trying to discard their

original peculiarities in order to become Brazilians as quickly
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as possible, and thus form a new and united nation. Brazil-

and the meaning of this great experiment seems to me ex-

emplaryhas shown up in the simplest way the absurdity of

the racial problem that is destroying our European world:

by just ignoring its alleged validity. Whereas our old world

is more than ever ruled by the insane attempt to breed peo-

ple racially pure, like race-horses and dogs, the Brazilian na-

tion for centuries has been built upon the principle of a

free and unsuppressed miscegenation, the complete equal-

ization of black and white, brown and yellow. What in

other countries is only theoretically stated on paper and

parchment an absolute civil equality in public as well as

in private life shows itself here in reality in the schools,

offices, churches, in business, in the army and the universi-

ties. It is moving to see children of all colours chocolate,

milk, and coffee come out of their schools arm-in-arm. And

this physical as well as spiritual union penetrates as far as

the highest levels of society, into the academies and gov-

ernment offices. There is no colour-bar, no segregation, no

arrogant classification; and nothing is more significant for

this natural co-existence than the absence in their language

of any derogatory word for people of different blood.

Whereas with us each nation has invented some kind of ex-

pression of contempt for the other dago or JBoche here

the vocabulary is entirely lacking in corresponding deroga-

tory words for the "nigger" and the Creole; for who here

would, who could, boast of absolute racial purity? Gobi-

neau may have exaggerated when he made his ill-mannered

remark that in all Brazil he had found but one individual

of pure race, the Emperor Dom Pedro; but with the excep-
tion of the most recent immigrants, the real Brazilian him-

self is certain to have some drops of Indian blood in his
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veins. And wonder of wonders he is not ashamed of it!

The allegedly destructive principle of race mixture, this

horror, this "sin against the blood'' of our obsessed race

theoreticians, is here consciously used as a process of ce-

menting national culture. On this foundation a nation has

been building itself up, slowly but surely, for four hundred

years; and the adaptation to the same climate, to the same

living conditions, has created a thoroughly individual type,

lacking in all the "degenerate" characteristics against which

race fanatics try to warn us. One seldom sees anywhere in

the world more beautiful women and children delicate in

build, gentle in manner than among these hybrids. It is a

joy to look at the half-dark face of a student and to find

there intelligence coupled with a quiet modesty and polite-

ness. A certain softness, a mild melancholy, create here a

new and very personal contrast to the dynamism and activ-

ity of the North American. The only elements to "degener-

ate" in this mixture are the violent and therefore dangerous

qualities. This systematic dissolution of separate racial and

national groups has greatly facilitated the creation of a uni-

form national consciousness; and it is surprising how com-

pletely the second generation considers itself already to be

nothing but Brazilian. There are always the facts which in

their undeniable visible power refute the printed theories

of the dogmatists. Therefore the experiment of Brazil, with

its complete and conscious negation of all colour and racial

distinctions, represents by its obvious success perhaps the

most important contribution toward the liquidation of a

mania that has brought more disruption and unhappiness

into our world than any other.

And so it is not so difficult to understand why one expe-

riences such a sense of relief as soon as one lands in this
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country. At first, one is apt to think that this
liberating ef-

fect is only the result of what the eye sees, of the happy

absorption of this unique beauty that seems to greet the

newcomer with open arms. But soon one realizes that this

harmonious disposition of nature has become part of the

attitude of the whole nation. One who has just escaped the

crazy destructiveness of Europe first greets the total absence

of any hatred in public and private life as something unbe-

lievable, and then welcomes it with infinite relief. The fear-

ful tension that for a decade has been ruining our nerves

hardly exists here. All contrasts, even social ones, lack the

sharp edge, and especially that poison with which we have

grown so familiar nationalism and racial hate. Here poli-

tics, with all their treachery, have not yet become the focal

point of private life, not yet the centre of all thinking and

feeling. As soon as one enters this country, it is one's first

pleasant and ever-recurring surprise to find in how friendly

and peaceful a way people live with each other within this

immense space. Instinctively one breathes more freely, feel-

ing grateful for having escaped from the stuffy air of race

and class hatred to this calmer and more humane atmos-

phere. Doubtless there is more indolence in the way of liv-

ing; under the imperceptibly relaxing influence of the cli-

mate people develop less impetus, less vehemence, less

strong a vitality in short, less of just those qualities which

nowadays are tragically overestimated and praised as the

moral values of a nation. But it is we who have experienced
the awful consequences of this organization, this greed and

lust for power in our own life, who enjoy all the more this

calmer and more relaxed form of living and look upon it as

a blessing. Far be it from me to pretend that conditions

in Brazil today are ideal. Many things are still in their in-
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fancy or in a state of transition. The standard of living of a

large part of the population is still far below ours. The tech-

nical and industrial achievements of these nearly fifty mil-

lion people can still only be compared with those of a minor

European State. The administrative machine is not yet

working smoothly, and still produces minor breakdowns.

To travel a hundred miles into the interior is to return to

the primitive conditions of a century ago. Newcomers to

this country will first of all have to become accustomed to

small irregularities, inconsistencies, and to a certain laxity

in daily life; and many travellers who see the world only

from hotel or automobile can still afford the luxury of re-

turning with the haughty feeling of belonging to a superior

civilization, and may find many things in Brazil backward

and inferior. But the events of recent years have consider-

ably changed our opinions concerning the meaning of the

words "civilization" and "culture/* We are no longer ready

to parallel them with the words "organization" and "com-

fort/* Nothing has favoured this fatal error more than sta-

tistics. This materialistic science calculates the national

wealth of a country, the share of the individual in it, and

the existing number of automobiles, bathrooms, radios, and

insurance policies per head. Judging by these figures the

most cultivated and most civilized peoples would seem to

be those who have the strongest impetus to production, the

maximum consumption, and the greatest sum in individual

wealth. An important element, however, is lacking in these

figures: they do not include the human way of thinking,

which we believe to be the truest criterion for the measure-

ment of culture and civilization. We have seen that the

highest form of organization has not prevented nations

from using just this power solely in the interest of bestiality
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instead of humanity. Within a quarter of a century our

European civilization has surrendered itself for the second

time. And so we are no longer willing to judge a country by

its industrial, financial, and military strength, but rather by

its peaceful way of thinking and its humane attitude.

In this sense, which I believe to be the most important,

Brazil seems to me one of the most worthy of emulation,

and therefore one of the most lovable countries of our

world. It is a country which hates war; even more, it has

hardly ever experienced it. With the exception of the Para-

guay episode, which was senselessly provoked by a mad dic-

tator, Brazil for more than a century has settled all border

disputes by pacific agreement or through an international

court of arbitration. Generals are neither the pride of Brazil

nor her heroes; but rather statesmen like Rio Branco, who

knew how to prevent war by reasoning and conciliation.

Sufficient in herself, the linguistic frontier one with the geo-

graphical, Brazil has no desire to expand, nor any imperial-

istic tendencies. No neighbour can demand anything from

her, and she does not demand anything from her neigh-

bours. Never has the peace of the world been threatened

by her politics; and even in an unpredictable time such as

ours one cannot imagine that this basic principle of its na-

tional conception, this wish for understanding and good-

will, could ever change because this desire for peace, this

humanitarian behaviour, has not been an accidental atti-

tude of a single ruler or leader. It is the natural product of a

people's character, the innate tolerance of the Brazilian,

which again and again has proved itself in the course of his-

tory. Brazil was the only Iberian nation never to see bloody

persecutions; the pyres of the Inquisition have never flamed

here. There is no other country where slaves have been
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treated with such comparative humaneness. Even her inner

upheavals and changes of government have taken place

without bloodshed. When her desire for independence
drove out two kings and one emperor, they left the country

without interference,, and therefore without hatred. Since

Brazil became independent even after the quelling of riots

and revolts the leaders have never paid with their lives.

Whoever ruled this country was forced unconsciously to

adapt himself to this native tolerance. For decades the only

monarchy in American countries, it was not by chance that

Brazil had as an emperor the most democratic, the most lib-

eral of all crowned regents. And today, though considered

to be a dictatorship, Brazil knows more individual freedom

and contentment than most of our European countries. So

one of our greatest hopes for future civilization and peace

in our world, which has been destroyed by hatred and mad-

ness, rests on the existence of Brazil, whose desires are

aimed exclusively at pacific development. Wherever ethical

forces are at work, our task is to strengthen those inten-

tions. Wherever in our troubled times we find hope for a

new future in new zones, it is our duty to point out this

country and these possibilities.

And that is why I am writing this book.



thousands and thousands of years the vast land of

Brazil, with its green and murmuring forests, its moun-

tains and rivers, and the monotonous sound of the sea, re-

mained unknown and nameless. Then suddenly on the eve-

ning of April 22, in the year 1 500, several white sails appear
on the horizon. Broad-beamed, heavy caravels, with the red

cross of Portugal on their sails, draw nearer, and a few days

later the first ship lies alongside the new shore.

It is the Portuguese fleet under the command of Pedro

Alvares Cabral, which left the mouth of the Tagus in March

1500 in an effort to repeat Vasco da Gama's unforgettable

journey round the Cape of Good Hope towards India, the

voyage whose praises have been sung by Camoes in his

Lusiads. It has been said that adverse winds drove the ships
off Vasco da Gama's course along the African coast far away
to this unknown island, because Isla da Santa Cruz was the

name first given to this coast whose size could not be fore-

seen. The discovery of Brazil seems so long as one dis-

counts as pre-discoveries the voyage of Pinzon, who nearly
reached the Amazon, and the doubtful one of Vespucci to

have fallen to Portugal and Pedro Alvares Cabral only by a

strange coincidence of winds and waves. For a long time,

however, historians have refused to give credence to this
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"coincidence," for Cabral had with him Vasco da Gama's

pilot,
who knew precisely the shortest course; and the

legend of the adverse winds becomes untenable owing to

the evidence of Pedro Vaz de Caminha, also on board,

who makes a special note of the fact that they sailed on

from Cape Verde "sern haver tempo forte on contrario"

"without encountering bad or adverse weather/' Thus, since

no storm drove them westwards, and they arrived suddenly

in Brazil instead of at the Cape of Good Hope, a definite

purpose or, still more likely, a secret command from the

King must have caused Cabral to head in such a westerly

direction. This makes it more than probable that the Portu-

guese Crown possessed a secret knowledge of the existence

of the geographical position of Brazil long before the official

discovery. And there still lies buried a secret whose docu-

ments disappeared for all time with the destruction of the

archives during the earthquake in Lisbon; and the world

will probably never know the name of the first and real dis-

coverer. It looks as though, the moment Columbus had

discovered America, a Portuguese ship had been sent out to

explore this new continent and had returned with an ac-

count of it. Or elseand for this there also exist certain

proofs before Columbus made his report, the Portuguese

Crown knew some more or less certain facts about this

country in the far west. But whatever it was that Portugal

knew, she was careful not to inform her envious neigh-

bours. During this age of discovery the Crown treated all

news of nautical explorations as military or commercial

State secrets, whose divulgence to alien powers was punish-

able by death. Maps, ships' log-books, pilots' records and

charts were all treated with as much care as was bestowed

upon gold and diamonds, and locked away accordingly in
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the treasure house of Lisbon. Premature disclosure was par-

ticularly inadvisable in this case because, after the papal

bull, the "Intercaetera," all territory 100 sea-miles west of

Cape Verde belonged by rights to Spain. An official discov-

ery on the far side of this zone at such a time would have

enriched the possessions of the neighbour, not the discov-

erer. Thus it was by no means in the interests of Portugal

prematurely to reveal such a discovery (if one had
actually

taken place). First, it had to be legally established that this

new country belonged not to Spain but to the Portuguese

Crown. This Portugal had secured with conspicuous fore-

sight by the Treaty of Tordesillas, which, on June 7, 1494,

thus shortly after the discovery of America, changed the

Portuguese zone from the original 100 leguas west of Cape
Verde to 370 just far enough to occupy the allegedly un-

discovered coast of Brazil. If this were an accident, it was

certainly one which coincided peculiarly with the otherwise

inexplicable deviation of Pedro Alvares CabraFs intended

course.

This hypothesis of some historians concerning an earlier

knowledge of Brazil, and the King's secret instructions to

Cabral to deviate far enough to the west so as to find the

new country by a miracle "milagrosamente," as he writes

to the King of Spain actually gains in plausibility by the

way in which the chronicler of the fleet, Pedro Vaz de

Caminha, reports the discovery of Brazil. Instead of show-

ing some signs of surprise or enthusiasm at having unex-

pectedly come upon a new country, he merely records the

facts as a matter of course. In the same way the second and
unknown chronicler mentions simply: "Che ebbe grandfs-
simo piacere"~

<

There was great pleasure/' No word of tri-

umph; none of the presumptions characteristic of Colum-
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bus and those who followed him, about how they had dis-

covered the continent of Asia nothing but a cold note

seeming more to confirm an accepted fact than to announce

a new one. And so it is just possible that CabraFs claim to

fame as being the first man to have discovered Brazil, a sup-

position
rendered already doubtful by Pinzon's landing

north of the Amazon, may one day be lost by the belated

finding of documents. As long, however, as these documents

don't turn up, April 22 of the year 1500 must be considered

as the day on which this new nation entered into the his-

tory of the world.

This new country's first impression on those who first

landed is excellent fertile soil, mild 'winds, fresh drinkable

water, an abundance of fruit, a friendly harmless popula-

tion. Whoever comes to Brazil during the next few years

repeats Amerigo Vespucci's melodious words. Arriving, he

exclaims: "If anywhere in the world earthly paradise exists,

it cannot be far from here!" The natives who approach the

discoverers in the innocent attire of nudity, and who dis-

play their uncovered bodies "con tanto inocencia como o

rostro" "with as much unconcern as their faces" give

them a kind reception. With peaceful curiosity men crowd

round them; but it is the women who, with their well-built

bodies (appreciation of which has been gratefully acknowl-

edged by all succeeding narrators), their ready and un-

stinted courtesy, cause the seafarers to forget their many
weeks of privation. They were not to carry out, however, a

thorough exploration or occupation of the interior for some

time to come, for Cabral, in the performance of the secret

mission, was obliged to proceed as fast as possible in the

direction of the official goal on toward India. On May 2,

then, after a stay of altogether ten days, he sets sail for
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Africa, having commanded Caspar de Lemos to proceed by

ship northward along the coast and then to return to Lisbon

with the news of the newly found country, taking with him

several specimens of its fruits, plants, and animals.

The report that Cabral's fleet had reached this new land,

whether accomplished in fulfilment of the secret mission or

by sheer accident, is received graciously in the royal palace,

but no real enthusiasm is shown. Nevertheless, in an effort

to preserve the rights of ownership, information is for-

warded through official letters to the King of Spain; but the

news that this country is "sem ouro nem prata, nem nen-

Lurna causa de metal" "without gold or silver or other

precious metals" does not as yet allow much store to be

set by the discovery.

During recent years Portugal has discovered so many
countries and taken possession of such an enormous part of

the globe that this small country's power of absorption is in

fact thoroughly exhausted. The new sea route to India as-

sures it of the monopoly of spices, and already, with this

alone, of immense prosperity. In Lisbon it is known that in

Calicut and the Moluccas the age-old legendary splendour

of precious stones, priceless silks, china, and spices lie ready

for a bold attempt at seizure. And impatience to take pos-

session at one stroke of this Oriental magnificence and the

most superior culture in the world drives Portugal to lengths

of daring and heroism such as have hardly ever been seen

before. Even the heroic poem of the Lusiads barely suc-

ceeds in making this adventure, this Alexander-like cam-

paign, seem comprehensible undertaken as it was by a

handful of men setting out in a dozen small ships to con-

quer three continents and an entirely unknown ocean all at

once. After all, poor little Portugal, having escaped from
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Arab rule only two hundred years ago, has no ready money.

Every time a fleet is equipped the King has to mortgage the

proceeds in advance. Apart from this, his army isn't large

enough to fight the Arabs, the Indians, the Malays, and

the African savages all at the same time; not to mention the

simultaneous building of settlements and fortresses in all

three continents. And yet, as though by a miracle, Portugal

does manage to produce out of itself all this strength.

Knights and peasants and, as Columbus once bitterly com-

plained, even "tailors" leave their houses, their women,
their children, their professions, and come pouring from all

over the country to the ports. Nor are they scared of Bar-

ros's remark that "the ocean is the most frequent grave of

the Portuguese." For the word India has magic power. The

King is well aware that one boat returning from this Gol-

conda pays for ten that are lost; that the man who survives

the storms, shipwrecks, battles, and diseases, is rich for

himself and for his descendants. Now that the door to the

treasure house of the world of the past is forced open, no-

body wants to stay at home in the "pequena casa" "small

house" of his native land. And the unanimity of this de-

sire supplies Portugal with a frenzy of strength and courage

which for a whole century renders the impossible possible

and turns the improbable into reality.

Amidst this tumult of passions, such a world-historical

event as the discovery of Brazil passes almost unnoticed;

and nothing is more significant of the disregard of this fact

than that Camoes, in his heroic poem of a thousand lines,

does not so much as mention in one of them either the dis-

covery or the existence of this country. Vasco da Gama's

seamen have returned with priceless materials, jewels, stones,

and spices; and above all with the news that a thousand
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times more such treasure is lying waiting in the palaces of

the Zamorins and the Rajahs. How poor in comparison is

the booty of Caspar de Lemos, consisting of a few colour-

ful parrots, several samples of wood, some fruit, and the

sobering message that the naked people possessed literally

nothing that could be taken away from them. Not so much

as a grain of gold did he bring; not a single jewel; no spices,

nor any of those precious stones, one handful of which is of

more value than a whole forest of Brazilian timber treas-

ures which can be seized by a few strokes of the sword or

shots from a cannon; whereas the trees must first of all be

felled before they can be sawn, shipped, and finally sold. If

this Isla or Tierra da Santa Cruz holds any wealth, it can

only be potential such wealth as would have to be wrung

from the soil after years of hard labour. But Portugal's King

needs quick, concrete profits to pay his debts. So first of all

to Africa, to India, to the Moluccas, and to the Orient!

And thus Brazil becomes the Cordelia of this King Lear, the

despised one of the three sisters Asia, Africa, and America

and yet the only one to remain loyal in the hour of need.

So it only conforms to the hard logic of necessity that

Portugal, at first intoxicated by its fantastic successes, takes

hardly any notice of Brazil. The name does not reach the

ears of the people, nor stir the imagination. In their maps
the German and Italian geographers draw the coast-line at

random as "Brassil" or "Tierra de Papagaios," but the

Tierra da Santa Cruz has nothing to attract seamen or ad-

venturers. If King Manoel, however, has neither the time

nor the intention to use and protect this new country, he

is nonetheless loath to relinquish so much as a foot of its

soil, because Brazil guards his sea route to India, and above

all because there is nothing that Portugal, in its frenzy of
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success and thirst for conquest, would love more than to

cover the whole globe with its two small hands. With te-

nacity, persistence, and cleverness, he fights with Spain for

recognition that after the Treaty of Tordesillas this terri-

tory should become part of his dominion. The two powers
almost come to blows over a country which neither of them

really .wants or needs, because what they both desire are

jewels and gold only. But the two of them realize in

time how senseless it would be to fight each other at a mo-

ment when they are in dire need of every man and gun so

as to exploit these new worlds which have fallen to them

out of the skies. In 1506 they come to an agreement con-

firming Portugal's right over Brazil, a right which so far she

had only platonically exerted.

From now on there is no longer any reason to fear the

powerful neighbour Spain. It is the French, however, who

coming off badly at the distribution of such a large part

of the worldsuddenly begin to take an interest in this un-

settled, unorganized chunk of large and beautiful earth.

More and more frequently ships appear from Dieppe and

Le Havre to fetch Brazilian timber; and so far Portugal

hasn't a sufficient number of ships and soldiers in its har-

bours to resist the assaults of pirates. Its legal title is only

on paper, and with one single bold attack, with five or pos-

sibly with as few as three ships, France could take posses-

sion of the whole colony, if such were her desire. Thus, in

order to defend the long stretch of coast, one thing is nec-

essary: its colonization. If the Crown wishes to turn Brazil

into Portuguese country and to preserve it as Crown land,

it must make up its mind to send over some Portuguese.

The country, with its enormous space, its unlimited possi-

bilities, needs hands and yet more hands; and each new ar-
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rival beckons across the ocean for more and more. From

the very beginning, throughout the history of Brazil, the

one everlasting cry has been: "Men! More Men!" It is like

the voice of Nature which, for its growth and development,

for its fullest flowering and expansion, needs the assistance

of mankind.

But how are the colonists to be found in this small coun-

try, already bled half dry? At the beginning of its age of con-

quest Portugal has at the most three hundred thousand

adult men, of whom a tenth has since perished in the arma-

das; and of this number nine-tenths have fallen victims to

the sea, to battles, and to disease. It is becoming more and

more difficult to find soldiers and sailors in this country

where villages are depopulated and fields deserted; and even

among the adventurers there is not one who wants to go to

Brazil. Those from the country's highest walks of life, the

most vital, the most courageous the fidalgos, the noblemen

and soldiers all refuse. They know that in the Tierra da

Santa Cruz no gold, no jewels, no ivory, not even glory are

to be found. What, on the other hand, would the scholars,

the intellectuals, do in this wilderness, cut off from all civi-

lization? What trade could the merchants find in a country

full of naked cannibals? What would there be for them to

bring home on their hazardous trips to and fro, when one

single shipment from the Moluccas rewards their risks a

thousandfold? Even the poorest of the Portuguese prefer to

till their own soil rather than venture into the strange and

unknown country of the cannibals. No man of title or rank,

of wealth and culture, shows the slightest intention of em-

barking for these desolate coasts. And so those who settle

in Brazil during the first years consist of hardly more than

a few stranded seamen, a few adventurers and deserters
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from ships who, either by chance or indolence, were left

behind there. They do their best toward a rapid coloniza-

tion, efforts amounting exclusively to the production of in-

numerable half-castes, the so-called mamelucos- one man
alone being responsible for some three hundred. Even so,

there remain in all only a few hundred Europeans in a

country whose size at the time is known to be as large as

Europe.
And thus arises the urgent necessity to further immigra-

tion by force and organization. For this purpose Portugal

practises the method of deportation already tried out in

Spainthat of informing all authorities in the country to

abandon judgment of criminals on condition that they are

willing to leave for the new continent. Why crowd the pris-

ons and feed convicts year after year at the State's expense?

Much better to send the degredados for ever across the

ocean to the new land where they might in the end even

prove of some use. As usual, it is not altogether clean

manure which is the earth's best preparation for future

harvests.

The only colonists who arrive of their own accord, not

from chains, and without brands or verdict of the judge,

are the Cristaos novos, the newly baptized Jews. But even

these do not come entirely of their own free will, but from

precaution and fear. They have taken the baptism in Portu-

gal more or less sincerely to avoid the stake, but quite natu-

rally they no longer feel safe in the shadow of Torquemada.

It seems wiser to move on to a new country in time, so long

as the grim hand of the Inquisition has not yet reached

across the ocean. Forming groups, these baptized and un-

baptized Jews settle down in the ports as the first real civil-

ian colonizers. These Cristaos novos are destined to become
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the oldest families of Bahia and Pernambuco, and inciden-

tally the first organizers of trade. With their knowledge of

the world market they superintend the felling and shipment

of pao vermelho, the Brazilian wood, which at the time is

Brazil's only article of export. One of them, Fernao de

Noronha, has acquired by contract from the King the trade

concession for an indefinite period. Not only Portuguese

but also foreign ships now arrive quite regularly to fetch

this rare product; and gradually, between Pernambuco and

Santos, small settlements rise up to form the nuclei of

future towns. Meanwhile, several expeditions of smaller

and larger fleets have penetrated to the Rio de la Plata, and

have started a survey of the coast. But, unknown and with-

out boundaries, behind the narrow strip of coast which then

represented Brazil in the eyes of the world, there still lies

the whole gigantic country.

Progress is slow, dangerously slow, during the first three

decades. More and more foreign ships appear at the new

ports illegally, in Portugal's opinion to fetch timber. At

last, in 1530, the King decides to create some kind of order

by sending over a small fleet under Martim Alfonso de

Souza. On his arrival he immediately catches three French

ships in the act of piracy, whereupon he promptly sends the

King the already familiar warning: Brazil must be colonized

or the Crown will lose it. But, as has been the case ever since

the beginning of this heroic time, there are no funds: the

occupation in India, the fortresses in Africa, the upkeep of

military prestige in a word, Portuguese imperialism ab-

sorb all capital and all energy. And so a new experiment
must be made "de povoar a terra" "to populate the earth"

or, better, one such as that which has already succeeded

in the Azores and Cape Verde: the promotion of coloniza-
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tion by private initiative. Thus this country, as good as un-

inhabited, is divided into twelve capitanias, each presented

with full right of inheritance to a man who must promise
it being in his own interests anywayto colonize this sec-

tion of land, or rather this empire. For what are bestowed

on these capitanias are real empires, each as large as

Portugal itself, and some as big as France or Spain. Thus a

nobleman who doesn't own a thing in Portugal, an officer

who has excelled in the battles in India and demands re-

ward, an historian like Joao de Barros to whom the King is

indebted each of them receives with the stroke of the pen
a twelfth part of Brazil. And all this in the hope that from

now on they will do their bit toward attracting people over,

and so carefully cultivate the conferred land, preserving it

indirectly for the home country.

The first attempt to bring some kind of method into

these accidental and scattered settlements is planned in a

generous manner. The advantages for the donees are im-

mense: with few duties and with the right to mint, they

possess as well all the powers of a royal prince. If they really

had any idea how to attract people to the country, the lives

of their children and grandchildren would be comparable

with those of the monarchs of Europe. But those in receipt

of such donations are mostly elderly people, the best part

, of whose powers was consumed long ago in the royal serv-

ice. They do accept the land as a heritage for their children

and grandchildren, but they are quite incapable of develop-

ing it to its full value. During the following decade it is

proved that only two of the capitanias prosper: those of

Sao Vicente and Pernambuco known as Nova Lusitania

thanks to a certain amount of sugar planting. The others

soon sink into a hopeless state of confusion through the in-
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difference of their owners, the lack of colonists, the hostil-

ity of the natives, and a number of catastrophes on land

and sea. The whole coast, in fact, threatens to fall to pieces.

Disconnected from each other, without coming to any

agreement, without a common law, without military force,

without defences and soldiers, the capitanias are a prey to

every enemy power, even to a single daring privateer, a cor-

sair. On May 12, 1548, quite desperate, Luiz de Goes writes

to the King: "If your Majesty will not promptly come to

the rescue of the capitanias on the coast, not only will we

lose our lives and possessions, but your Majesty will lose the

whole country/* If Portugal will not organize Brazil into a

unity, then Brazil is lost. Only the arrival of a determined

agent of the King, a governor-general, bringing with him

military powers, is capable of restoring order and in due

time reassembling the scattered remnants to form some

kind of unity.

It is a decisive influence on the history of Brazil that the

King, Joao III, reacts in time to the plea for help. On Febru-

ary i, 1549, he sends Governor Thome de Souza, a man
who has already done well in Africa and India, with the or-

der to found a capital somewhere, preferably in Bahia, from

which centre the whole land may be governed.
In addition to the necessary officials, Thome de Souza

brings with him six hundred soldiers and four hundred

desgredados, who are later destined to settle in the new city

or on the land. The necessary material for the building of

a city is also unloaded and everyone immediately sets to

work. In four months a fortification wall is erected to de-

fend the place. Houses and churches are being built where
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hitherto there had been only deplorable mud huts. In the

provisory palacio do gobierno, a colonial and a city govern-

ment are installed; and as a visible sign of a newly founded

and already very necessary court of law, a carcel is being

built, the first hint of the intention to enforce stricter order

in the future. They shall not feel they are any longer a de-

serted, forgotten, exiled, and homeless people on the wrong
side of right and duty, but united under the law of their

homeland. With the founding of a capital and the appoint-

ing of a governor, the hitherto shapeless organism of Brazil

has won a heart and a brain.

With Thome de Souza come the soldiers and four hun-

dred convicts, one thousand men in armour or in rough

working clothes. But more important than these thousand

strong men will be the six men in simple dark hoods whom
the King has sent with Thome de Souza for spiritual guid-

ance and religious advice. These six men bring with them

the most precious possession necessary to the existence of

a people and a country the basic creative idea of Brazil.

Because their Order is young and filled with a holy zest,

these six Jesuits are imbued with a fresh and still quite un-

used energy, to offer proof of its special meaning. Their

leader and founder, Ignacio de Loyola, is still alive; and

with his ascetic will, his great intellectual capacity, his firm

fanaticism, he offers them a concrete example of self-

discipline. As with all religious movements, the spiritual in-

tensity and the ethical purity of the Jesuits are at their

height during their first years, and prior to their actual suc-

cess. In the year 1550 the Jesuits are not the clerical, worldly

economic power they are destined to become in the cen-

turies ahead and every form of power lessens the moral

purity of a man as it does that of a party. The individual as
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well as the Order being possessionless
in every sense, the

Jesuits symbolize a definite will, a basically spiritual ele-

ment not yet touched by earthly things. They arrive at the

best moment, because, for their grandiose conception of

rebuilding the religious unity of the world through spiritual

warfaring, the discovery of new continents is an unheard-of

advantage. Since the year 1519, when the barbaric German

incited the religious world, a third or nearly one half of

Europe has already denounced the Church; and Catholi-

cism, once the ecclesia universalis, has been forced into a

position of defence. What an advantage if one of these new

worlds, which had appeared so suddenly, could be con-

quered in time for the old, true faith and thus form, so to

speak, a second and wider front behind the first! As the

Jesuits demand nothing, neither wages nor preferment,

King Joao falls in with their scheme for winning over the

new country for their faith; and he allows six of these sol-

diers of Christ to accompany the expedition. But in reality

these six turn out to be not companions, but the leaders.

With these six men Brazil starts a new era. All arrivals

before them had come by order, because they had been

forced, or were in flight. Whoever had landed on this shore

had wanted to deprive this country of something be it tim-

ber, fruit, birds, ore, or men. Nobody had ever thought of

bringing something to the country as a gift.
The Jesuits are

the first who do not want anything for themselves, but every-

thing for the country. They bring with them plants and ani-

mals to enrich the soil; they bring medicines to heal the

sick, books and instruments to instruct the uneducated;

they bring their faith and the moral discipline of their Or-

der; but they bring above all a new idea, the greatest col-

onizing idea in history. Before them and with them, under
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the old regime, the colonization of primitive people meant

either to annihilate the natives or to treat them like ani-

mals. For the morale of the conquistadors of the sixteenth

century, discovery is identical with tyranny, suppression,

theft, and slavery. Whereas they, as "os unicos homens dis-

ciptinados de seu tempo" "the only civilized men of

their century/' as Euclydes da Cunha calls them think be-

yond this process of destruction toward one of construc-

tion, to the generations to follow; and from the first mo-

ment in this new country they anticipate the moral equality

of all human beings. Just because the native standard of liv-

ing is low, they shall not sink still further into slavery. They

shall, in fact, be raised up, made into conscious members

of the human race, and through Christianity they shall be

drawn toward western civilization; and through miscegena-

tion and education a new nation shall develop here. To this

creative idea Brazil owes, in the final analysis, the fact that

out of a conglomeration of different elements it has be-

come one organism, and that in spite of the most uncon-

cealed opposition it has found unity.

Of course, the Jesuits know that they cannot immediately

solve so far-reaching a problem. The Jesuits are no vague,

muddle-headed dreamers; nor their teacher Ignacio de Loy-

ola any Francis of Assisi, believing in the mild brotherhood

of man. They are realists and trained through their devo-

tional regime to brace their energies from day to day in or-

der to conquer the tremendous opposition of human weak-

ness in the world. They are aware of the danger and the

slowness of their task. But just the fact that from the be-

ginning they are aiming- so far into the future, into centuries

ahead yes, into eternity makes them so different from the

officials and warriors who want immediate, concrete profits
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for themselves and their home country. The Jesuits know

perfectly well that it will take generations and generations

to work out this process of "embrasilenamento." None of

them who gives his life, his health, his energy, to this begin-

ning will ever see the slightest results of his efforts. The

foundation of their work is not only difficult, but an
ap-

parently useless and laborious investment. But just the fact

that it starts in a country which has never been cultivated,

and one without borders, stimulates rather than undermines

their intensity. Inasmuch as the timely arrival of the Jesuits

is a stroke of good fortune to Brazil, so is Brazil a stroke of

luck for them, since it proves to be the ideal field for their

endeavour. From the mere fact that nobody has been at

work here before them, they are able to practise a world-

historical experiment to its fullest extent. Matter and
spirit,

substance and form, an empty, totally unorganized coun-

try, and a still unproven method of organization, all meet

each other here to create something new and alive.

What is especially fortunate in this happy combination

of a gigantic task and a still more gigantic energy attacking

it, is the presence of a real leader. Manoel de Nobrega, who
is ordered by his "provincial" to set out for Brazil so sud-

denly that he hasn't even the time to receive personal in-

structions from the Master of the Order in Rome, is in the

prime of life. Thirty-two years old, he has studied at the Uni-

versity of Coimbra before entering the Order; his impor-
tance in history is due not to his special theological knowl-

edge, but to his tremendous energy and his moral strength.

Nobrega hampered by a stutter is not a great preacher like

Vieira, nor a great writer such as Anchieta. He ist on the
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other hand, a magnificent fighter in the spirit of Loyola. On
the expeditions to free Rio de Janeiro, he is the driving

power behind the army and the strategical adviser of the gov-

ernors. In the administration he shows the talents of an in-

genious organizer, and his clear vision, so apparent in his

letters, is coupled with a heroic energy which fears no self-

sacrifice. If one were to examine his journeys of inspection

undertaken during these years from north to south, back

again, and across the country they would reveal hundreds,

perhaps a thousand, nights of worry and danger. In all these

years he is governor next to the governor, teacher above and

next to teachers, founder of cities, and mediator; and there

is no important event in the history of Brazil of that time

with which his name is not connected. The reconquering of

the port of Rio de Janeiro, the founding of Sao Paulo and

Santos, the pacification of hostile tribes, the erection of

collegios, the organization of teaching, the rescuing of the

natives from slavery, all are primarily due to him. He was

responsible for the beginning of everything; if the names of

his pupils Anchieta and Vieira became more popular in the

country than his, it was only because they continued to de-

velop his ideas. Wherever they built, his was the founda-

tion. It was the hand of Nobrega, this "obra sem exem-

plo na historia" -"work without example in history" who

wrote the first page of the history of Brazil; and every line

drawn by these powerful and steady fingers remains indel-

ible to this day.

The Jesuits devote their first few days to taking stock of

the situation. Before starting to teach, they want to learn,

and immediately one of the Fathers sets out to master the

native language. The first glance reveals that the natives are

still on the lowest level of the nomadic epoch. They go
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about entirely naked, have no idea what work is, and pos-

sess neither jewellery nor the most primitive kind of im-

plements. The necessities of life they obtain from the trees

and rivers, and as soon as one region is exploited they move

on to another. Fundamentally a goodnatured and gentle

race, they war against one another solely in order to take

prisoners, whom they then devour with great ceremony.

But even this cannibalistic rite does not spring from any

particular streak of cruelty In their nature; on the contrary,

these savages even present their daughters to the prisoners

and look after them with great care before slaughtering

them. When monks attempt to break this custom of canni-

balism, they are met more with astonishment than positive

resistance, because these savages live so far removed from

any cultural or moral understanding that to them the eat-

ing of prisoners means no more or less than such festive

pleasures as drinking, dancing, and sleeping with women.

At first, this deplorably low standard of living looks as

though it must become an insuperable obstacle to the work

of the Jesuits; but in reality it makes their task much more

simple. Owing to this naked people's total lack of all reli-

gious and moral values, it is far easier to teach them than

others who already possess a cult of their own, in places

where magicians, priests, and medicine men look upon the

missionary with suspicion. But the Brazilian aboriginal is an

"unwritten page/' a papel branco, as Nobrega says -pliable,

adaptable enough to absorb the new rule and leave ample

room for all manner of instruction. Everywhere the natives

receive the priests without the least suspicion: "Onde quer

que vamos, somos recibidos con grande boa vontade"

"Wherever we go, we are received with great goodwill."

Unhesitatingly they allow themselves to be baptized, and
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they follow the priests, the "good white men" whom they

protect from the others, the "wild white men" willingly

and gratefully into the Church. Of course the Jesuits, being
the scholarly and ever-watchful realists that they are, realize

this indolent thoughtless consent, the bowing and genu-
flexion of cannibals, is still far removed from real Christen-

dom. Even in the presence of Tibericas, the famous sup-

porter of their mission in Sao Paulo, they experience

occasional relapses into cannibalism; and they don't waste

their time boasting with statistics about those souls already

won over. They know that their real task lies in the future.

These nomadic tribes must first of all be persuaded to settle

on the land so that their children can be got hold of and

taught. The contemporary adult generation of cannibals is

beyond proper conversion. But the cultural education of

their children and their grandchildren in short, the com-

ing generations will be easy. So the most important task of

the Jesuits is to found schools and places where, with an eye

seeing far into the future, they can begin with the idea of

systematic miscegenation, which is what has unified Brazil

and is alone responsible for having kept this unity alive.

The children from the straw huts of the savages are con-

sciously mixed with the already numerous hybrids, and

urgent demands are made for more white children from

Portugal even if they be neglected and abandoned ones

picked up from the streets of Lisbon. Every new element

furthering the miscegenation is welcome, even the "mocos

perdidos, ladroes et maus die acqui chamam patifes" "the

fallen boys, the thieves, and the bad youth, as we call them

here."

They make it their business to create the teacher of the

native from his own stock, since he accepts his religious in-
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stractlon more easily from those of either his own or mixed

colour, than from the foreigner, the white. Contrary to

other colonizers, the Jesuits think exclusively in terms of

coming generations. Severe and farsighted realists, they are

the only people with a proper vision of the future of Brazil;

and even before any geographer has any idea of the size of

the country, they start planning their work on a scale which

in time proves to be correct. Their campaign is one directed

toward the future, and their final goal remains unchanged

throughout the centuries: the creation of this country in the

spirit of one single religion, language, and idea. That this

goal was attained makes Brazil for ever indebted to the first

creators of its conception.

The real resistance the Jesuits meet in their grandiose

plan of colonization comes not, as one might first expect,

from the native, the savage, the cannibal, but from the

European, the Christian, the colonizer. For these renegade

soldiers, mutineers, and degredados, Brazil so far has been

an exotic paradise, a land without law, restrictions, or duties,

where everyone was free to do exactly what he liked. With-
out being seriously hampered by justice or authority, they
could abandon themselves to their wildest instincts. What
at home would have been punishable with fetters and

brands, becomes here an accepted pleasure, following the

doctrine of the conquistadors: "Ultra equinoxialem non

peccatur" "There is no sin beyond the equator/' They
appropriate as much knd as they want, no matter where;

they confiscate natives wherever they find them, forcing
them into slavery under the lash; they take any woman
happening to cross their path; and soon the enormous num-
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ber of half-breed children is illustration enough of the dis-

semination of this wild polygamy. Nobody is on the spot

to force authority on them, with the result that each of

these creatures, most of them still bearing on their shoul-

ders the brandmark of jail, lives like a pasha, paying not the

slightest attention to right or religion, and above all with-

out raising so much as a finger to do a stroke of work.

Instead of civilizing the country, it is first of all the colonists

themselves who run wild.

It is a difficult job to teach discipline to this disreputable

gang accustomed to idleness and self-admiration. What

mostly alarms the saintly Fathers, however, is the reckless

polygamy in the coloured harems; but on the other hand

how are men to be condemned for living here in a wild

concubinage when there is no possibility of their marrying

legally or founding a family? How start a family life, the

sole basis of civilized morals, when there are no white

women? And so Nobrega urges the King to send women
from Portugal: "Mande vossa Alteza mulheras orphas por-

que todas cassarao" -'Tour Highness should send women
so that they all can marry/*

And as the fidalgos of Portugal cannot be expected to dis-

patch their daughters to this remote country to choose a

husband from amongst this ruthless crowd, Nobrega in his

tolerance does not hesitate to ask the King to send over the

Lisbon prostitutes. Here each one of them would certainly

find a man. After some time the united clerical and official

authorities actually succeed in restoring some sort of moral

order. Only at one point do they meet bitter resistance

from the whole colonyand this is over the question of

slavery, which for centuries, from 1500 to almost 1900, is

to remain the crux of the Brazilian problem. The country
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requires hands, and there are not enough hands here. The

few colonists do not suffice to plant the sugar cane, or to

work the engenhos, the primitive factories. Besides, these

adventurers and conquistadors have not left their homes

for this tropical country simply in order to till the soil

Here they want to be masters. Having discovered the simple

solution of catching natives like so many rabbits, they make

them slave under the whip till they ultimately break down.

They argue that if the country, with everything in it, is

to be theirs, these two-legged brown animals must also

belong to them no matter if they do collapse and die

under the work inflicted on them. For every dead man there

are dozens of others to be caught in gay caca al branco

slave-hunting which for the colonist is a sport into the

bargain.

The Jesuits attack this easy-going principle with great

energy, for the slavery and depopulation of the country are

entirely contrary to their far-reaching and well-prepared

plans. They cannot allow the colonists to let the natives

be forced into becoming beasts of burden, because they

have made it their main task to win over these primitive

people for the faith, the country, and the future. Every

free native becomes for the Jesuits a necessary object of

progress and civilization. Whereas until now it was in the

interests of the colonists to incite incessant war between

the tribes, so as to accelerate the progress of extermination

not to mention the fact that after each war the prisoners'

price decreased the Jesuits now attempt reconciliation be-

tween the various tribes and try to isolate them by means

of settlement throughout the gigantic country. For them

the native personifies the most valuable substance of this

earth; as a future Brazilian and a newly won Christian he
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is more important than the sugar cane, the Brazilian timber,

or the tobacco, for which he was being enslaved and

driven to death. As the principal God-sent seed, they want

to cultivate these still-undeveloped people just as they do

the strange fruits and plants they brought with them from

Europe, instead of letting them deteriorate and run wild.

This is why they have made a special demand of their King
for the freedom of the natives. In the Brazil of the future

there shall not exist a master nation of whites and a slave na-

tion of coloured folk, but a unified free people on free soil.

Naturally, even a royal letter and command loses much

of its powerful force three thousand miles away from home;
and a dozen priests, half of them wandering restlessly

through the country on their missions, are too weak against

the egotistical desires of the colonists. In order to save at

least a part of the natives, the Jesuits have to compromise
over the question of slavery. It need hardly be mentioned

that those prisoners taken in the so-called "just wars"

that is, in defensive battles must be given over to tie

colonists as slaves; and of course this clause is capable of

being interpreted in ways that are devious and uncon-

trollable. Apart from this, they are forced to permit the

import of African Negroes, so that they cannot be accused

of retarding the fast development of the colony. Even these

men of high intellectual and humane standards cannot

help sharing to some extent the prejudices of their time:

to them a Negro slave means as much a marketable article

of trade as does wool or timber. During these years Lisbon,

the European capital, already houses ten thousand black

slaves. How then can they be denied to the colonists? Even

the Jesuits themselves are compelled to procure Negroes.

Quite unperturbed, Nobrega reports that for the first semi-
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nary he has bought three slaves and several cows. But the

Jesuits stick fast to their one rule: that the native is not to

become just a prey to any passing adventurer. They protect

all those who have been baptized; but it is just this moral

obstinacy with which they fight for the brown Brazilians

that is destined one day to be the cause of their downfall.

Nothing has endangered the position of the Jesuits in

Brazil as much as this battle for the Brazilian idea of settle-

mentthe inspiration of a country through a free popula-

tion. And with sorrow one of them confesses: "Our lives

would have been much calmer if we would have stayed in

the seminaries and practised nothing but religious service."

But it was not in vain that the founder of their Order had

been a soldier. He had educated his pupils for a fight for

an ideathe idea they brought with them to this country:

the idea of Brazil.

In his plan of conquest for the future empire, Nobrega

proves himself a great strategist by immediately choosing
the right foothold for a bridge toward the future. Soon after

his arrival in Bahia he had founded his first instruction

school, and with the Father who followed him he journeys

up and down, examining the whole coast from Pernam-

buco to Santos, where he founds Sao Vicente. He has not

yet discovered the ideal place for the principal seminary, for

the spiritual and religious nerve centre from which the

Gospel can spread slowly through the whole country. At a

first glance this carefully contemplated search for a stra-

tegical footing seems incomprehensible. Why doesn't he

simply open up headquarters in Bahia, the capital, seat of

the governor and of the papal bishops? But now for the
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first time one realizes that there Is a secret opposition, which

after some time is to grow into an open, even violent hos-

tility. Loyola's Order does not want to start its work under

control of the State, nor even under papal control. From
the beginning the Jesuits have a higher aim than simply to

become a teaching, serviceable element in colonization sub-

ordinate to the Crown and Church. For them Brazil means
a decisive experiment, the first attempt to discover if their

power of organization can be put into practice. Nobrega
says quite openly: "Esto pafs e nossa empresa" -"This

land is our own enterprise" by which he means: We are

responsible before God and the people for the solving of

this problem. But the strong always want to shoulder re-

sponsibility alone. The reason for the secret suspicion which

accompanies the Jesuits in Brazil right through history is

without any doubt a special, personally planned aim which

the others could not quite recognize. Consciously or un-

consciously, what they want is not only the development of

a Portuguese colony amongst other Portuguese colonies,

but a theocratic community, a new State, independent of

the power of money and force, similar to what they tried

to found in Paraguay. From the first moment they want

to create in Brazil something unique, something new, some-

thing perfect And such a novel conception must sooner

or later clash with the purely mercantile and feudalistic

ideas of the Portuguese Court. Surely they intend to take

possession of Brazil not in a sovereign or capitalistic sense,

as they have been accused of doing, but for their Order and

its purpose. In Brazil they want to be more than just

preachers of the Gospel; they want to invest and achieve by
their presence more than other religious orders. This the

government feels from the beginning, using them gratefully
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and yet eyeing them with a slight suspicion. This, again,

is realized not only by the clergy, who don't want to share

the spiritual authority with anyone else, but also by the

colonists, who in their reckless lives feel hampered by the

Fathers. Just because they don't desire anything concrete,

but instead the establishment of a spiritual, idealistic prin-

ciple opposed to the tendencies of their time, they are faced

from the beginning with a perpetual resistance to which

they finally have to succumb and which expels them from a

country where they have, in spite of everything, sown the

seed of the future. Thus it was very farsighted of Nobrega
to want to build his Rome, his spiritual capital, far from

the residence of the governor and the bishops, and so avoid

for as long as possible the conflict of the other powers.

Only where he could work without hindrance or supervi-

sion could the slow and laborious process of crystallization

that he had in mind succeed. The placing of his centre of

activity away from the coast, inside the country, proves to

be an advantage both in the geographical sense as well as in

the interests of the religious doctrine. Only an inland

crossroad protected on one side by mountains against attacks

of piracy from the sea, and yet near to it, and on the other

hand within a short distance from the various tribes which

were to be won over for civilization and educated into be-

coming settlers only such a position could form the ideal

nucleus.

Finally Nobrega chooses Piratininga, the Sao Paulo of

today; and historical development has later proven the

genius of his decision, because the industry, the trade, and
the generally enterprising spirit of Brazil have followed the

choice throughout the centuries. On the same spot where,
on January 24, 1554, he and his supporters erected this
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"pauperissima e estreitissima casinha" 'Very poor and very

little house'
7

there stands today a modem city, with its

skyscrapers,
industrial plants, and crowded streets. Nobrega

could not have chosen better. The climate on this high

plateau is moderate; the soil fertile; a harbour is near; and

connexion with the great river La Plata is assured by the

rivers Parana and Paraguay. From here the missionaries can

proceed in all directions to the various tribes, bringing them

instruction and enlightenment. There is so far, moreover,

no colony of desgredados who might corrupt the morals of

this small settlement, a settlement which soon learns how

to win the friendship of the neighbouring tribes by treating

them decently and offering them small presents. Without

much resistance the natives allow the priests to gather them

into aldeias, those economic communities more or less of

a pattern with the Russian collectives of today. And it is

not long before Nobrega is able to report: "Vaise fazendo

uma formosa povoacao" "A magnificent people is develop-

ing here."

The Order has so far no landed property, and the limited

means at its disposal allow the seminary to develop only

by slow degrees. Even so, quite a number of Fathers, both

white and coloured, are being educated here; and as soon

as they are capable of speaking the native language, they

are to travel from tribe to tribe as missos volantes travel-

ling missionaries with the object of inducing more and

more nomads to become settlers and to join the faith. A
base is created, the first "escala par muitas nacos de Indios"

"step for many nations of Indians"; and before long a

feeling of honest solidarity springs up between the mis-

sionaries and the settled tribes. At the first attack from

nomadic gangs, it is the baptized people who, under the
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leadership of their chief, Tibericas, defend the place with a

passionate courage. The great experiment of a national set-

tlement under spiritual guidance, which later is to find

unique perfection in the Jesuit republic of Paraguay, has

begun.

Nobrega's foundation proves to be one of great progress

in the national sense. For the first time a sure basis has

been created for a future State. Whereas, up to this date,

Brazil was actually but a strip of coast, composed of four or

five harbour towns in the North, and trading only in tropical

products, now both the South and the interior also start

colonization. Soon the slowly mustered energies are to pro-

ceed creatively; and through curiosity and impatience the

country itself is to discover its mountains and rivers, its

vast expanse and its depth. With the first organized settle-

ments in the interior, the preconceived idea has already

taken shape.

Brazil is about fifty years old when, after embryonic and

uncertain movements, it begins to show signs of a really

conscious, individual life. Slowly the first results of a

colonial organization appear. In spite of still very primitive

management, the sugar plantations of Bahia and Pernam-

buco are bringing in rich profits. More and more often ships

arrive to pick up raw materials in exchange for other prod-

ucts. There are still very few who dare venture as far as

Brazil; nor is there such a thing as a book reporting on this

vast expanse of earth. But just this sporadic and hesitating

manner in which this colony is entering the world market

is in the last analysis Brazil's good fortune, for it is thus

allowed to develop gradually. In times of conquest it is
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always to the advantage of a country to remain unacknowl-

edged and undesirable. The treasures which Albuquerque

has seen in India and the Moluccas, the loot Cortes brought

from Mexico, and Pizarro from Peru, fortunately attract

the general attention and greed of the other nations away
from Brazil. The "Country of the Parrots" is still consid-

ered a quantite negligeable, in which neither the home

country nor others are seriously interested.

This is why it is not looked upon as a warlike act when,

on November 10, 1555, a small armada under the French

flag appears in the Bay of Guanabara, and lands a few hun-

dred men on one of the islands. They are not really invad-

ing any foreign property. Rio de Janeiro is not yet a city,

barely a settlement In the few scattered huts there is no

soldier, no official agent of the Portuguese King, and the

strange adventurer who hoists the flag here does not meet
*

with any opposition to his daring and courageous enter-

prise. This Knight of Rhodes, Nicolas Durand de ViUegai-

gnon, half pirate, half scientist, a dubious but attractive

figure, is a typical product of the Renaissance. It was he

who escorted Mary Stuart from Scotland to the French

Court. He has been brilliant in war and a dilettante in the

arts. He has been praised by Ronsard and feared by the

Court, because his character is incalculable. Hating any

regular occupation, despising the most enviable positions

and the highest honours, his volatile spirit prefers to be free

to indulge unhampered its fantastic moods. The Huguenots
believe he is a Catholic and the Catholics believe he's a

Huguenot. Nobody knows which side he is serving, and he

himself probably doesn't know much more than that he

wants to do something big, something different from any-

one else, something wild and daring, something romantic
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and extraordinary. In Spain he would have become a

Pizarro, or a Cortes, but his King, wholly occupied with the

affairs of his country, does not organize colonial adventures.

So the impatient Villegaignon must invent one of his own.

Managing to muster some ships, he loads them with a

couple of hundred men, mostly Huguenots who feel un-

comfortable in the France of the Guises, and some Catho-

lics intent on seeing the New World. Thirsting after
glory,

he takes care to bring with him an historian, Andre Thevet,

because he has no less a dream than to found a "France

Antarctique," whose creator, governor, and possibly even

self-willed regent, he wants to become. To what extent the

French Court knew of these plans, how much it approved

and even furthered them, is not known. In the event of

success, King Henry would probably have made this dis-

covery his own, just as Elizabeth of England did with the

discoveries of her pirates Raleigh and Drake. But for the

moment Villegaignon is only allowed to try his luck as a

private individual, so as to avoid getting on the wrong side

of Portugal by an official mission and annexation.

Immediately after his arrival, thinking as an experienced

soldier firstly of defence, Villegaignon builds the fortress

Coligny on the island named in honour of the Huguenot
admiral. The future town oppositeat the moment little

more than swamps and bare hills he pretentiously calls

Henriville, as a tribute to his King. Unscrupulous in re-

ligious matters, he calls in 1556 for another load of Cal-

vinists from Geneva, since he cannot find any more Catho-

lics in France for the colony of his dreams. This soon leads

to religious quarrels within the little settlement. Two kinds

of preachers calling each other heretics are too much of a

good thing on one small island. Nevertheless, the "France
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Antarctique" is established in 1558; and since the French do

not practise slave-hunting, they are soon on good terms with

natives with whom they trade. From now on, and as though
it were their rightful harbour, French ships ply regularly

between this settlement, not yet officially recognized by
France, and the home country.

The Portuguese governor cannot possibly remain indif-

ferent to this infringement of his country's rights. Accord-

ing to the law of the time, the Brazilian coast is a mare

clausum on which foreign ships are allowed neither to land

nor to trade; but the construction of a fortress with foreign

soldiers in the colony's finest bay means the separation of

the North from the South, and thus the end of Brazil's

unity. The obvious duty of the governor would be to seize

the ships and raze the fortress; but he has not the manpower
to stage a warlike action of such dimensions. The few hun-

dred soldiers who came with him to Brazil, having long

since become farmers and owners of plantations, show no

inclination to take up arms after so many years of a com-

fortable life. The youthful country still lacks any real na-

tional feeling, any real solidarity. Portugal, on the other

hand, has no proper understanding of the danger, and as

usual they do not possess the necessary funds for a speedy

expedition. The Crown still fails to take this Cinderella,

Brazil, so seriously as to equip an expensive fleet. Sufficient

time remains for the French to keep on strengthening and

fortifying their position. Only when a new governor, Mem
de Sa, arrives in Bahia in 1557 does the preparation for an

action begin. Placing unlimited trust in Nobrega, he sub-

mits completely to his superior intellectual authority; and

once more it is Nobrega who, with all his passionate energy,

urges immediate action against the French. The Jesuits
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know the country better and are more concerned about its

future than the merchants at Lisbon, who value a country

only on the momentary output of spices. They are well

aware that if the French Huguenots are allowed to get a

foothold on the Brazilian coast for any length of time, not

only the unity of the country but also that of religion will

be destroyed for ever. The governor and Nobrega take turns

in sending letter after letter to Portugal urging them "faga

socorrer a esse pobre BrasiT "to support this poor Brazil."

But Portugal, like a second Atlas, has to carry a whole world

on its weakly shoulders. And two more years elapse before,

in 1559, a few ships at last arrive from Lisbon, and Mem de

Sa can finally consider military action against the invaders.

The real leader of the expedition is Nobrega who, with

the help of Anchieta, rounds up as many of the baptized

natives as possible in order to bolster up the poor Portu-

guese army. He arrives outside Rio on February 18, 1560, at

the same time as the governor, and, as soon as the quickly

recruited auxiliary forces appear from Sao Vicente on March

15, the assault on Villegaignon's fortress begins. Seen from

our point of view today, this important action is of course

nothing more than a dog-fight One hundred and twenty

Portuguese and a hundred and forty natives attack Fort

Coligny, which is defended by seventy-four Frenchmen and

a few slaves. Unable to hold their ground, the French escape

in .time to the mainland, where they join the friendly

natives and take refuge once more in the hills. For the

Portuguese it is a victory, because Fort Coligny, the citadel,

is captured. Without pursuing or annihilating the French,

they return to Bahia and Sao Vicente.

But it is in reality only half a victory, because the French

remain in the country. In all, they are thrown back no more
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than a thousand yards. Remaining in the harbour as usual,

and unmolested, they continue their trade; they load and
unload ships; they build a new fortress on the Morro de
Gloria in place of the old one; they even incite the Tamais,
their native friends, to attack the Portuguese; and the first

assault on Sao Paulo by members of this tribe is probably

organized by them. But Mem de Sa lacks the strength to

dispel the intruders. As ever in Brazil, from that day to this,

it is always the same old story: there are too few men.
Mem de Sa cannot dispense with a single hand. If he did,

the production of sugar, from which the country derives

its sustenance, might come to a standstill. On top of this,

a large portion of the population has succumbed to a fatal

epidemic of the pest. Without support from Portugal it is

therefore impossible to force the French from their new

position; and such support is deplorably long in coming.
For five more years Villegaignon's colonists stay on in Rio.

And once again it is Nobrega who keeps on insisting, re-

peating his protests over and over again, that if France, and
not Portugal, continues to send help, then the Bay of Rio,
and with it Brazil, will be definitely lost to the Crown. At

long last the Queen pays heed to these urgent demands,
and accompanied by some auxiliary troops gathered together
in Lisbon, she sends Estacio de Sa against the enemy. The
result is that fresh skirmishes on a miniature scale soon

begin to break out On March i, 1565, Estacio de Sa and

his fleet sail into the Bay of Rio and pitch camp under the

Pao de Assucar, on the spot of the present Urea. But what

is incomprehensible to us today is that although the Morro

de Gloria is only five minutes* drive by car, the assault on

it was not made until just twice this number of months had

passed. Only on January 18, 1566, does Estacio de Sa lead
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his soldiers into battle, and after a fight lasting a few hours

and at a cost of some twenty to thirty lives, the world-

historical decision is made as to whether in the future this

town is to be known as Rio de Janeiro or Henriville, and if

the language of Brazil is to be Portuguese or French. And

so it was, with two or three dozen soldiers in India and

America, that battles were fought to decide for centuries

the form and fate of our continents. Wounded by an arrow,

Estacio de Sa pays for the victory with his life. But this time

it is a decisive victory: the French flee the country in their

four ships, bringing back to France nothing but the legend

of tobacco which, in honour of their ambassador, they call

Jean Nicot. On the ruins of the French fortress, the Morro

de Gloria, the bishop consecrates the church of the future

capital of Brazil: the city of Rio de Janeiro is born.

It was a miniature war, but it has saved the unity of

Brazil: Brazil belongs to the Brazilians. But now comes the

time for the restoration of the colony, and for this task

there are to be almost fifty years of perfect peace. Gradually

the country is opened up in the direction of Parahyba, of

Rio Grande do Norte, and toward the interior. The Jesuit

settlement in Sao Paulo begins to flourish; the plantations

along the coast grow more and more productive; and simul-

taneous with the constantly increasing exports of sugar and

tobacco another more obscure trade beings to prosper the

import of "black ivory/' Each month larger loads of African

slaves are being brought over from Guinea and Senegal; and

those of them who manage to survive the overcrowded,

stinking ships are put up for sale at the large market in

Bahia. For some time the civilizing influence of Europeans
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seems to be jeopardized by the huge influx of Negroes and

the surprising number of mamelucos this mixture of all

shades of colour. A handful of speculators, piling up un-

told sums, are faced in the coast towns by a great mass of

coloured slaves. Had it not been for the steadying influence

of the Jesuits who are building fazendas all over the in-

terior and educating the population to settle on the land;

who are preventing the extermination of the native, and by
their tolerance hastening the process of miscegenation-
Brazil might possibly become a Negro country, because

Europe's complete indifference is obvious. But Europe,

involved in a hundred wars, has no new colonists to offer,

and there are only a few people with sufficient insight to

appreciate the value of this country. As early as the year

1587, the following prophetic words by Gabriel Soares de

Souza, in his Roteiro, are to be found:

"Estera bem empregado to o cuidado que S. Ma/estade

mandar ter deste nove Reina pois esta capaz para se edificar

nelle num grande Imperio o qual cum poca despeza destes

Reino se fara tao soberano que se/a hum dos estados do

mundo"
"All the efforts which your Majesty will make for this

new country will be well rewarded. For it is capable of

developing into a large empire, and with few expenses it

will one day become one of the big States of the world/*

But the hour has passed in which Portugal, still ruling

half the world, can come to anyone's assistance. Its great

romantic dream of conquering all three continents for itself

and the Christian faith has come to an end. The small

courageous country was not satisfied with the possession of

both African coasts, or to have subjected the whole of India,

reaching as far north as China, to its trade monopoly. King
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Sebastian, this heroic dynasty's last and most
daring

dreamer, has visions of a crusade destined to smash once

and for all the Moslem power. Instead of distributing his

greatest strength his knights and soldiers -in the colonies,

and thus preserving the empire of the Lusiads by a realistic

organization, he gathers all his might, like a Knight of the

Grail in silver armour, into one legion, and crosses over to

Africa to destroy the Moorish enemy in one fell swoop.

But this crushing blow strikes not the Moors, but himself;

and in 1578, in the battle of Al Kasr al Kebir this last

belated crusade of the Occident against the Orient the

Portuguese army is completely destroyed and King Sebas-

tian killed. His excessive will to power is cruelly avenged:

Portugal, this small country whose one desire was to rule

a whole world, loses instead its own independence, and

Spain snatches the vacant throne. The country, bled by a

thousand battles, is incapable of offering any resistance. For

sixty years, from 1581 to 1640, Portugal disappears from

history as an independent empire. And all its colonies,

including Brazil, become the property of the Spanish

Crown.

Thus for one historical hour Philip II rules a world

empire by far surpassing that of Alexander or the Roman

one of Augustus. In addition to the Iberian peninsula, the

Habsburg now owns Flanders, the whole of explored Amer-

ica, three-quarters of Africa, as well as the Indian empire,

which had been conquered by the Portuguese. The feeling

of power and grandeur is immediately reflected in the arts

of Iberia. It is this period in which Cervantes, Lope de

Vega, and Calderon create their masterpieces. All the wealth

of the world now pours into this victorious country.

In this triumph Brazil has little share and no advantage;
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instead of gaining in power by becoming an unwanted mem-
ber of the Iberic imperium, this so far unmolested colony

has become the victim of all the enemies of Spain. English

pirates loot Santos and burn Sao Vicente. The French settle

down temporarily in Maranhao. The Dutch invade Bahia

and rob the ships in the harbour. With distress Brazil is

forced to realize how many new powers are competing with

Spain to become masters of the sea since the destruction

of the Armada. Actually none of these separate actions of

piracy penetrate further than skin deep; the damage and

trouble they inflict are only small and cannot do much harm

to this country's rapid development The situation for

Brazil becomes dangerous only when in Holland a well-

prepared plan is launched not merely to plunder harbours,

but actually to conquer the whole of Let ZiiiJcerZand, as

these good merchants call Brazil, after its chief article of

export.

Holland, economically extremely well organized, knows

precisely the value of Brazil, and the remark in the "dza-

logos da Grandezza do BrasiF (1618) to the effect that as

a whole Brazil possesses more wealth than India, is not

likely to have escaped the attention of the merchants. And
so it is hardly by chance that in 1621, following the example
of the India Company, a new company is formed in Am-

sterdam, with a large capital; it is formed allegedly only to

trade with Brazil and South America, but in reality with

the secret intention of taking possession of this great empire
for Holland and its trade monopoly. There are some good
mathematicians in this company who realize that a great

, purpose necessitates great investments; that to occupy Brazil

and, more important still, to keep it, one must not, as the

French did, send out two or three ships fall of colonists
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tired of Europe, but must equip a real fleet carrying a well-

trained army. Nothing gives a better picture of the
develop-

ment of Brazil and the importance it has gained for the

world during this last half-century than the change in these

proportions. While Villegaignon landed with three or four

ships in his attempt to conquer "France Antarctique," and

the decisive battle was fought by some seventy men against

a hundred, the Dutch from the first equip twenty-six ships

with seventeen hundred trained soldiers and sixteen hun-

dred sailors.

The first blow is aimed at the capital. On May 9, 1624,

Bahia is captured almost without resistance, and a great

haul of supplies is carried off. Only now does Spain wake

up- Eleven thousand men in more than fifty ships are sent

over; and these, with native help from Pernambuco, manage
to reconquer Bahia before the second Dutch fleet, consist-

ing of ihirty-four ships, has time to arrive. Realizing the

value of the so far neglected colony, the efforts to hold onto

the "Sugar Land" have already increased a hundredfold.

Forced to retreat from Bahia, the Dutch company prepares

a renewed attacked with fresh reinforcements, and succeeds.

In 1635, the town of Recife is occupied, and it's not long

before the whole northern coast, with the exception of

Bahia, is in their hands. For the next twenty-three years an

independent Dutch administration continues to exist in

the North of Brazil.

The achievement from the colonizing point of view

during these twenty-three years is certainly an imposing one.

It far surpasses everything the Portuguese managed to pro-

duce in the hundred years preceding. From experience, the
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Dutch know how to organize. They don't leave the immi-

gration and administration to casual and lawless elements;

and instead of the riff-raff of their country they send over

the best and most carefully picked men. Moritz von Nas-

sau, who as Governor of the Crown supervises the country,

is not only descended from royal blood, but is also a

nobleman in the spiritual sense farsighted, generous, and

tolerant. He brings with him a whole staff of experts engi-

neers, botanists, astronomers, scientists to colonize and

Europeanize the country. And nothing is more illustrative

of the inferior quality of the cultural material sent to Brazil

by the Portuguese, compared with that of the French and

Dutch, than that we possess, with the exception of the

Jesuit letters, no literary account of the beginning of Brazil.

Within a few years the French, on the other hand, had

already presented to the world the work on "France Ant-

arctique"; and Moritz von Nassau is responsible for Barleus's

production of his masterpiece, with maps and copper plates,

which has come to immortalize his name and accomplish-

ment
Moritz von Nassau, in fact, cuts a very fine figure in

Brazilian history. Introducing as a humanist the idea of

tolerance, he has permitted free expression to all religions,

and made possible full development of all the arts. In

Recife, called Mauritzstaad in his honour, palaces, stone

houses, and clean streets are built; and the surrounding

country is explored by geographers. New hydraulic presses

are introduced for the sugar industry; merchants who had

to escape from Portugal are offered positions; and the entire

public life is directed towards stability and progress. The

Portuguese preserve their rights, the natives their freedom.

In a certain sense Moritz von Nassau puts into practice the
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same ideal of peaceful colonization in the spirit of human-

ism which the Jesuits strove for from the standpoint of

religion.

Brazil's fate, however, is decided not in Brazil, but in

Europe. By 1640 Portugal has once more made itself inde-

pendent of Spain, re-winning its Crown under Dom Joao

IV. Accordingly, Holland loses any legal right for a further

occupation of Brazil. An armistice gives both sides a chance

to recover; and as Holland, the new sea-power, comes into

conflict with the still younger sea-power of England, the

battle for the liberation of Brazil can be resumed. And now

for the first time national Brazilian forces fan the flames.

For it is now not so much Portugal, but the colony itself

which is fighting for its unity and independence. And once

more the clerical element assumes the lirx lership, because

they realize the vital importance of protecting the country

from any infiltration of Protestant influence that might be

responsible for bringing the murderous religious wars from

Europe to Brazil. In 1649, Father Vieira, one of the most

gifted diplomatic figures of his time, founds in Lisbon a

company to counteract the Dutch, the Companhia Geral

de Commercio para o Brasil, which furnishes a fleet on its

own. At the same time a national army is formed with the

help of the native tradespeople, all of whom are intent on

winning back their plantations and sugar factories. And now
a surprising thing happens: while Portugal is still negotiat-

ing with Holland, as to if, when, and how much of Brazil's

coast the latter should keep, and even before the fleet prom-
ised by Portugal has arrived, the Brazilians themselves have

taken the initiative. Step by step the Dutch are pushed

back; Moritz von Nassau flees the country; and on January

26, 1654, Recife, their last fortress, capitulates. The Dutch
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withdraw for good. While the dream empire of the Lusiads

disappears as fast as in Portugal's creative moment it was

built, Brazil holds her own, intact

On the whole the Dutch episode is a fortunate one in the

history of Brazil. Its model administration lasted long

enough to show what could be achieved in this country by
a good and civilized organization. At the same time it does

not last so long as to injure the unity of the Portuguese

language and customs. Actually, it has the opposite effect,

for it is just the threat of a foreign dominion that create

and intensifies the national feeling of Brazil. From North to

South this colony feels itself to be a homogeneous country,

unanimously decided to eliminate from its organism any

pernicious influence on its national life. From now on every-

thing foreign nr^ t conform to what is Brazilian. On the

surface it looks as though with this war Brazil has been won
back to Portugal, but in reality it has laid the foundation

for its own future as a nation.

It is during this war between the Portuguese and the

Dutch that this new elementthe Brazilian his potentiali-

ties and peculiarities still unknown, makes his first appear-

ance. This type has been forming slowly for some time, and

at first in rather a contradictory way. The coast and the

interior of the country, for instance, present an entirely dif-

ferent picture. With the immigrants, the traders, sailors,

and slaves, new blood is flowing continuously into the coast

towns. In the aldeias, in the interior, on the other hand, it

is always the same blood going through the perpetual proc-

ess of miscegenation. The people of the coast are tradesmen,

or primitive industrialists; their true home is the sea; in-
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stinctively, in consideration of their projects and
products,

they look constantly toward Europe. For the settlers, how-

ever, the soil is their home; and only the soil is capable of

breeding that deep feeling of alliance.

The greater energy is with the men of the interior. Living
hazardous lives and accustomed to danger, they have grown
to love it In Sao Paulo, particularly, a strange type has be-

gun to appear: the Paulista. As Portuguese, or sons of

Portuguese, with the longing for adventure of their Euro-

pean ancestors in their blood, on the one hand, and the

nomadic impulse of the old Indies on the other, this new

race feels no inclination to cultivate the ground it owns. For

a long time such rough work has been done for them by
their slaves, and this laborious way of acquiring wealth is

repugnant to their restless blood. Riches do not accrue by

agriculture and cattle-breeding unless pursued on a grand

scale and with the employment of hundreds of slaves; and

their desire is to become wealthy in the manner of the con-

quistadorsovernight, even though it be at the risk of their

lives. So the result is that several times a year, on horseback

and with a flag at their head, the settlers of Sao Paulo meet

in large groups with a whole staff of servants and slaves,

in order to roam over the country as bandeirantes, like the

robber barons of the old days. They do not set out on such

ventures, of course, before having had their flag solemnly
blessed in the church. Sometimes as many as two thousand

of them join in such entradas, and for several months towns

and villages are empty of men. What they are really look-

ing for they hardly know themselves; partly it is adventure,

and partly it is the hope of some unexpected find in this

limitless and unexplored country. Since the days when the

treasures of Peru and the silver mines of Potosi were dis-
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covered, the rumours of a legendary Eldorado refuse to die

down. Why shouldn't it be hidden in Brazil? And so the

Paulistas wander along the rivers, up and down the moun-

tains, always on fresh unbeaten tracks, in whatever direction

the wind happens to blow their bandeira continually

thrilled by the thought that somewhere they may run across

the legendary mines. So long as the precious metal cannot

be found, or the "Hercules of the Sertao," Femao Diaz,

has not discovered the emeralds, they do at least bring

home another prize living people. During the first decades

these entradas meant nothing but a wild, cruelly recHess

hunt for slaves. To the Paulistas it seems simpler, and inci-

dentally more thrilling, to hunt the natives like hares, with

hounds and horses. But in the end they find it easiest of afl,

instead of chasing the terrified creatures deep into the

jungle with their bloodhounds, simply to grab the slaves

from those colonies where the Jesuits had so carefully settled

them to be educated for work.

Naturally, this robber baron-like rule is against all laws,

because the King has explicitly proclaimed the freedom of

the natives; and Anchieta makes a desperate complaint:

"Este genero de gente nao ha melhor pregacao do que

espada e vara de ferro" "This kind of people does not

understand any argument other than sword and spear/*

From sheer greed these gangs destroy the work of the

settlement so assiduously built up over a period of many

years; they depopulate their colonies; they carry the terror

deep into the peaceful country; they enslave and rob not

only the primitive but the already civilized people who had

been won over to Christianity. But, owing to the rapid in-

crease through miscegenation, the Paulistas are already too

strong to be intimidated by law and command; even the
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papal bull has no power against these entradas and bandeiras

in the middle of the sertao, the jungle. So the man-hunt

goes on, growing wilder, penetrating ever deeper into the

country. And even as late as the beginning of the nine-

teenth century, we find in Debrefs Voyage Pittoresque au

JBresil one of those terrifying pictures where naked men,
women, and children, coupled together like cattle on long

shafts, are being driven along by brutal slave-hunters. Nev-

ertheless, these wild creatures have unwittingly done a great
service in the history of Brazil. Despicable greed for quick

profits has always been one of the strongest motives for

driving people to explore. It was responsible for the ships
of the Phoenicians crossing the sea; it enticed the con-

quistadors into unknown continents; and, abominable in-

stinct that it is, it whips humanity onward, and away from

stagnation and a life of ease. And so in a paradoxical way
the bandeirantes, whose only desire is plunder, actually aid

the civilizing work of the construction of Brazil, because

by their wild and aimless wanderings they speed up the geo-

graphical discovery of the country. Advancing from Bahia

along the Sao Francisco river from Sao Paulo down the

Parana and the Paraguay toward Minas Geraes and then

up to the Sierra through the jungle in the direction of

Matto Grosso and Goyaz they explore the first roads into

the unknown territory; and although they depopulate they
settle at the same time, because in several places some of

them remain behind. In this way new centres for settle-

ment develop centres from which new arteries can spread
out into the unknown. Though in violent opposition to the

patient settlement plan of the Jesuits, they do, on the other

hand, Just by their reckless advance into the wilderness,
accelerate the work of exploration. As Goethe says: "A part
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of the power intending evil, still creates good/' Thus even

the Paulistas also have a share in the creation of Brazil.

It is the Paulistas, once more, who, on one of their en-

tradas, invade a completely unknown valley of Minas

Geraes, where in the Rio das Velhas they find the first gold.

One of the bandeirantes brings the news to Bahia, another

to Rio de Janeiro, and immediately from both these towns

and many other places a whole migration of people pour
into this desolate region. The plantation owners drive their

slaves along before them, the sugar factories are abandoned,

and soldiers desert. In a few years a small circle of towns

springs up in the gold district Villa Rica, Villa Real, Villa

Albuquerque with a population of about one hundred

thousand. Soon after, diamonds are discovered. Suddenly

Brazil has become the richest source of gold in the world,

and the most precious possession of the Portuguese Crown,

which has insured for itself a fifth part of all gold and every

diamond weighing more than twenty-four carats.

At first the new province offers a picture of complete

chaos. As was the case during the first era of colonization,

the intruders in these deserted mountain valleys, still uncon-

trolled by the state, feel beyond the reach of law and order.

The newly installed governor meets the most stubborn

resistance, just as the Jesuits had in the old days, as soon as

he attempts to introduce any form of rule or discipline.

When the Paulistas defend themselves against the em-

boabos, the invaders from the coast, desperate battles ensue,

in which finally royal authority gets the upper hand. Actu-

ally, it is nothing but greed which unites the first gold-

diggers, decided as they are not to share their wealth with
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anyone else. But behind this obstinate resistance there is

already an unconscious national feeling at work. With these

first revolts against Portuguese authority, the Paulistas in-

stinctively make demands, without actually formulating

them, to the effect that the wealth of the Brazilian earth

should belong to Brazil. They feel it would be unjust that

the gold which they or rather their slaves dig, should be

used to build palaces and gigantic monasteries in a country
thousands of miles away, and which they will never see.

In a certain sense this quickly suppressed revolt of the gold-

diggers against Portuguese authority is the prelude to the

great battle for independence, which half a century later

in the same city is to lead to explosions of these oppressed

powers. As the most visible, mintable substance of value,

gold for the first time has given a consciousness of wealth

to Brazil. For the first time sinc^he hour of its discovery,

the country no longer regards itself as indebted or grateful

to the homeland, but rather as a free subject having paid

its former dues a hundredfold.

In all, this goldrush lasts no longer than fifty years. Then

a catastrophe for Portugal this precious source gives out

But, as is always the case in the history of Brazil, the same

strange phenomenon repeats itself: disaster for Portugal

spells a gain for the colony. As soon as the gold shippings

fail, Portugal experiences a financial crisis of the most disas-

trous kind; a crisis even the great minister Pombal can't

master, and which is later to lead to the expulsion of the

Jesuits and to his own downfall. Brazil, on the other hand,

if anything, gains in stability, for the finding of gold has

altered its equilibrium and at the same time consolidated

the distribution of its population. Once more great crowds

of people are transplanted into the interior, which up to
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now has been sparsely settled. And even when the alluvial

gold has been washed from the sand, the former gold-

diggers prefer, having no home here or anywhere else, to

settle down in the matta, the fertile forest lowland of Minas

Geraes, instead of going back to the coast.

And thus, as with Sao Paulo in the past, a new province

is opened up, and the river Sao Francisco, hitherto unused,

has become a lively artery for traffic. From having been a

mere coastland, Brazil develops more and more into a real

State.

But more important to Brazil than all its gold is the pow-
erful feeling of its own value. Partly in battles against the

French, advancing from the north toward Maranhao, partly

owing to daring raids into the unknown, and also by con-

tinuous settling in the west, the people have succeeded in

winning for themselves the river regions of the Amazon,
the Matto Grosso, Goyaz, Rio Grande do Sul, and a num-

ber of other provinces, each of them as big as, or bigger

than, any of the most powerful European countries, such

as France, Spain, or Germany. At a time when the equally

enormous country of North America has reached barely one

sixth its present size, Brazil has spread out almost as far

as its borders of today. For a long time Brazil has abandoned

measuring itself in terms of the homeland, because if Por-

tugal's outline were drawn within the immense map of

Brazil, Portugal would look like an inkspot on a gigantic

tablecloth. When in 1750 according to the Treaty of

Madrid the borders are finally decided upon, Spain to its

dismay has to recognize that Brazil can no longer be re-

stricted to the outdated lines of the Treaty of Tordesillas;

and that through the stronger claim of its colonial achieve-

ments it has rendered meaningless anything written on
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paper. Slowly, towards the turn of the century, both Europe
and Brazil itself begin to realize how large, how powerful
and how unified it has become in its calm, persevering way

during these seemingly uneventful years. And the more it

outgrows its infancy, its financial dependency, the more it

feels the injustice its free development has suffered at the

hands of the clumsy, unpolitical guardianship of Portugal.

With the object of getting as much as possible out of its

colony, the Portuguese Crown involves Brazil in a network

of laws which strangle the young country's powerful arteries

of world trade. For instance, just in this land where cotton

grows naturally and in abundance, the government prohibits

the manufacture of textile goods, so as to force Brazil to

order its finished products from Lisbon. Such prohibitions

grow increasingly stupid and unreasonable. In 1775, in fact,

a decree forbids the production of soap and the distillation

of native alcohol, to force the consumers to drink more

Portuguese wine. The governor denies entrance to his pal-

ace to anyone wearing clothes not made of Portuguese
material. The country, which has already a population of

two and a half million inhabitants, is being forbidden to

plant rice. In the century of philosophy and enlightenment,
the cities are denied the right to print newspapers and

books. No Brazilian is allowed to buy a foreign ship. No

foreigner may live in Rio, and hardly a soul is allowed to

land there. Brazil is being closed off like the King of Por-

tugal's private gardens. Even in the nineteenth century,

when Humboldt wants to enter the country in order to

write his famous accoubt, which really discovers Brazil for

the world, the officials receive secret orders to make all pos-
sible difficulties on the arrival of "a certain Baron Hum-
boldt"
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And so It is easy to understand the passionate attention

with which the Brazilians have kept watch on the war of

independence in North America a country which liberates

itself by force from a much milder and more intelligent

authority, and so gains its liberty. The former masters of

their way of living, the Jesuits who grew increasingly un-

popular in the country the more their organization became

commercialized, and the more they provoked the native col-

onists into competition had to leave the country by order

of PombaL But this in no way helps the Brazilians to gain

power or rights over their own fate. The viceroys govern

the country exclusively to the advantage of Portugal., taking

little interest in its independent development. Slowly, se-

cretly, but persistently, an anti-Portuguese party is formed

and, moreover, one which at the time could easily have

been pacified by the granting of equal rights and free world

trade. In himself, the Brazilian is neither radical nor revo-

lutionary. Under an adroit and tactful hand, the country

could have been held for the homeland without much diffi-

culty. But Lisbon is deaf to its desires; and even Pombal,

who tried in vain to introduce to Portugal more advanced

and enlightened views, does not grant Brazil, in spite of

isolated economic improvements, the full organic expansion

of its strength. His expulsion of the Jesuits ordered as a pal-

liative, resisted violently by their followers, proves in no way
to be a moral advantage or material gain for the country;

on the contrary, the hostility with which the colonists met

their commercial and religious leaders is now turned entirely

against the homeland. Several times isolated revolts against

Portuguese government officials have flared up in Minas

Geraes, in Bahia, and Pernambuco; but, not being or-

ganized, they were suppressed by force. Mosfly these are
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merely local revolts against new taxation or new
restrictions,

impulsive outbreaks from a hot-headed crowd, and there-

fore not really dangerous to the Portuguese authorities.

Only toward the end of the century, led by conspirators of

the "Inconfidencia Mineira," a new movement begins, fully

conscious of its aims and supported by national idealism.

The Inconfidencia is a conspiracy of young people, and

therefore a romantic one, with daring speeches and poems

fiery with revolt. It is clumsily prepared, but is carried in

its determination by the spirit of the times. In 1788 a group

of young Brazilian students of the University of Montpellier

had ardently discussed the necessity of a national liberation,

and had even got in touch with Jefferson, the American

ambassador in Paris, in an effort to win the help of North

America for their cause. Though the plan never materializes,

the idea remains alive. And as soon as some of these stu-

dents return to Ouro Preto, at that time the most intellec-

tually active town, a revolutionary group is formed under

the leadership of Jose da Silva Xavier. Under the name of

"Tiradentes," the latter has become the highly praised hero

of the first real Brazilian movement of liberation. Those

who join in these secret conventicles are mostly men in in-

tellectual professions doctors, poets, lawyers, municipal

officials a rising middle-class similar to that which at the

same hour is leading the revolution in France: men who

love discussion, who are inspired by books and ideas, who

love talking, and who in this particular case talk too much.

In their enthusiasm, the conspirators believe themselves to

have reached their goal long before their plot has been

properly organized; and with impatience and naivete they

try to win sympathizers for their purely theoretical project

But the governor, constantly kept informed by his spies,
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can strike even before they themselves have decided to act

The result is that most of the young people are deported to

Africa, the poet Claudio Manoel da Costa commits suicide

in prison, and only one Joaquim Jose da Silva Xavier, the

"Tiradentes" who frankly and heroically stands "by his con-

victions before the tribunal is executed in the most hor-

rible fashion on July 21, 1789, the pieces of his tortured

body being nailed to signposts at the crossroads in Minas

"para terrivel escarmento dos povos" "as a terrible warning

to all/* But in spite of all this, the flame of the liberal

movement is far from extinguished; it goes on smouldering

under the surface. By the end of the eighteenth century

Brazil, as well as all its South American neighbour States,

from Argentine to Venezuela, are ready to break away from

Europe, and are waiting only for the suitable moment.

One incident delays this secession for a further two dec-

ades. In the Napoleonic wars Portugal has found itself in

the worst possible position for a country at war: between

the devil and the deep sea. In the exhausting straggle be-

tween the giants, Napoleon and Engknd, this little country

is only too willing to remain aloof and neutral. But in a

century ruled by force there is no room for a peaceful na-

tion. There is France coveting Portugal's harbours, and

England also in need of them for its continental system,

both demanding a decision. And this decision is an enor-

mous responsibility for King Joao. Napoleon rales the con-

tinent; England rules the sea. If the King opposes Na-

poleon's demands, Napoleon will invade Portugal and the

country be lost. If he resists England, England will block

the sea, and he will lose Brazil. In face of this relentless

choice Lisbon bombarded from within by Napoleon, or

from the sea by the English two parties are formed in the
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Portuguese Court the one pro-French, the other pro-

English. The King wavers and in his wavering realizes for

the first time what Brazil in three hundred years has become :

the most precious possession of the Crown, and no longer:

a mere colony. It occurs to him that in the future it might
mean more wealth, power, and world importance to own
Brazil than Portugal. For the first time Portugal and Brazil

balance equally in the scales.

At the last moment, when Napoleon delivers the ulti-

matum and forces Portugal to take sides, the House of

Braganza makes an eleventh-hour decision: better abandon

Lisbon, give up the whole of Portugal, rather than lose

Brazil. By the time Junot, by means of forced marches, has

reached the gates of Lisbon, the royal family has hastily
embarked with fifteen thousand people the entire nobility,
the municipal council, the clergy, the generals, and, last but
not least, two hundred million cruzados and crosses the

ocean under the protection of the English fleet. World revo-

lution has to come before any member of the House of

Braganza (and now even its King) sets foot on Brazilian

soil for the first time in three hundred years.

The governor and the master of ceremonies are deeply
shocked. Rio de Janeiro has no palaces, not even a sufficient

number of rooms and beds, to receive such distinguished
guests and their princely household. But the people hail the
monarch

enthusiastically and greet him with loud acclama-
tions as the "Imperador do Brasil," because they feel in-

stinctively that the monarch who had once taken refuge
with them as a fugitive could not treat Brazil as an inferior

colony in the future. Actually, the barriers of economic
restriction fall soon after the King's arrival. Above all, the
harbours are opened to world trade; the industrial produc-
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founded, the Banco do Brasil; ministries are installed; a

royal printing press is started; and for the first time a news-

paper is allowed to appear in this country which has so

long been subdued. A number of institutes are opened,

making Rio de Janeiro into a real capital with academies,

museums, and a botanical garden. But not until 1815 is

the country granted full constitutional law and equal rights

with the home country. Portugal and Brazil, once mistress

and maid, are now sisters. What could not have been

dreamt of a decade ago, and which in centuries could not

have been expected from the wisdom of diplomacy, is

accomplished by force in the shortest possible time by the

world-transforming personality of Napoleon. On account of

this unfortunate incident (and, as cannot be repeated too

often, Portugal's catastrophes were always Brazil's luck) , this

privileged country is for the moment spared a war of inde-

pendence which for years laid waste to North America and

which caused the other South American States much shed-

ding of blood. Brazil can use the European time of unrest

calmly to consolidate its boundaries. Long ago, in 1750, the

old restrictions of the Treaty of Tordesillas have been abol-

ished. Far to the west, all along the Amazon, the new king-

dom extends into the interior. In the South, the Rio Grande

do -Sul has been gained for the country. In the North, the

frontier is extended as far as Guiana; and Dom Joao VI,

seizing the opportunity offered by Europe's preoccupation

with congresses, takes possession of Montevideo with one

blow, and annexes Uruguay for Brazil, although only tem-

porarily, as a cisplatine province. The ultimate proportions

of Brazil are as good as settled during the nineteenth

century.
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The presence of the royal Court during these years brings

to the country not only political but also enormous moral

advantages. Since the Jesuits had been expelled under Pom-

bal, all Portuguese of cultural standing, scientists and schol-

ars, begin to settle in the capital for the first time. In

addition to his own subjects, the King summons scholars

and artists from France and Austria to found and enlarge

institutions. Only from this date do pictures of any value,

reproductions of Rio, scientific studies, and readable ac-

counts, begin to appear. Since it has become the terra do

refugio of its King, Brazil is no longer the former terra do

exilfo; and in a few years it is flourishing as the counter-

part of European civilization and the home of a brilliant

and highly-esteemed court. Nothing shows more clearly the

world importance of the new country than that the Em-

peror of Austria after Napoleon's fall the most powerful
man in Europe does not consider it beneath his dignity

to present the successor to the throne, Dom Pedro, with his

daughter Leopoldina (the sister of Maria Louisa) in mar-

riage, and the young lady is received with great pomp in

Rio. Should King Joao be in a position to follow his own

inclinations, he would spend the rest of his life in this new

country, of whose beauty and future importance he is very
much aware. But now, since Napoleon is safely out of the

way on his island of St. Helena, and so no longer capable
of disturbing Europe, his native country Portugal jealously

demands the return of its lawful King. Joao is in danger of

losing the throne of his ancestors if he refuses to answer

the increasingly insistent summons. For a long time he post-

pones his departure, but finally is forced to leave. In 1821,

having appointed Dom Pedro, heir to the throne, to be his

representative in Brazil, Joao VI returns to Lisbon.
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King Joao VI ruled Brazil for twelve years, time enough
to realize how strong. Low self-willed, how nationalistic the

country had become In the new century. In his heart he

cannot help feeling that a personal union of the two coun-

tries three thousand miles apart would not stand the test

of time. Recognizing this, he gives his son Dom Pedro the

newly established defensor perpetuo do Brasil, the advice

to place Brazil's Crown, if necessary, on his own head, rather

than allow a foreign adventurer to get hold of it The de-

parture of the King actually leads to a national movement

demanding independencia, which is more encouraged than

disapproved by the successor to the throne. After a pretence

at resistance, the ambitious young man on September 7,

1822, proclaims the independence of Brazil. In this he is

helped by the eminent patrotic minister, Bonifacio Joze

d'Andrada, the first real Brazilian diplomat, who, with his

great intellectual superiority, understands how to use the

ambition of the young ruler for his patriotic aims. On Octo-

ber 12, 1822, the former defensor perpetuo is proclaimed

Pedro I, Emperor of Brazil, having first of all sworn not

to reign over the country as an autocratic ruler but as a

constitutional monarch. After brief straggles, partly with

loyal Portuguese troops, partly with revolutionary elements,

outer calm is re-established in the country, but the same is

far more difficult to achieve within. The feeling of Brazilian

independence, intoxication by quick, unexpected successes,

wants still more visible triumphs. It does not even consider

this first Emperor its own, or feel him to be really Brazilian.

The people cannot forgive Pedro I for having been born

Portuguese; and the suspicion that after the death of his
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father he might try to re-unite the two Crowns is hard to

allay. Again, Pedro I is more romantic than realistic, cou-

rageous, yet far too preoccupied with his private love
affairs;

and, exposing his Court to the caprices of his mistress, the

Marquessa do Santos, he has no idea how to set about mak-

ing himself popular among his people.

The climax is reached with the outbreak of the unfortu-

nate war against the Argentine, in which Brazil loses its

"cisplatine republic." Actually, from the historical point of

view, this war is a political gain; by the creation of an inde-

pendent Uruguay, any possibility of conflict between the

two powerful sister nations, Argentine and Brazil, is once

and for all eliminated and replaced by a permanent friend-

ship. But in 1828 Brazil is short-sighted enough to see only

the loss of the mouth of La Plata, for many years one of

Brazil's most cherished desires, and it is the Emperor who
has to take the blame and responsibility. Nor does it do

him any good when, in 1830, after the death of Joao VI, he

declines the Crown of Portugal, which is his by rights, and

thus proves he has decided in favour of Brazil. He is still the

foreigner, the alien, and the national elements are increas-

ingly against him. With,the July revolution in France, what

little esteem he had was destroyed, for everything French

has a stimulating effect on Brazilian parliamentarians, who
in their speeches, decrees, and debates, are accustomed to

emulate the example of Paris. This mimicry of all that is

French goes so far that two leading politicians even call

themselves Lafayette and Benjamin Constant. Only a timely

resignation of the unpopular Emperor can save the throne

from a republican attack. And so, in 1831, Pedro I abdicates

in favour of his son, realizing rightly that "men filho tern

sombre mfm vantagem de ser Brasileiro" "my son has the
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advantage over me of being a Brazilian/* And once again,

with this abdication, the Brazilian tradition of passing

through political upheavals without bloodshed is fortu-

nately upheld. Calmly, persecuted neither by hatred nor an-

ger, the first Emperor of Brazil leaves the country.

The new Emperor Pedro II, "o einperador menino" the

child emperor by blood both a Habsburg and a Braganza,

is five years old when his father abdicates. Bonifacio Joze

acts as regent for him; and it is now that wild political in-

trigues begin to rage in public and behind the scenes. For

Brazil7 three hundred years dependent and prevented from

speaking for itself, rights of parliament and freedom of press

are such novelties that they go straight to the heads of the

people. Debates continue incessantly, political excitement

remains in a state of the highest tension, not for any par-

ticular reason or ulterior motive, but simply from man's

sheer joy of being able to talk politics openly. One party

works for the establishment of a republic, while another

tries to accelerate Dom Pedro's accession to the throne; and

in the midst of it all personal intrigues join in the confusion.

No government, no party seems really stable. Four times in

seven years the regent is changed, until finally in 1840 Pedro

IFs premature coming-of-age is passed by the conservative

party in order to bring about some kind of calm. On July 18,

at the age of fifteen, the former emperador menino is cere-

moniously crowned Emperor of Brazil.

What little confidence the world has in the continuous

quarrels among the South American politicians is shown by
the cool reception of the secret ambassador who was sent to

Europe immediately after the accession to the throne, in
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order to find the Emperor a wife of noble standing. His

first visit is to Vienna, to the Habsburgs, the young Em-

peror's
nearest relations. But whereas his father Pedro I

had immediately been offered an archduchess from among

the plentiful
stock of the imperial family, the all-powerful

Metternich is now cool and reserved. By the instability of

their governments,
the continuous revolts of their ambi-

tious generals, and their passionate politicians,
the South

American States have lost much of their prestige in Europe.

In 1840 one no longer considers sending an archduchess

across the stormy sea to a still more stormy country, and

even among the princesses
of less exalted position, not one

seems inclined to accept this imperial crown. Having spent

a whole year dancing attendance to the Viennese Court,

the match-maker has to be satisfied in bringing home a

Neapolitan princess with little money and less beauty-one,

in fact, richer than her future husband only in years.

But now, as so often before, the professional politicians

were wrong in their prophecies.
This young monarch is des-

tined to reign in peace for nearly half a century, and, by

mastering with dignity a position difficult in itself, to gain

universal respect. Constitutionally Pedro II is of a contem-

plative nature, more like a scholar or librarian accidentally

finding himself on the throne than a man of politics
or the

army-a true humanist and gentleman,
in fact, whose am-

bition is satisfied more by the receipt of a letter from Man-

zoni, Victor Hugo, or Pasteur than by the glitter
of mili-

tary parades or the winning of victories. Though outwardly

very impressive, with a beautiful beard and dignified ap

pearance, he prefers to remain in the background, spending

his happiest hours in Petropolis with his flowers, or in Euro

pean museums, or with his books. His personal
attitude-
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and in this he thoroughly represents the spirit of his coun-

try-is conciliatory; and the only war he is forced to wage

during his long reign (the battle against Lopez, the aggres-

sive military dictator of Paraguay) ends after victory with

complete reconciliation of the neighbour States, even the

military trophies being spontaneously
returned to the con-

quered country. By this outwardly impressive but inwardly

consciously colourless attitude of the Emperor; by the dip-

lomatic superiority of Rio Branco, who knows how to settle

all border conflicts by arbitration and international treaties;

by the visibly increasing wealth of the country, which, in-

stead of enlarging its frontiers by violence, aims at an inner

consolidationBrazil, during these fifty years of Dom

Pedro's reign, acquires an entirely new position of respect in

the eyes of the whole world.

To be sure, there is one problem not to be solved through-

out all these years, because its poison is directed at the very

heart of the country, and a major operation would mean an

incalculable loss of energy and blood the problem of slav-

ery. Since the beginning, the entire agricultural production

of Brazil is based solely on the work of slaves; the country

still possesses neither enough machines nor a sufficient num-

ber of free workers to replace three millions of black hands.

But the slave question, especially after the Civil War in

North America, changes from a social to a moral problem

which, whether admitted or not, weighs heavily upon the

conscience of the whole nation. It is true that since 1831

or rather since 1810, by a treaty with Englandany new im-

port of slaves, and with it virtually the whole slave trade, is

prohibited. In 1871 this protective law is supplemented by

another, that of the venire libre, according to which each

child of a stare is free from the day of its birth. As a result
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of these two laws the solution of the slave problem should

be only a matter of time; with the increase of slaves prohib-

ited, and those alive dying off, Brazil from now on should

be inhabited only by free people. But in reality neither the

slave owners nor the owners of remote plantations pay the

slightest attention to this law. In the year 1846, fifteen years

after the prohibition of the slave trade, 50,000 Negroes are

still imported; in 1847 no less than 57,000; and in 1848 as

many as 60,000. And as the powerful group of "black ivory"

merchants snap their fingers at all international treaties, the

English government has to arm ships in order to intercept

the offending vessels. Year by year the slave problem be-

comes increasingly the centre of discussion. The demands

of the liberal groups for the immediate elimination of this

"black disgrace" grow daily; but the opposition of the

agricultural circles, fearing -and rightly that so sudden a

change might lead to a catastrophic crisis in this country,

nine-tenths of whose economy has been based on slavery,

grows to an even greater extent.

For the Emperor himself this problem becomes more

and more a personal conflict. As an intellectual person, as a

liberal and a democrat, as a man by nature sentimental,

though with something of the Habsburg coolness, slavery

must be to him an abomination He visibly shows his dis-

like for anyone connected with this shameful business by

stubbornly refusing to grant a title or decoration to anyone,

however rich he may be, who has made his fortune through

slavery. The cultivated man suffers enormously during his

visits to Europe, especially in the presence of the great rep-

resentatives of humanitarianism men like Pasteur, Char-

cot, Lamartine, Victor Hugo, Wagner, and Nietzsche hat-

ing to be considered by them a responsible ruler of an
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empire which still tolerates the whip and the branding of

the slave. But for a long time he has to withhold his per-

sonal dislike and avoid any interference, out of respect for

the advice of his best and wisest statesman, Rio Branco,

who from his deathbed still implores him: "Nao perturbem
a marcha do elemento servil" "Do not interfere with the

slave problem/' and who thus desires to see the matter

solved in a Brazilian, and therefore peaceful, manner. The
economic consequences are so incalculable, the passionate

enmity between the abolitionists and the slave owners so

relentless, that it is all the throne can do to retain its equi-

librium, since to veer too far in either direction might be

to court disaster and downfall. Until 1884, for more than

forty years, the Emperor manages to withhold his personal

opinion, which privately is well-known. But gradually the

impatience to free himself from this odium overcomes his

reticence, and in 1885 a provisional law orders the libera-

tion of all slaves over sixty years of age. Once more an im-

portant step forward has been taken. Yet the time needed

for the liberation of the last man in Brazil is still longer

than that remaining to an old and ill man desirous of expe-

riencing this hour himself. And so, in a secret understand-

ing with his daughter, Dona Isabella, heiress to the throne,

Pedro II makes it increasingly obvious that he is supporting

the party of the abolitionists. And at last, on May 13, 1888,

is passed the long-awaited law, which clearly and without

postponement orders the immediate freedom of all slaves

in Brazil.

The ageing Emperor almost fails to witness the fulfil-

ment of his greatest desire. During these days when jubila-

tion at the news is at its height in the towns of Brazil, Dom
Pedro II lies dangerously ill in an hotel in Milan. In April,
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with his customary zeal, he had been visiting the museums

and scholars of Italy. He had been in Pompeii and Capri,

in Florence and Bologna; and with his critical eye he had

been strolling from one picture to another in the Accademia

in Venice; in the evenings he had heard Eleonora Duse,

and received Carlos Gomez, the Brazilian composer. And

then suddenly an attack of pleurisy lays him low. Charcot

from Paris and three other doctors attend him; but the Ein-

peror's condition grows so serious that he has to be given

the last sacraments. But better than all the medicines and

remedies is the news of the abolition of slavery. The tele-

gram gives him new strength, and after several months in

Aix-les-Bains and Cannes he recovers sufficiently to recon-

sider the return to his native land.

Rio's reception of the old white-bearded monarch who

has ruled over the country in peace and dignity for fifty

years is overwhelming. But the clamour from a single street

never expresses the mood of a whole country. In reality the

decision concerning the slave question has created more

unrest than did the party warfare preceding it, because the

beginning of the economic crisis proves to be even more se-

rious than the prophets anticipated. Many former slaves

rush from the country into the towns, while the agricultural

enterprises, suddenly losing their main d'oeuvre, find them-

selves in difficulties, and the former owners feel swindled

because they have received little or no compensation for the

loss of their "black ivory." The politicians, sensing some-

thing in the air, are alarmed because they don't know what

attitude to take; and the republicans' emotional fire, which

since the North American Declaration of Independence has

always been smouldering under the ashes, is unexpectedly

set ablaze by this fresh current of air. The movement is not
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actually turned against the Emperor himself, whose good

intentions, whose honesty and sincerely democratic opin-

ion are respected even by the most ardent republicans. But

Dom Pedro lacks one, and actually the most important,

condition for the maintenance of a dynasty: the now skty-

five-year-old monarch has no son, no male heir to the

throne. Two sons have died young; the heiress daughter is

married to a Prince d'Eu from the House of Orleans, aod

the Brazilian national consciousness has already grown so

strong, and incidentally so sensitive, that it refuses to rec-

ognize any longer a prince consort of foreign blood. Hie

real coup cfetat, however, comes from the army, a very small

group that could easily be suppressed by strong opposition.

But the Emperor himself, old and ill and long since tired

of reigning, receives the news in Petropolis without show-

ing any real desire to resist. There is nothing this tolerant

nature hates more than civil war, but since neither he nor

his son-in-law seems capable of a quick decision, the mon-

archistic party dissolves and disappears overnight. Almost

in silence the Crown is lost, as little soiled by blood now as

on the day it was won. And once again the real moral victor

is the Brazilian love for peace. Without the slightest ani-

mosity the new government gives the old man, who for fifty

years has been the well-meaning ruler of the country, to

understand that it might be wiser for him to retire peace-

fully and die in Europe. And so, in November 1889, noble

and calm and without a word of accusation, Dom Pedro II,

as did his father and grandfather before him, takes his leave

of the American continent, which has no place for kings.
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Since those days the Estados Unidos do Brasil are, and

have remained, a federal republic. But this transformation

from an empire into a republic took place with as little up-

heaval as had hitherto accompanied the change from
king-

dom to empire, or as in our day did the taking over of the

presidency by Getulio Vargas, this present and very effec-

tive ruler. It is never the outward forms of government that

decide the spirit and the attitude of a people, but always

the innate character of a nation which stamps its imprint

on history. In all its different forms Brazil has not really al-

tered. It has only developed an increasingly stronger per-

sonality. Both in its domestic and in its foreign politics it

has unswervingly shown the same principle, reflecting the

soul of millions: a peaceful settlement of all conflicts by

mutual tolerance. Never by its own development has it dis-

turbed that of the world indeed, if anything it has fur-

thered it. It has not enlarged its borders for more than a

century, and has come to a peaceful understanding with its

neighbours. It has simply turned its ever-growing strength

to its own purposes, increased its population and raised its

standard of living, and during the last ten years adapted it-

self through organization to the rhythm of time. Gener-

ously equipped by Nature with space, incalculably wealthy

within this space, blessed with beauty and every imaginable

potential strength, it is still struggling with the same old

task that confronted it in the beginning: namely, that of

transplanting people from overcrowded zones onto its in-

exhaustible soil; of making connexions between the old and

the new, creating a new civilization. Even after four hun-

dred and forty years its development is still in its infancy;
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nor can any power of Imagination predict what this coun-

try, this world, holds in store for the coming generations.

Whoever attempts to give a picture of the Brazil of today

must unconsciously describe its yesterday. And only he who
takes the future into account at the same time is capable of

understanding its real function.



Y FAR the largest State in South America, geograph-

ically speaking, covering even more surface than the

United States of North America, Brazil is today one of the

most important resources if not the most important of

our world of the future. The soil here, never having been

put to the plough or cultivated, is of immeasurable wealth.

And beneath it lie metals and minerals not only entirely

unexploited, but still undiscovered. Here the possibilities of

settling could be estimated better by the man of vision than

by the average statistician. The difference of calculations

aloneas to whether this country, counting more than forty-

five millions today, could shelter five hundred, seven hun-

dred, or nine hundred millions offers some idea of what

Brazil might become in a century, or perhaps in a few dec-

ades. And we can readily agree with James Bryce's concise

statement: "No large country in the world belonging to a

European race possesses such wealth of soil for the develop-
ment of human existence and creative industry/'

Shaped like a huge harp, its outline curiously repeating
the profile of the whole of South America, this land com-

prises everything at once mountains, sea-coast, plains, for-

ests, rivers and is fertile almost everywhere. Its climate

combines all types tropical, sub-tropical, and temperate:
80
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Here the air Is humid, there dry; here oceanic, and there

alpine; arid territory runs into damp rainy zones, thus offer-

ing possibilities for the most varied vegetation. Brazil pos-

sesses or feeds the most powerful rivers in the world: the

Amazon and La Plata. In some parts its mountains remind

one of the Alps, the highest peak of the Itatiaya rising some

9500 feet into the snow. Its waterfalls, the Iguassu and the

Sete Quedas, surpass in power the infinitely more famous

Niagara, and are to be counted among the greatest hydrau-

lic-electricity reserves in the world. Today such cities as Rio

de Janeiro and Sao Paulo, still in the midst of a fantastic

process of development, can already vie with European cit-

ies in luxury and beauty. All manner of landscape changes

before the constantly fascinated eye, and for centuries the

variety of fauna and flora has always produced fresh sur-

prises for the explorer. The list of its birds alone fills whole

volumes of catalogues, and every new expedition brings

home hundreds of new species. What latent possibilities,

however, lie concealed under this earth the minerals, the

metalsonly the future can reveal Certain it Is, at all

events, that there is waiting here, untouched, the world's

greatest store of iron ore, sufficient alone to supply our

whole globe for centuries. And from the geological stand-

point there is hardly a metal, a stone, or a plant that does

not exist in this enormous empire. Although in recent years

much has been achieved by systematic survey, real diagno-

sis and valuation are still in their infancy they have not

been, in fact, really begun. So we must always keep remind-

ing ourselves that today this immense country represents

for our overcrowded, in many ways exhausted world one of

the great hopes, perhaps the most justified hope thanks to

its space and its untapped resources.
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The first impression of this country is one of bewilder-

ing abundance. Everything is violent the sun, the light,

the colours. The glare of the sun is stronger here; the greens

are deep and full; the earth tight-packed and red. No

painter could mix on his palette more glowing, dazzling, or

more brilliant colours than the birds wear on their feathers,

the butterflies on their wings. Nature is always in a state of

climax lightning opening up the sky, to be followed by

crashing storms of thunder; rain careering earthwards from

a cloudburst to fall upon vegetation which in a few months

blossoms into an exuberant verdant wilderness. But even

the soil itself for hundreds and thousands of years un-

touched, and still not challenged to full production reacts

to each appeal with almost incredible strength. Bearing in

mind the toil, the hardship, the skill, and the tenacity with

which man manages to extract flowers and fruit from a

European field or garden, here one is confronted, on the

contrary, with the problem of restricting Nature from de-

veloping too violently. Rather than encouraged, growth has

to be fought, so as to prevent its wild power from over-

whelming the efforts of mankind. Alone and unattended,

trees and bushes shoot out of the ground the banana, the

mango, the mandioca, and the pineapple offering food

freely to a large part of the population. And each new

plant, each fruit, imported from another part of the world,

adapts itself to and spreads itself in this virgin humus.

This impetuosity, this readiness this generosity, so to

speak with which the country responds to every experi-

ment, is paradoxically enough a source of economic danger.

In almost regular sequence one crisis of overproduction has

followed another, for the sole reason that everything grew
too quick, too easily, here. Whenever Brazil started to pro-
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duce something, it had to restrain itself for fear of produc-

ing too much. (The throwing into the sea of sacks of coffee

in the twentieth century is the most recent example.) This

is why the economic history of Brazil is full of surprising

changes, and is possibly even more dramatic than its politi-

cal history. For, as a rule, the economic character is un-

equivocally determined by its beginnings. Most countries

perform, so to speak, upon one single instrument, and the

rhythm does not change to any considerable extent through-

out the centuries. One country is a garden country; an-

other derives its wealth from timber or ore; a third from

cattle-breeding. The line of production may vacillate in sin-

gle cases of decline or rise, but the general trend remains

usually the same. Brazil, however, is a country of perpetual

transformations and sudden changes. Here, each century

brought forth a different characteristic; and in the dra-

matic course of events each has its own name gold or

sugar, coffee, rubber, or wood. During each century, or

rather each half-century, Brazil revealed a new and surpris-

ing aspect of its wealth.

In the very beginning, in the sixteenth century, it was

timber pao Brasil which put an economic stamp upon

the country, and even gave it its name. When the first

ships landed on the coast, the Europeans began by being

bitterly disappointed. There was nothing to rob and bring

home. Brazil had nothing to offer but its vegetation an

opulent, untamed, lawless vegetation which had not yet

surrendered to man. "Nem ouro, nem prata" "Neither gold

nor silver" this brief formula was enough to fix the com-

mercial value of the new country at zero. There was noth-

ing to be taken away from these natives who eyed the

strange white creatures in clothes with such curiosity, for
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the good reason that the natives possessed nothing beyond
their skin and hair. Unlike Peru and Mexico, there had

been no national culture at work here, no fibres had been

made into fabrics, nor had ore been extracted from the

depths of the earth and hammered into weapons and orna-

ments. The naked cannibals of Tierra da Santa Cruz had

not even reached the first level of civilization; they did not

know how to cultivate the soil, how to breed cattle, or how

to build. They merely seized and devoured what they found

in the water and on the trees, moving on as soon as a dis-

trict had been exploited. But nothing can be taken from

him who owns nothing. Disappointed, the sailors returned

to their ships, leaving a country from which nothing worth

while could be taken home, since even the human beings

there did not prove to be a marketable commodity. When

they were caught as slaves and put to work, they wore

themselves out in a few weeks under the whip, then lay

down and died.

The sum of what these first ships brought home was com-

posed of a few curios: some monkeys and the marvellously

coloured parrots which the great ladies of Europe liked to

keep as pets in cages, and which were the cause of the

country sometimes being called the Tierra de Papagaios.

Only on the second voyage was a product discovered-

Brazil woodwhich looked as though it might render trade

profitable with this distant country. This wood, called Bra-

zil from braso, to glimmer, or to glowfor when cut the

wood gives out a reddish glow was actually of less use as

timber than as a dye. And, since other dyes of this colour

were not known, this wood, like all other exotic goods, was

very much sought after as such.

The Portuguese government itself is too busy to under-
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tale the regular export of pao BrasiL To them, with their

entire military and naval power engaged in opening up the

treasure houses of the Indian princes, the Brazilian timber

monopoly means too small, and incidentally too exacting,
an enterprise. The net profits, however, are worth while.

A hundredweight of this wood costing Lisbon half a ducat,

including freight and the various risks, fetches two and a

half to three ducats in the French and Dutch markets. But

the Crown needs quicker profits for its greater and more

impressive enterprises. So it prefers to farm out the timber

monopoly for cash to one of the richest of the Cristaos

novos, the newly Christianized Jews, one Femao de No-

ronha, who then organizes the trade together with other

fugitive co-religionists in Pernambuco. But even under his

management the extent of the trade remains small and

unlikely to bring about planned colonization or to stimu-

late the establishment of important factories. After aH, a

mere dye is hardly sufficient to give impetus to a settlement

in this far-distant country. If Brazil is to be a productive

power in the world market, it has to find a new and more

profitable product for export; the short cycle of the pao
Brasil has to be replaced by a swifter and more important
one.

During its earliest period, however, Brazil or rather

the narrow strip of coast so far explored possesses no such

product. In order to become fertile for the European mar-

ket, the country has first of all to be fertilized by Europe.
All plants and products that are to grow and prosper in its

richer regions must be first planted and transplanted; and

for this another special fertilizer is needed man. From the

very first hour man, the colonist, the settler, becomes tiie

vitalizing element in Brazil, the most necessary of all neces-
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sities. All that Brazil can produce has to be brought from

and taught by7 Europe. But everything the old Continent

can lendhuman material or plantswill be returned a

thousandfold by Brazil. Whereas the countries of the East,

with their accumulated treasures lying ready for seizure,

mean for Portugal a problem of conquest, this entirely un-

organized country constitutes from the beginning a prob-

lem of colonization, of investment.

As a first attempt at transplanting a product not native to

Brazil, the Portuguese introduce sugar cane from Cape
Verde. And this earliest experiment is completely success-

ful. Nature, in Brazil, always makes an extravagant fulfil-

ment of the tasks it is set. Sugar cane is an absolutely ideal

object of production for an unorganized country, because

its cultivation and exploitation require no special knowl-

edge and only a minimum of manual labour. Hardly is it

planted before the thick cane shoots up from the earth

from six to ten times a year without needing any further

attendance. The precious juice is then extracted in the

simplest fashion. The sugar cane is placed between two

large wooden rolling pins, while two slaves (an ox would

be too expensive) hold onto the vertical handle and move

around in a kind of treadmill. Their tireless rounds cause

the rolling pins to press upon each other until the last

ounce of treacle is extracted from the cane. This white

sticky gum is then boiled and shaped into lumps and

cones; the squeezed-out canes and ashes from the burnt

leaves are still capable of being used for agricultural pur-

poses. These first primitive methods of production are be-

ing improved by various experiments; soon the engenhos,

the small factories, are being built near running water, so

as to use hydraulic instead of human power. Yet the pro-
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duction of sugar remains a process of the most convenient

kind in every way, and the most profitable one imaginable.

With amazing rapidity white sugar, extracted from brown

canes with green leaves by black slaves, is being converted

into heavy yellow gold. For, since the Crusades and its first

contact with the more refined Oriental world, Europe has

developed a violent greed for hot, stimulating spices as

well as for sweetmeats and sugared delicacies. Grown rich

from the newly prospering trade, it is tired of its own

spartanically scarce and monotonous fare, and hungers for

the more exotic pleasures of the palate. The rather insipid

sweetening of honey is no longer enough. Once it has tasted

the new strong sweetener, sugar, it goes on asking with

childish obstinacy for the same delicious stuff. And as it is

going to take three more centuries before Europe at the

time of the Continental blockadecan extract sugar from

its native root, sugar still has to be fetched as a luxury

product from distant zones; and merchants, certain of con-

stantly increasing custom, are ready to pay any price for

the new commodity. With one stroke Brazil attains impor-

tance in the world market The costs of this primitive pro-

duction are practically nil, as the soil costs nothing, the

plants cost nothing, and the slaves in the engenhos are the

cheapest of domestic animals. Profits soar wildly, and the

wealth which Brazil or rather Portugal extracts from

these factories assumes fantastic proportions. From week to

week, production is enlarged and increased; over a period

of three centuries Brazil's position of pre-eminence and

monopoly in this field can no longer be shaken. The gigan-

tic figures of export finally reached are best demonstrated

by the fact that during certain years Brazil exported sugar

to the tune of some three million pounds sterling, a sum
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higher than that of England's total exports over a similar

period. Only toward the end of the eighteenth century do

the profits begin to decline. Through overproduction Brazil

itself is spoiling the sales-prices of its "white gold/' Like

all other colonial products, such as tea, pepper, or rubber,

what was once precious on account of its great rarity has

now become something taken for granted through over-

production. The subsequent introduction of root sugar

deals the last blow to the great boom. The sugar "cycle,"

however, has brilliantly achieved its aim in the economic

history of Brazil, and the decline of its main product comes

too late to endanger the country's economy already switched

over to other products. Upright, Brazil has walked through

three centuries leaning only on one weak cane brought

from the old world by the first ships; now it is strong

enough to continue on its way without even this staff.

A second export product is soon added similar in a sense

to the first, as it too serves a new European vice: tobacco.

Columbus had already found the first natives smoking, and

other seafarers had carried the strange custom back to their

home. At first this chewing and puffing and sniffing at a

brown weed seems a barbarous habit to the Europeans. The

sailors, chewing away on these thick wads between their

teeth and spitting out the dirty brown juice, are ridiculed

and despised. The few amateurs who foul the air with their

clay pipes are laughed at and dubbed fools; in society, above

all at Court, prohibition is severe. It is therefore not from

pleasure or fashionable mimicry that Europe suddenly takes

to tobacco, but from fear. During the days of terror when

the great epidemics devastate and depopulate the various

cities of Europe in rapid succession, many believe ignorant

as they still are of bacteriology that the best way of pro-
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tecting oneself against contagion is to keep on smoking, in

the belief that one poison would certainly neutralize the

other. But when the epidemic, and with it the fear, is

passed, people have grown accustomed to tobacco just as

they get used to brandy originally doled out as medicine

and can no more do without it than without food or drink.

From year to year Europe is coveting larger quantities,

and Brazil is able to meet the increasing demand because

tobacco here grows wild, and its leaves are recognized as

being of the best quality. Like its brother, sugar, tobacco

does not require any special care. The plants thrive without

any outside attention; all one has to do is to tear the leaves

off the plant, dry them, roll them, and the almost worthless

weed goes off to the ships converted into a valuable com-

modity.

Up to the eighteenth century, sugar, tobacco, 2nd, to a

lesser extent, chocolate the third object coveted by the

newly fashionable gormandize in Europe remain the three

main pillars of Brazilian economy. In time as soon as

Europe has learned to spin cotton they are joined by a

fourth, the cotao, the algodao. Cotton is native to Brazil

from the beginning; it grows wild In the forests of the

Amazon and other provinces. But In contrast to the more

highly civilized Aztecs and Peruvians, the Brazilian natives

did not know how to spin thread; they merely used the

fluff In war, putting it on their arrows so as to set fire to

hostile villages. Curiously enough, cotton was used as

tender in the district of the Maranhao. And at first Europe

knows even less what to do with cotton; although Colum-

bus had brought some of the woolly white stuff back to

Spain, nobody realizes its future importance as a textile

fabric. In Brazil, however, the Jesuits obviously taught by
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reports from Mexico are aware of its properties as
early as

1549, and begin to teach the natives to spin cotton in their

aldeias. Cotton, however, can become an article of whole-

sale trade only after the invention of mechanical looms

during the last half of the eighteenth century, a period

which marks the beginning of the so-called Industrial Revo-

lution. From the end of the eighteenth century on, Eng-

land, employing more than a million textile workers, re-

quires constantly increasing quantities of cotton for its

world production, and is ready to pay the top prices. Thus

cotton, once having grown wild in the forests, is now being

systematically planted in Brazil. As early as the beginning

of the nineteenth century the export of algodao constitutes

almost half of Brazil's total exports, and Brazil thereby con-

trives to retain its balance of trade; the acute decline in

sugar prices is being compensated for by the gigantic export

of cotton, another of those quick and happy adjustments so

characteristic in the economic history of Brazil.

All these products sugar, tobacco, cacao, cotton are ex-

ported in the raw, without further manufacture in the coun-

try itself. Some time is going to elapse before Brazil is free

and developed enough for an organized and mechanized in-

dustry. Its present achievements are limited to planting,

picking, and shipping of the so-called colonial products, and

thus to the primitive processes requiring no other tools than

handsmany hands, however, and cheap ones. Man, there-

fore, is the most urgently needed raw material that this

country, rich though it is in all other natural products, has

to import in continually increasing quantities. It is perhaps

one of the strangest features of its economic history that

Brazil always lacked the power most needed at any given

time. In early centuries it has to import the human arm, in
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the nineteenth century coal, and in the twentieth century

gasoline. That during those early years Brazil is trying to

procure the cheapest power available is taken for granted.

At first the colonists try to make slaves out of the natives.

These people, unfortunately, prove to be of a delicate con-

stitution and rather ineffectual; and, besides, the Jesuits

keep on harping on the royal edicts for the protection of

the native population. Thus, in 1549, begins the regular

import of "black ivory" from Africa. Month after month,

and, soon, week after week, new loads of this living mer-

chandise are brought over in tumbeiros so-called because

in these nightmare ships half of the Negroes, chained and

herded together, die on the voyage. In three centuries Bra-

zil imports three million slaves out of ten millions which

the New World has dragged from a plundered and depopu-
lated Africa. The exact figures (some estimate the import
to be as high as four and a half million) can probably never

be reconstructed, since Ruy Barbosa, in order to obliterate

the shame of the past from the young republic of 1890,

gave orders that the documents concerning slave import
in the archives should be destroyed.

For a long time the slave trade is considered perhaps not

quite the most respectable, but certainly the most profit-

able business in Brazil. Financed by London or Lisbon,

both the shipper and the seller are certain of their profits,

thanks to the permanently growing demand. At first the

Negro slaves, who are sold for an average price of fifty to

three hundred milreis in the Bahia market, seem relatively

expensive compared with the native slaves who sell for only

four to seventy. However, to the cost of a strong-boned

Negro from Guinea or Senegal, the freight, the loss of mer-

chandise damaged and thrown into the sea during the
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voyage, the enormous profits of the middlemen, the slave-

hunters, the slave-traders, and the sea captains, all have to

be added. Then, on top of this, there is still the tax on im-

port of three to three and a half milreis levied on this shady

business by the Most Christian King of Portugal, and de-

manded at the alfandega, the customs, for every single im-

ported slave. In spite of the high prices, the acquisition of

Negroes remains for the owner of a fazenda as indispen-

sable as that of hoe and plough. A strong Negro if prop-

erly whipped from time to time will work twelve hours a

day without wages; besides, he is an investment bringing

in dividends, for even in his few hours of leisure the Negro

slave goes on increasing the property of his master by be-

getting children new slaves who become the master's free

property as a matter of course. A Negro couple bought in

the sixteenth century start a line which in three centuries

adds an entire colony of Negroes for their master's family.

These Negroes constitute the power which keeps the fazen-

das going; and, as value of the soil itself is not reckoned in

this huge country, the wealth of a planter is estimated by

the number of Negroes in his possession, just as during the

feudal period the fortune of a Russian landowner was not

counted by acres but by the number of "souls" he owned.

Until far into the nineteenth century the ever-increasing

mass of slaves are the real pillars of national economy. On

their shoulders rests the weight of colonial production, while

the Portuguese, as civil servants, officials, and business men,

direct the course of the machine kept going by these mil-

lions of black arms.

This all-too-sharp division between black and white, mas-

ter and slave, is alarming from the very beginning; and,

without the compensating achievements of colonization in
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the interior, it would have disrupted the unity of Brazil for

good. As it is, the huge country lacks balance from the

start; for during the first century, and far into the second,

all active strength and human material are concentrated in

the North. To the world of that time very much contrary
to the present-day decline the tropical zone of Brazil rep-

resented the real treasure house; it is here that all economic

effort is concentrated until the first hasty greed of Europe
for" colonial products is satisfied. From mere junctions,

Bahia, Recife, and Olinda develop into real cities, building
cathedrals and palaces at a time when the interior can

boast of little more than a few modest huts and wooden

churches. It is here that European ships land and take OB

cargo; that the steady flow of black raw material, the slaves,

arrives; that nine-tenths of all colonial products are packed
and shipped across the ocean; and here that the first trad-

ing firms are established. Also, it is conveniently near to

these tropically-growing towns that the most productive

engenhos and plantations are being set up. Throughout the

seventeenth century, anyone in Europe pronouncing the

word Brazil actually has in mind nothing but the North,

and even there only the coast with its already well-known

ports, its sugar, cacao, tobacco, trade, and its commerce.

No one in Europe, not even the King of Portugal, has any
idea that meanwhile a possibly not quite so profitable but

an infinitely sounder development has begun in the interior

-hidden by the high chain of mountains from the curiosity

of sailors and traders. Well-planned and pursued with sys-

tem and tenacity, this settlement of the country by its own

native population constitutes the real achievement of the

Jesuits in Brazil. Seeing centuries ahead of the royal tax

collectors and avaricious middlemen, to whom nothing
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seems profitable save what can be immediately exploited,
the Jesuits have realized that the economic foundations of a

people cannot be based on the fluctuating boom of a few

monopoly products and the labour of purchased slaves. If

a country is to develop it must first of all learn to cultivate

its earth and look upon it as its own. The magnitude of

this undertaking can be judged fairly only from two angles:
from its beginnings out of nothing, and from, its final re-

I
suits visible to the world today. Only out of the ancient

I

and eternal forms of agriculture and cattle-breeding can a

sound national economy be developed. The education of

tthe still entirely nomadic tribes to this most fundamental

!of all labours marks the true moral beginning of the Bra-

Lilian nation.

This work starts from scratch. When Nobrega and
Anchieta enter the country, they find nothing but unculti-

vated soil, and natives who do not know how to cultivate

it; all cohesive or constructive forces are lacking. Nothing
is available here; everything has to be brought over from
across the sea every cow, calf, pig, hammer, saw, nail,

spade, rake, not to mention the plants and seed. And only
then can these childlike creatures be taught how to plough,
to harvest, to build stables, and to look after cattle. Before

they can really teach them to be Christians, the Jesuits
have to teach the natives how to work; before expounding
to them the elements of the faith, they have to instil them
with the will to work. What to the Jesuits looked from
a distance like a spiritual undertaking on the grandest scale,

is changed into work of a petty and exacting kind, which
can be carried out only with the help of the disciplined

strength of men who have consecrated their lives to one
idea: the civilization of men through the cultivation of the
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earth. Nothing these first teachers brought with them

books, medicines, tools, plants, and animals has had such

a stimulating effect on development as the rigid but glow-

ing energy of this dozen human beings. As with everything

in Brazil, these first aldeias, the young settlements, grow

and develop with great rapidity; and with legitimate pride

the Jesuits are soon able to report in their letters how hap-

pily the new alliance is working, the alliance between earth

and men, and the miscegenation of natives and whites to-

ward a new and active species. The Fathers themselves al-

ready feel they have succeeded: Sao Paulo, first the town

and then the province, is settled; the aldeias penetrate fur-

ther and further into the country. Nevertheless, the real

conquest of the country is not going to proceed in the

peaceful, tranquil way they have planned. History always

likes to deviate from the course prepared by man, and to

choose its own way toward the fulfilment of an idea. The

Jesuits
have settled a young race on the soil with the pur-

pose of cultivating it. However, the very next generation of

mamelucos, the half-castes, impatiently breaks through the

barriers set up by the good Fathers. Both the nomadic urge

of their brown ancestors and the unrestricted savagery of

the first colonists are still alive in their blood. Why culti-

vate the earth oneself if it can be cultivated by slaves? Soon

the half brown become the worst enemies of the brown;

the sons of natives whose fathers were rescued from slavery

by the Jesuits
become the grimmest slave-traders; and in

Sao Paulo of all places which the Jesuits
had dreamed of

as the seat of moral purity and spiritual unity a new breed

of conquistadors springs up, the Paulistas, destined soon to

become the bitterest enemies of the Jesuits and their efforts

toward colonization. Forming a warlike gang, these ban-
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deirantes (strangely like African slave-hunters) roam over

the country in their entradas, destroy settlements and cap-

ture slaves not only out of the jungle but often from be-

hind the plough. Yet, at the same time, they do fulfil-

though in a more violent, quick, and brutal way the Jesuit

principle of radical penetration in all directions. On each

of these destructive excursions a few Paulistas remain be-

hind; settlements, even towns, are formed in the rear of

the robber gangs returning with thousands of slaves. The
fertile South begins to be populated by men and cattle; the

vaqueiros type, the cattle-breeder and gaucho, begins to

emerge in contrast to the more slow and lazy type of the

man of the coast, of the interior, the man with a home.

The first of the great immigrations to the interior has

started with its compensating and unifying effects. Planned

partly by the Jesuits, partly caused by the greed of the

Paulistas, the forces of good and evil in apparent opposi-

tion and fundamental unity join in the work. As early as

the seventeenth century, agriculture and cattle-breeding in

the interior constitute a healthy counterbalance to the

tropical world of the North, with its rapid developments
and equally rapid declines dependent on the movements of

a fluctuating world market. Brazil's will to change from a

mere place of supply for colonial products into a self-

supporting country, from a mere off-shoot of the home

country into an organism developing after its own laws,

makes it more and more conscious of its aim.

On the threshold of the eighteenth century, Brazil is

already an economically profitable colony, the importance
of which increases for the Portuguese Crown as the latter
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has to yield to the English and the Dutch one colony after

another of its former Indian and African empire. Gone are

golden times in Lisbon when, as the chronicler tells us, the

day was often not long enough to count the revenue accru-

ing from the Indian trade. However, since the seventeenth-

century Brazil is no longer a loss to Portugal; long forgotten

are the predicaments of the beginning, when the governor

had to beg for every crazado, and Nobrega had to ask for a

few old shirts for his newly-baptized brethren. Brazil is now

a good purveyor; Brazilians fill Portuguese ships with valu-

able goods, and pay Portuguese officials out of their own

profits;
tax collectors are already sending considerable sums

across to the royal treasury in Portugal. Moreover, Brazil is

a good customer; many of its sugar kings have more money

and credit than its own King; amongst all its colonies Por-

tugal has no better market than Brazil for its wines, its

books, its fabrics. Quite unostentatiously Brazil has become

a great and prosperous colony, and incidentally remained

the colony which cost Portugal the least blood, the fewest

responsibilities,
the smallest investments. Neither in Bahia,

Rio de Janeiro, nor Pernambuco, are large garrisons required

to keep order. The population, steadily increasing with the

years,
has never with the exception of one or two minor

uprisings attempted a serious revolt There is no need to

build expensive fortresses as in India and Africa, no necessity

to send money for new government investments; the coun-

try is able to defend and support itself out of its own

resources.

It would be difficult to imagine a more convenient colony

than Brazil with its quiet, continual growth, its unobtrusive

development passing almost unnoticed by the rest of the

world. There is nothing in this country, calmly going on
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with its internal development and so far as the outside

world is concerned producing nothing but sugar and large

brown bales of tobacco, which could stimulate the imagina-
tion or even the curiosity of Europe. The conquest of

Mexico, the gold chambers of the Incas, the silver mines

of Potosi, the pearls of the Indian Ocean, the fighting be-

tween American farmers and redskins, the struggle with the

privateers in the Caribbean all inspire poets and historians

to romantic tales, and fascinate youth constantly on the

watch for adventure. Brazil, on the other hand, escapes the

world's attentions for centuries. In the last analysis, how-

ever, this long seclusion turns out to be an advantage for

Brazil. Nothing has furthered its slow, organic development
more than the fact that its more precious treasures, its gold
and its diamonds, lay hidden in the earth until the begin-

ning of the eighteenth century. Had this gold and these

diamonds already been discovered in the sixteenth or seven-

teenth centuries, all the great nations would have thrown

themselves upon the prey in a frenzy of competition. From

Peru, from Venezuela and Chile, the gangs of conquista-

dors would have invaded Brazil. Turned into a battlefield

of all the worst instincts, the country would have been

roused up and torn to pieces. In 1770, however, when
Brazil suddenly reveals itself to the whole world as the

richest country of its time, the age of adventurers and con-

quistadors, of the Walter Raleighs, Villegaignons, Cor-

teses, and Pizarros, is already gone for good. The wild epoch
in which a few resolute adventurers with four or five ships

and a few hundred soldiers could conquer and subjugate
an entire country, is gone never to return. In 1700, Brazil

has unity and strength of its own; it has its cities, its for-

tresses and ports, and more important than all these it is
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visible army ready to resist to the last man aggression from

abroad, and even to pay no more than grudging tribute to

its own home country. All it needs is more time and more

men. In the long run, then, the quietest and the most

patient will prove to be the strongest

The discovery of gold in the province of Minas Geraes

is more than a mere national event for Brazil and Portugal.

It Is a world event which has decisively iniuenced the entire

economic structure of the time. According to Werner Som-

bart, the capitalist and industrial development of Europe
at the end of the eighteenth century would have been im-

possible without the powerful and stimulating influx of

Brazilian gold, which accelerated the pulse of European eco-

nomic life. The amount of gold suddenly thrown upon the

market by Brazil, the so far neglected country, is an almost

fabulous sum for these times. According to Roberto Simon-

sen's reliable estimate, more gold was extracted from the

single mountain valley of Minas Geraes in that half-century

than in the whole of the Americas prior to the discovery of

the Califomian gold mines. The output from Mexico and

Peru, which had reduced the world of the sixteenth century

to a state of madness, and doubled, often tripled, the value

of every commodity overnight (magnificently described by

Montesquieu in his celebrated essay on "Les Richesses de

FEspagne") , represent barely a fifth possibly only a tenth

of what the long-disregarded colony is giving to its home

country. Lisbon, destroyed by its earthquake, is rebuilt with

the gold: the gigantic convent of Mafra is erected with the

quinto, tie King's legal fifth of the proceeds; the sudden
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flowering of English industry is due to the yellow fertilizer;

Europe's trade and traffic are given a new impetus by the

sudden influx. For one historical hour, for fifty years, Brazil

is the mint of the Old World, the most profitable and the

most envied colony possessed by a European country. For

one moment it looks as though the dream of the conquista-
dors had been fulfilled, and the fabulous Eldorado found.

This episode of the gold for it is not going to be more

than an episode in the history of Brazil is so dramatic in

its rise, its course, and its decline, that it is best described

as a play, act by act, scene by scene.

The first act opens shortly before 1700, in a mountain

valley of Minas Geraes, which at the time was less a prov-
ince than an uninhabited territory without towns or roads.

One day a few men from Taubate, a small Paulist settle-

ment, advance on horses and mules toward the hills fre-

quently broken by the winding course of the little Rio das

Velhas. Like thousands before them, these men set out for

anywhere, knowing neither the way nor even the goal.

They simply want to find something to take home, possibly

a few head of cattle, or slaves, or some precious metal. Then
comes the unexpected discovery: one of the men no one

knows whether by secret knowledge or mere chance finds

in the sand the first grains of alluvial gold and promptly
takes them to Rio de Janeiro in a bottle. And, as usual, one

glance at the mysterious metal is enough. A wild rush en-

sues. From Bahia, from Rio de Janeiro, from Sao Paulo,

people on horseback, on donkeys, on mules, on foot, and in

barges, hasten up the Sao Francisco river.

Now the producer has to insert his crowd scenes: sailors
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desert their ships, soldiers leave their barracks, merchants

their businesses, priests their pulpits, and in black herds the

slaves are driven into the wilderness. At first, the apparent
stroke of luck looks as if it would turn into an economic

catastrophe of the first magnitude. The sugar factories and

tobacco plantations have ceased work because their man-

agers have left and driven the slaves with them, so as to

amass in a week, in a day, as much as in a year of patient

toil. Ships remain unloaded, transports have stopped. Every-

thing has come to a standstill. The government has to make

special laws to prevent the desertion of working power.
And while the coastal towns are threatened with catastrophe

through sudden depopulation, the gold district on the other

hand is threatened, by sudden overpopulation, with the

eternal fate of King Midas: starvation amidst golden ves-

sels. There is plenty of gold dust and gold grain, but there

is no bread, no corn, no cheese, neither milk nor meat,

with which to feed ten thousand, perhaps one hundred

thousand people in that mountain wilderness without

stores, cattle, or fruit. Fortunately, tradespeople are spurred

to greater efforts by the prospect of selling their goods for

five or ten times their normal price and, in fact, for pure

gold. Increasing quantities of foodstuffs as well as tools,

such as hoes, spades, and sieves, are being transported by
land and sea into the wilderness. Tracks are beaten through

the country; the once quietly dreaming river Sao Francisco,

which often did not see a sail for months, is being turned

into an animated waterway. Propelled by slaves, boats travel

up and down the river; carts are being dragged along by

oxen; and at last the long-dreamed-of gold returns raw or

already coarsely sifted in small leather bags. A feverish activ-

ity has suddenly possessed this calm, sleepy country.
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But, as usual, this gold fever is of tibe malignant kind. It

excites the nerves and heats the blood; it makes people's

eyes greedy and confuses the senses. And through the
per-

petual digging in the earth in a thousand different places,

something more precious even than gold is discovered:

diamonds. Before long there is a bitter struggle between the

first discoverers, the Paulistas, and the late-comers, the em-

boabos. What one has accumulated by patient effort, an-

other seizes from him with the thrust of a dagger. The

tragic element is grotesquely mingled with the ridiculous.

Yesterday's beggars parade in ludicrously magnificent

clothes; deserters and porters are losing fortunes at dice or

at the gaming tables. The first act's curtain is in the man-

ner of grand opera.

Second act: a new leading character walks on the Portu-

guese governor in the role of protector of the Crown's

rights. He has come to watch over the newly discovered

province, and, above all, to secure the King's legal right to

a fifth of all proceeds. He is followed by marching soldiers

and dragoons on horseback, come to create order. A mint is

set up, at which all gold found is to be turned in for pur-

poses of a strict control. The savage crowd, however, does

not wish to be controlled; a revolt breaks out, to be quelled

without mercy. Gradually, unbridled adventure is converted

into a regular industry strictly supervised by the King's

authorities. In time, large towns spring up in the small

gold districts-Villa Rica, Villa Real, and Villa Albuquer-

que. In their huts and hastily erected clay houses live a

hundred thousand people, more than in New York or in

any other American town of the time. Yet the contem-

porary world was only vaguely aware of these towns almost

forgotten today. For Portugal was determined to guard its
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treasure; no foreigner was to have access to the golden

source, not even for an hour. The entire territory is railed

off, so to speak; turnpikes are put up at all crossroads; sol-

diers are on patrol day and night; no traveller is allowed to

enter the zone, no gold-digger allowed to leave it without

a minute examination for gold dust illegally taken from the

mint or the treasury. The punishment for any infringement

is appalling. No one is allowed to report on Brazil and its

treasures; no letters are allowed to leave; and a book, the

Wealth of Brazil by Antonil, the Italian Jesuit, is suppressed

by the censorship. Portugal has hardly become aware of

the treasure it owns in Brazil when it brings into play all

the arts of supervision, so as to keep at bay the dangerous

envy and greed of other nations. Only the Court and treas-

ury officials are allowed to know the exact places in which

gold or diamonds are found, and to what heights the

Crown's share has mounted. Even today no one is capable

of giving a reliable estimate of the proceeds of that cen-

tury. There is no doubt, however, that they must have been

enormous; for not only did a fifth of the entire discovery

flow into the depleted treasury, but every diamond above

twenty-two carats had to be surrendered without compen-

sation. There were, moreover, the profits from the goods

shipped from the home country to the suddenly prospering

colony, and the rising proceeds from the duty on slaves

imported by Brazil in twice their usual number in order to

accelerate exploitation. Only now has Portugal become

aware that while it lost its Indian and African colonies, it

had kept the most valuable of its overseas provinces: the

country whose praises were not sung by its Lusiads, and

was thought fit to be settled only by outcasts and the poor.

The third act of our tragi-comedy of gold takes place
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seventy years later and is concerned with the tragic turning-

point. The scene is laid at Villa Rica and Villa Real, which

are changed and yet unchanged. It is the landscape with

its dark green or naked mountains and its river advancing

reluctantly through the narrow valleys which remains un-

changed. The town, however, is no longer the same: tall

churches filled with paintings and sculptures stand upon the

hills; the governor's palace is surrounded by handsome

buildings; there is a fair-sized and well-to-do population. But

it is no longer the extravagant, gaily animated town of yes-

terday and the day before. Something that used to infuse the

streets and taverns and shops with life is lacking; something
that used to light up the faces of the people, animate their

gestures, and that once gave a feverish life to the atmos-

phere, is gone. It is the gold. The river is still awhirl and

foaming, throwing out sand onto its banks. But though the

sand is driven through sieves and washed in pipes, it re-

mains plain sand. The heavy glittering grains are no longer
found. Gone are the years when one could grow rich merely

by compelling some fifty slaves to shake a few wooden sieves

filled with sand until a couple of ounces of golden grains

remained at the bottom. The gold of the Rio das Velhas

was simply alluvial gold, surface gold, and now it has all

been skimmed off. To extract it from the depths of the

mountains requires laborious technical processes which are

as yet beyond the country and the time. Thus comes the

turning-point: Vilk Rica changes into Villa Pobre, a poor
town. Embittered and impoverished, yesterday's goldwash-
ers love with their scant possessions, their mules and don-

keys and Negroes. The clay huts of the slaves, scattered

over the hiUs in thousands, are washed away by rain or
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decay. The dragoons ride away, there being no longer any-

thing for them to guard, nothing for the Casa da Fundacao

to melt, and nothing for the governor to do. Even the

prisons remain empty, for there is nothing left to be stolen.

The gold cycle has come full circle.

The fourth act consists of two simultaneous scenes: one

laid in Portugal, the other in Brazil. The first scene opens

in the royal palace in Lisbon. The Crown council is meet-

ing. The treasury reports are being read, and they are terri-

fying. Less and less gold from Brazil, and more and more

debts at home. The industrial companies, founded by Pom-

bal, are facing collapse because they can no longer be

financed. The reconstruction of Lisbon, begun with such

energy, is being halted. Where is the money to come from,

since gold is no longer flowing from Brazil? How find a

substitute? The expulsion of the Jesuits, the decreed confis-

cation of their goods, has been of no avail. The first dream-

empire of the Lusiads having gone, the empire of the eter-

nal Eldorado has also disappeared. Fickle as usual, the gold

had promised happiness without keeping its promise. And

Portugal has to resign, to return to what it used to be: a

small quiet country, lovable just for this quiet beauty.

The other scene opens simultaneously in Minas Geraes

and proves to be a complete contrast: the goldwashers, with

all their belongings their slaves, mules, and donkeys have

left the barren mountainous regions and discovered the fer-

tile grassland in the plains. They settle. Small villages and

towns grow up; ships are navigating along the Sao Fran-

cisco; the traffic begins to increase; an empty, uninhabited,

uncultivated country is converted into a new and active

province. What is Portugal's loss becomes Brazil's profit, for
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In place of the vanished gold it has found an infinitely more

precious substance: a new piece of its earth ready for pro-

ductive work.

Dernographically speaking, this gold rush towards Minas

Geraes is the first of those great internal immigrations which

were to become of such decisive importance for the national

and geographical history of Brazil The fact that a country

of such gigantic dimensions has retained its national unity

to such a remarkable degree would be incomprehensible

without these perpetual internal migrations. As it is, even

the language has hardly been split up into different dialects;

from the Parana up to the Amazon, from the ocean as far

as lie almost inaccessible Goyaz, the same customs prevail;

and, in spite of all occupational and climatic differences,

the type of the people has remained uniform. As in all large

countries, the settler's relationship to the soil is different

from that of the farmer within the narrow European fron-

tiers who is rooted to his house and his acres. In Brazil,

where the land of the entire interior was free and all could

take what they wanted, people are of a nomadic and enter-

prising disposition. Less bound to tradition than the Euro-

pean farmer, the Brazilian settler finds it natural to change
his home and readily seize any opportunity. The great

changes in Brazilian economy from one monopoly product
to another, the so-called cycles of production, exercise an

influence also on migration and the shifting balance of the

settlements. In a sense, one could name these cycles, not

after their products, but after the towns and landscapes they
created. The era of wood, sugar, and cotton, populated the

North. It created Bahia, Recife, Olinda and Cearl Minas
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Geraes was populated by gold. Rio de Janeiro Is to owe its

greatness
to the movements of the King and his Court;

Sao Paulo its fantastic rise to the empire of coffee; Manaos

and Belem their sudden blossoming to the quickly evolving

cycle of rubber. And as yet we hardly know the situation of

the cities which the next era, the extraction of iron ore and

its industries, will bring to sudden growth.

This distribution of balance is still in full swing today-
for thanks to his dark heritage, the Brazilian is mobile by
nature and has been furthered by the steady admixture of

first the African and later the European immigration, pre-

venting the stagnation of that organic process of expansion.

It has prevented too stable a social stratification, and brought

out, instead of regional differences, a stronger element of

national unity. One still hears it said that so-and-so came

from Bahia and someone else from Porto Alegre. Upon fur-

ther inquiry, however, one will almost invariably learn that

their fathers and mothers were of a different origin. And
thanks to this perpetual transfusion and transplantation,

the miracle of Brazilian unity has been preserved down to

the present, when the improved means of communication

and the binding forces of press and radio make a national

unification seem more simple. By the early division into

governmental districts, the Spanish South American em-

piresuperior neither in size nor population to the Portu-

guese Crown colony sharply encouraged the respective

peculiarities of language and custom of Chile, Peru, Vene-

zuela, and the Argentine. However, Brazil's centralized form

of government prepared its people from the very beginning

for national and economic unification, a unification which,

planted early and organically in the hearts of the people,

can now no longer be destroyed.
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Were one to attempt to draw the balance between the

colony and the home country, Brazil and Portugal, up to

the beginning of the nineteenth century, the picture would

be a very shifting one. From 1500 to 1600, Brazil is the

faker, Portugal the giver: Portugal has to send ships and

officials, goods and soldiers, merchants and colonists. Its

own white population is ten times as large as that of the

young colony. By 1700, the scales are about equal, with pos-

sibly a slight advantage for Brazil By 1800, proportions have

already changed tremendously. Portugal with its thirty-five

thousand square miles seems tiny compared with the coun-

try of three and a quarter million. Brazil has more black

slaves than Portugal has inhabitants; and economically the

American empire is not to be compared with the impover-

ished and financially declining home country. What with

its gold, whether much or little, with its diamonds, sugar,

cotton, tobacco, cattle, and ore, and last but not least with

its yearly increasing labour power, Brazil has long ago
ceased to need assistance. The child now is keeping the

mother no longer the mother the child. After the Lisbon

earthquake, Brazil has sent a present of no less than three

million cruzados for reconstruction purposes; and in Portu-

gal the only people who are still well-off are those who
hold property in Brazil or trade with its ports and cities.

Next to the pequena casa Lusitania the small homeland
Lusitania Brazil looks Hke a world.

Yet the stronger, the more manly and upright Brazil

grows, the more the home country betrays its fear that the

prematurely developed child should one day escape its cus-

tody. Again and again Portugal attempts to treat this already
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Independently thinking being as though it were not yet of

age and had to be kept on the leash. Its economic inde-

pendence is to be prevented by force. While North America

is already free to choose its destiny, Brazil is not allowed

to produce goods except as raw materials. It is not al-

lowed to weave fabrics, but has to buy them from the

home country; it is not allowed to build its own ships, with

the result that only Portuguese ship-builders make any

money. There is to be no room, no ield of activity, for in-

tellectuals, technicians, and industrialists. No book can be

printed, no newspaper published; and with the expulsion of

the Jesuits, Brazil is deprived even of those few who spread

a slight amount of education. Whatever happens, there is

to be no independent economic development, no free inter-

course with the world's markets. Brazil is to remain a land

of slaves, a vassal country, a dependent colony, and the

more dependent, the more uneducated, the more unnation-

alized, the better. Every sign of independence is trampled

down by force. The Portuguese army in Brazil is no longer

stationed there for the purpose of defending the colony

against external enemies for this Brazil could do on its

own but exclusively to protect the royal economic bar-

racks against danger from within.

Once more, however, the same historical phenomenon
is repeated: what reason did not achieve in years of indif-

ference, brutal force is to attain in a single hour. Grotesquely;

enough, it is Napoleon, the tyrant of Europe, who liberates

this American country. For, in forcing the King of Portugal

to flee Lisbon, his residence, by the lightning advance of

his troops, Napoleon also forces the King to look for the

first time at the country which built his palaces, and the

one which, throughout decades and centuries, was of the
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most loyal assistance to the Crown. Instead of customs offi-

cials and police, for the first time a member of the House

of Braganza, King Joao VI, appears in the colony accom-

panied by his entire Court, the nobility, and the clergy.

However, there is no longer to be any colony of Brazil

In the nineteenth century. King Joao has no choice but

solemnly to declare of age the child which received him-

the vanquished, ignominious refugeeinto its arms and

gave him comfort. Under the title of United Kingdoms,

Brazil is made Portugal's equal, and for twelve years the

capital of the double kingdom lies no more on the Tagus,

but on the Bay of Guanabara. The barriers which cut ol

Brazil from the rest of the world have fallen at one blow,

The time of licence and prohibition, the era of severe de-

crees and kws, is over. From 1808, foreign ships are allowed

to land; goods may be exchanged; and no tribute has to

be sent to the Tesoraria across the sea. Brazil is permitted

to work and produce; to talk and read and think; and thus,

together with economic development, the long and force-

fully arrested cultural development is able to begin. For the

first time since the brief episode of the Dutch occupation,

scholars, artists, and technicians of high standing are called

into the country in order to stimulate the building of a

national culture. Hitherto completely unknown institu-

tions, such as libraries, museums, universities, technical

schools and academies are established, and the country is

given Ml liberty to prove its own particular cultural per-

sonality to the world.

But whoever has once tasted liberty and learned to love

It cannot be restrained before he has experienced the full

unlimited measure of it Even the loosened bond which

still Enks the new kingdom with the old one across the sea,
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Is felt to be oppressive. And only when, in 1822, Brazil

makes itself a kingdom, does true independence begin.

Or, rather, it might begin. For only in the political eld

does Brazil succeed in achieving independence, not in the

economic. On the contrary, until far into the nineteenth

century Brazil economically is more heavily dependent upon

England and other industrial countries than it ever was

upon Portugal. Hindered as it was in its development by
decrees from Lisbon, Brazil has slept through the Indus-

trial Revolution which began to change our world so thor-

oughly towards the end of the eighteenth century. Until

then, with its supply of colonial products, Brazil could beat

all competition by the cheapness of its labour and slavery,

and thus easily maintain a first-class economic position

among all other American colonies. Even at the time of the

Declaration of Independence, Brazil's exports still exceeded

those of North America, and in certain years its turnover

equalled that of England. In the new century, however, a

new element has entered world economics: the machine. A

single steam-engine in Liverpool or Manchester, tended by
a dozen workmen, does in the same time as much work as

a hundred, and soon as a thousand slaves. Hand industry

can no more struggle against mechanized industry than can

naked savages with bows and arrows fight against tanks and

machine-guns. The dangers of this lagging behind the new

speed of the times are moreover increased by a particular

misfortune. On Brazil's impressive and almost complete

list of ores and metals, the very substance which has be-

come the most important source of motor power in the

nineteenth century is lacking: coal.
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At this decisive moment when all transport and pi

lems of driving power begin to be dependent on this i

dynamic substance, Brazil does not possess a single c

mine in its whole vast territory. It takes weeks to s

every pound of coal, which has to be paid with a
disj

portionate amount of sugar, a commodity rapidly deer

ing in value. This renders any kind of transport unprc
able. Besides, the construction of railways is irrevoca

delayed for decades by the mountainous character of

country. While in Europe and North America the te

port of goods is increasing by leaps and bounds every y<

the soil in Brazil refuses to yield coal. Winding rivers i

steep mountains are united, so to speak, in an obstin

protest against the new century. Soon the results begin
show: every five years Brazil is found to lag more and m
behind modern development. The North, particularly, \\

its poor system of communication, is heading towards in<

table decline. At a time when already a triple and qu
rnple belt of railway lines link the East of the Uni
State to the West, the North to the South, nine-tenths

the equally krge Brazilian territory has no lines at all. A
while new steamships are travelling up and down the Mis

sippi, the Hudson, and the San Lorenzo, the smoke fror

funnel is but seldom seen on the Amazon or the Sao Fr
cisco. So it happens that at a time when in Europe a

North America, coal mines, foundries, factories, and m
lets, towns, and harbours are co-operating to avoid loss

time, when mass production is becoming increasingly e

dent, Brazil is until far into the nineteenth century s

employing the slow, old-fashioned methods of the eig
eenth, seventeenth, and sixteenth centuries. It goes on
porting the same raw materials, and thereby remains he
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lessly dependent on the fluctuations of the world market

for the sale of Its goods.

Thus the balance of trade is declining and decaying;

Brazil has to yield its dominating position in American

economy and fall back into the ranks. The economic situa-

tion, at the beginning of the nineteenth century, does not

lack a certain paradoxical side. For the country which prob-

ably possesses more iron than any other In the world has to

import every machine, every tool, from abroad. Growing an

unlimited supply of cotton on its own soil, It has to import

the woven or printed fabric from England. Though its re-

serves of unfelled timber are Infinitely huge, yet it has to

buy its paper elsewhere as it has to buy every object that

cannot be produced by unorganized, old-fashioned hand-

craft Brazil could be saved by generous Investments large

enough to reorganize production; but since the gold has

ran out the country lacks capital; and Its railways, Its first

factories, the few enterprises run on a generous scale are

financed exclusively by English, French, or Belgian com-

panies, and the new empire lies open to exploitation by

anonymous groups from all over the world. At a time when

the rhythm of movement and the lively pulse of creative

enterprises are of decisive importance for the economic de-

velopment of a country, Brazil, working with its slow, out-

dated methods of business, Is threatened with complete

stagnation. Once again Brazilian economy has reached a

record low.

However, one of the peculiarities of this country of un-

limited possibilities is its ability to overcome Its crises by
a sudden change, by finding a new and even more profit-

able article of export as soon as the old one runs dry. Just

as the seventeenth century produced its miracle of sudden
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prosperity with sugar, the eighteenth with gold and dia-

monds, so did the nineteenth follow this up with coffee.

After the cycle of sugar, the white gold; after the cycle of

the real gold, the cycle of brown gold sets in with coffee-

followed later for a short time by the cycle of liquid gold,

rubber. The cycle of coffee is an unequalled triumph, for

with it Brazil achieves absolute world monopoly, which it

manages to maintain throughout the whole of the nine-

teenth and well into the twentieth centuries. Once more

there are the old typical facts which render this product

especially suitable for Brazil: the fertility of the soil, the

facility of cultivation, the primitive process of production.

The coffee bean can be neither planted nor harvested by
machines. Here alone the slave still achieves more than the

cog-wheel. And again, as in the case of sugar and cacao and

tobacco, coffee is an article of quality appealing to a civi-

lized palate. In fact, coffee is the ideal complement to the

others, for there is no more excellent dessert than the ideal

trilogy of coffee, sugar, and cigars.

As usual it is the sun and the strength of its soil which

save Brazil Wliat was already good in the Old Wotld
becomes still better through this new earth; nowhere does

coffee grow in such abundance and with such a flavour

as in this sub-tropical zone. Earlier centuries had already

known these beanf'and their stimulating power. How-

ever, when in 1730 coffee is planted in the Amazon dis-

trict, and in 1762 in Rio de Janeiro, it is still considered

a luxury, and therefore of little importance to general econ-

omy. In
nineteenth-century statistics, coffee still lags far

behind cotton, leather, cacao, sugar, and tobacco, in quan-

tity and value. Precisely as was the case with its elder

brothers, tobacco and sugar, the more active cultivation of
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coffee Is gradually brought about by the fact that larger

and larger strata of the European and North American

population are growing accustomed to this wonderful stimu-

lant. Towards the second half of the nineteenth century

the curves of production and demand rise feverishly, and

Brazil becomes the world's main supplier of coffee. More

and more hastily it has to expand its production in order to

meet the demand; hundreds of thousands, finally millions

of workmen flow into the province of Sao Paulo; the great

harbours and warehouses have to be enlarged at Santos,

where sometimes as many as thirty cargo boats loaded with

sacks of coffee lie at anchor on the same day. Brazil is

capable of balancing its budget for several decades with the

export of coffee; and the value of this export is shown by

gigantic figures. Between 1821 and 1900, in eighty years,

the country exports 270,835,000 pounds sterling worth of

coffee; the present total representing two billion pounds

sterling a sum which alone covers a large part of Brazil's

imports and investments. This single production, on the

other hand, makes Brazil more and more dependent on

exchange prices, and links its currency perilously with the

quotations of coffee: every slump in coffee is bound to

affect the milreis as well.

This slump in coffee in the end proves to be inevitable.

Tempted by a ready market, the planters keep on enlarg-

ing their facendas; and as there is no organized plan of

economy to counteract this wild overproduction, crisis soon

follows crisis. Several times the government has to inter-

vene to prevent a catastrophe: once by buying up a large

part of the harvest, another time by levying a prohibitive

tax on any new plantation, a third time by throwing the

bought-up coffee into the sea in order to prevent the fall-
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ing of the prices.
But the crisis remains dormant. Again

and again prices slump after momentary recovery, and each

slump affects the milreis. A sack of coffee costing about

five pounds sterling in 1925 fetches only thirty shillings in

1936, with a simultaneous and even greater fall of the mil-

ids. So, from the point of view of financial stability and

Inner balance, it is rather fortunate that the reign of coffee

is drawing to its close, and that the prosperity of an entire

country can no longer be determined by the arbitrary fluc-

tuations of the brown grains on the international exchanges.

By realizing the dangers of staking the entire national in-

come on one throw, and by insisting on a more equable

spread of production,
an economic crisis once more turns

out to be to Brazil's advantage.

For some time it looks as though a powerful pretender

to the Crown is going to rise against the economic king of

Brazil, coffee. The pretender is rubber. Its demands are

justified by a certain moral right; for, unlike coffee, it is not

a newly arrived immigrant, but a native citizen. The rubber

tree, Hevea brasiliensis, was originally found in the forests

of the Amazon. Three hundred millions of these trees have

been growing there for hundreds and hundreds of years

without their peculiar shape and precious juice having been

discovered by Europeans. On his journey to the Amazon

in 1736, Le Condamine is the first to notice that the natives

sometime used the trees
7

liquid resin to make their sails

and vessels water-proof. But this sticky resin cannot be ex-

ploited industrially, as it has no resistance to high and low

temperatures; and only a small amount of it, used in primi-

tively made articles, is sent to North America at the begin-
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Hlng of the nineteenth century. A decisive turn, however,

is brought about by Charles Goodyea/s discovery that a

sulphur alligation changes the soft material into a new one

less sensitive to heat and cold. With one stroke, then, rub-

ber becomes one of the "Big Five/
7

one of the great neces-

sities of the modern world, hardly less important than coal,

oil, timber and ore. Rubber is needed for tubes and galoshes;

and after the invention of the bicycle and the automobile

its uses take on gigantic proportions.

Brazil now has the exclusive monopoly for the basic mate-

rial of this new product until the end of the nineteenth

centuiy. In the whole world, Hevea brasiliensis is only to be

found in the woods of the Amazon an economic stroke of

luck without parallel. So it is up to Brazil to dictate the

price. Determined to keep the precious monopoly for itself,

the Brazilian government prohibits the export of a single

rubber tree. It well remembers how, by the import of a few

dozen coffee shrubs from the neighbouring French Guiana,

it was able to checkmate its most dangerous rival. And now,

strangely parallel to the discovery of gold in Minas Geraes,

a sudden boom begins in the hitherto merely mosquito-

infested jungle of the Amazon, Once more, with the begin-

ning of the cycle of liquid gold, a great interior migration

sets in toward a formerly uninhabited province. Seventy

thousand people from the Ceara district, who had to leave

their homes because of a sudden drought, are hired or,

to be more explicit, bought by the new companies and

shipped from Belem up into this wilderness. A terrible sys-

tem of exploitation is now started in these districts, which

are as far removed from law and order as were once the

gold valleys of Minas Geraes. Though not slaves, these

seringueiros are practically kept in slavery by labour con-
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tacts and because their employers, not content with their

profits on rubber, sell to these wretched workers in the

"green prison" of the tropical forest food and goods at four

and five times their normal prices. Anyone wanting to

understand the full horror of these days ought to read the

excellent novel by Ferreiro de Castro, in which this shame-

ful time is depicted with superb realism. The work of these

seringueiros is appalling; camping in miserable huts in the

middle of the tropical forest thousands of miles from civi-

lization, they have to cut their way with knife and axe

through the jungle to the rubber trees, which they then

have to mark and sap. This done, they have to return with

the rubber milk and boil it. Such a journey in the tremen-

dous heat has to be made several times a day. And after

months of this kind of work, the workers, shaken by fever

and their health ruined, are still by some criminal calcula-

tion in debt to their employers, who charge them the cost

of their passage and cheat them over the food supply. If a

worker tries to escape from this slavery euphemistically
called labour contract he is hunted by armed guards just

as once the slaves were, and when recaptured forced to con-

tinue his work in chains.

Thanks to this shameless exploitation of labour, thanks

to the trade monopoly and the yearly increasing world de-

mand, profits rise fantastically. The days of Villa Rica and

Vflk Real in the eighteenth century, when gold cities shot

up in hasty pomp and senseless splendour in the middle of

the desert, seem to have returned in the nineteenth century.
BeMm flourishes, and an entirely new town Manaos is

boflt a thousand miles from the coast, determined to out-

shine Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo, and Bahia in splendour
and limuy. Asphalt boulevards, banks, and palaces with
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electric light, splendid shops and private houses, the biggest

and most luxurious theatre in Brazil, costing no less than

ten million dollars, all spring up in the middle of the tropi-

cal forest Everything swims in money. A conto, worth two

hundred dollars at this time, is spent as though it were

25 cents; the most expensive luxury articles from London

and Paris arrive by the big steamers that are now more and

more frequent on the Amazon. Everybody is speculating,

everybody dealing in rubber; and while the trees are bleed-

ing and the seringueiros are dying by the hundreds and

thousands in the green prison of the tropical forest, an en-

tire generation in the Amazon district is getting rich on the

liquid gold, as their ancestors did in the mine fields of

Minas Geraes. Of course the State, too, profits by this ad-

vantageous export trade, and on the balance sheet rubber

is already gaining ominously on coffee. The introduction of

automobiles is opening up unlimited perspectives. One

more decade and Manaos will not only be the richest city

in Brazil, but one of the wealthiest cities in the world.

But this glistening bubble burst as quickly as it rose. A

single man has surreptitiously pricked it. Adroitly circum-

venting the prohibition of export by bribery, a young Eng-

lishman manages to take across to England no less than

seventy thousand grains of the seed of Hevea brasiliensis.

The first trees are planted in Kew Gardens and then bansr-

planted to Ceylon, Singapore, Sumatra, and Java. Thus the

Brazilian monopoly is broken, and soon its production be-

gins to lag behind. For the systematically laid-out planta-

tions on the Malayan Islandswhere rubber trees stand

like soldiers in ranks a mile long permit a much more

rapid and rational exploitation than that in the middle of

the jungle, where access to every single tree means cutting
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through the undergrowth. As usual, the old-fashioned, im-

provized Brazilian methods of production are inferior to

modern efficiency.

The decline is as swift as an avalanche. In 1900, Brazil

still produces 26,750 tons of rubber as against a miserable

four tons from Asia. In 1900, it still leads with its 42,000

tons as against the Asiatic 8200. In 1914, however, it is

already beaten with its 37,500 tons against 71,000; and from

that time on decline is very fast. In 1938, Brazil produces

only 16,460 tons against 365,000 from the Malayan Archi-

pelago alone, and 300,000 from the Dutch colony, 58,000

from Indo-China, and 52,000 from Ceylon. And even these

miserable 16400 tons fetch only a fraction of the original

price. The theatre of Manaos no longer attracts companies
from leading European theatres; fortunes are melting away;

the dream of the liquid gold has come to an end. Once

more a cycle is over, its secret mission fulfilled: to infuse

life and vitality into a hitherto sleeping province; to connect

it, by trade and communication, with the whole country.

Once more, towards the end of the nineteenth century,

the inner law of Brazilian development is to be fulfilled.

Easily tempted by the momentary profits from a major

product, Brazil always needed a crisis to reorient itself; and
thus all its cyclic crises have been advantageous rather than

harmful for its general development The last great change
which Brazil had to undergo was not forced upon it by the

wil of an external world market, but by its own will, which

through the law of 1888 finally abolished slavery.
At first it is a severe shock economically; so severe that

it overthrow the Emperor's throne. Intoxicated by their
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new freedom, many of the Negroes leave the country and

move into the towns. Enterprises which were only profit-

able thanks to unpaid labour, have to stop work. By losing

their slaves the planters, already hardly able to compete
with modern mechanical production, lose a major part of

their capital; thus agriculture and coffee-planting are threat-

ened with complete collapse. Once more the old call is

heard: men for Brazil! Men at all costs! The government,
whose attitude towards immigration so far had been one

of passive and indifferent laissez faire, is forced to adopt a

more systematic policy in order to assure a regular influx of

European and Asiatic immigrants. Before the era of coffee,

Brazilian immigration was exclusively agricultural. Already
in 1817 King Joao's European agents signed up two thou-

sand Swiss colonists, who subsequently founded a settle-

ment called Nova Friburgo; in 1825 they were followed by
a German group that settled in Rio Grande do Sul. By the

gradual immigration of about 120,000 Germans to the

South of Brazil, almost exclusively German districts grew

up in Santa Catharina and Parana. This immigration, how-

ever, was brought about chiefly by the activities of private

agencies or on the immigrants* own initiative. Only now,
what with new and profitable production and the abolition

of slave labour, the State, and more particularly the prov-

ince of Sao Paulo, makes up its mind to encourage immi-

gration on a larger scale by paying the passages of those

without means, and by putting land at the disposal of pros-

pective fanners. During the decisive years, these subsidies

mount up to ten thousand contos a year. And, as soon as

Brazil has opened its gates and paved the way, the influx

of the masses begins. In 1890, the year after the liberating

of the slaves, immigration increases from 66,000 to 107,000;
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in 1891, the maximum figure of 216,000 is reached, and in

subsequent years a fluctuating but always high level is

maintained, until recently it declined again to 20,000 a

year, owing to a more restricted immigration policy.

This immigration of about four to five million whites

during the last fifty years has had an enormously vitalizing

effect on Brazil, accompanied by considerable cultural and

ethnological advantages. The Brazilian race, whose com-

plexion had been tending toward the probability of be-

coming increasingly dark and African through three hun-

dred years of importation of Negroes, is growing visibly

lighter; and, in contrast to the illiterate slaves, the European

element helps to raise the general level of civilization. Ital-

ians, Germans, Slavs, and Japanese arrive from their home

countries not only with their strength and will to work

intact, but they bring with them a higher standard of living.

They are able to read and write; they have technical skill,

and more capacity for work. Instinctively, the immigrants

seek out districts where the climate reminds them most of

their homes and allows them to continue their original

habits of living; and so it is above all the southern prov-

inces, Rio Grande do Sul and Santa Catharina, which profit

most by the new vitalizing cycle, the cycle of the living

gold. Tliis cycle of immigration is for the towns and the

districts of Sao Paulo, Porto Alegre, and Santa Catharina,

what sugar once was for Bahia, gold for Minas Geraes, and

coffee for Santos the decisive incentive which in time

created homes, work, industries, and cultural values. And as

this new material comes from all corners of the earth there

are Italians, Germans, Slavs, Japanese, and Armenians-

Brazil is able once more to prove its old art of mixing and

mutual adaptation. Thanks to this particular assimilating
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strength of the country, the new elements are absorbed with

astonishing speed.
The next generation is already sharing as

a matter of course, and with equal rights, the old ideal of

the beginning:
a nation united by one language and one

way of thinking.

This advance, caused by the immigration of the last fifty

years, is the real reward for the moral act of liberating the

slaves. The influx of four or five million Europeans at the

turn of the century is one of the greatest strokes of luck in

the history of Brazil-a stroke of luck, as it happens, in

more than one sense. In the first place these strong and

healthy forces flow into the country in such great numbers;

and in the second their arrival is timed at precisely
the right

historical moment. If an immigration of this size, if these

millions of Italians and Germans had arrived a century

earlier when Portuguese culture was but thinly spread over

the country's surface, these foreign customs and languages

would have conquered some of the provinces,
and large

parts of the country would have become Germanized or

Italianized. If, on the other hand, mass immigration had

not taken place in this still cosmopolitan epoch but in the

present era of hysterical
nationalism, its components would

have been no longer willing to dissolve themselves into a

new way of thought and speech. Reluctant and obstinate,

they would have stood by the ideologies of theirhome coun-

tries, and refused to accept the ideal of their new country.

Just as gold was discovered neither too kte nor too early,

but in time to further Brazil's economy without endanger-

ing its unity; fust as the cycle of coffee came to the rescue

at the very time of catastrophic economic
decline-mass mv
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migration from Europe set in at the most propitious mo-

ment. Instead of Europeanizing Brazil, this powerful for-

eign influx has only made Brazil stronger, more varied, and

more personal.

Thus again in the twentieth century the inherent law that

Brazil always needs crises to obtain the necessary economic

changes is once more proved correct. This time, fortunately,

it is not a question of crises at home, but catastrophes across

the ocean the two European wars which give the conclu-

sive impetus to Brazilian economic reorganization. The first

World War reveals to Brazil the danger of basing one's en-

tire export production on one single raw material, and the

folly of not developing all one's industries to their capacity.

Export of coffee comes to a standstill; and with this Brazil's

main artery of trade has been blocked. Entire provinces are

at a loss as to what to do with their products now. On the

other hand, many ready products of daily use can no longer

be imported, because of the insecurity of the seas and the

war activities of Europe. Thinking only of the moment,

Brazil had not bothered about internal equilibrium but had

built its entire balance of trade upon the sale of millions of

sacks of coffee; and now this foundation begins to sway

perilously and to force the country to reorganize and turn its

attention to so far neglected industries. Once started, the

idea proves effective. During all those years while wretched

Europe was in fear of war and making preparations for war,

Brazil manufactured a quantity of industrial and hand-made

products formerly imported from Europe, thereby preparing
the way to a certain autarchy. Anyone returning to Brazil

after a few years' absence was amazed to see how many for-
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merly foreign goods were now replaced by home-made ones,

and how independent the country had become in so short a

time through the help and organization of foreign techni-

cians and company directors. Thanks to this preparedness,

the second World War did not hit Brazil quite as hard as

the first one. Again, a decline in the prices of coffee and of

other products was inevitable; the new slump in coffee,

however, did not devastate Sao Paulo as the cessation of

gold did the province of Minas Geraes, and the rubber

catastrophe Manaos and Belem. Economy, by now, had

profited from the wisdom of the old English proverb that

one should not put all one's eggs in one basket, and, in-

stead of concentrating on a single monopoly product sub-

jected to any fluctuations of the world market, Brazil has

changed its production to a broader base. Balance was

maintained because the loss in one sphere could be com-

pensated by the sharply rising boom of industry which

now produces from home materials a large part of the goods

formerly imported from Germany and other blockaded

countries. As Napoleon's wars were the indirect cause of

Brazil's political independence, so has Hitler's war created

Brazilian industry. And just as it was able to keep its politi-

cal liberty, so will the country be able to preserve its eco-

nomic independence throughout the coming centuries.

To look from the present into the future is always a pre-

carious business. With its enormous size and its more than

forty-five million inhabitants, Brazil is one of the greatest

colonial achievements of mankind. And yet today the coun-

try stands only on the threshold of its development It has

as yet not overcome the difficulties opposing its final con-
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straction, and, in spite of its great achievements, some of

these difficulties are still considerable. In order to estimate

correctly the progress achieved throughout the centuries,

justice demands that we should take into account the ob-

stacles which opposed and are still opposing that achieve-

ment. There is no better way of measuring a man's or a

nation's willpower than by observing the difficulties bar-

ring the way to his or its moral and physical accomplish-

ment.

Of the two main difficulties which prevented Brazil from

unfolding the full measure of its potential strength, one

is obvious, while the other is at first hidden from the super-

ficial observer. The secret and therefore insidious danger to

Brazil's energy lies in its population's state of health, which

is being neither concealed nor underestimated by the gov-

ernment. This peaceful country Brazil has a few embittered

enemies in the interior who annually kill or weaken as

many human beings as would a warlike campaign. Brazil

has to fight incessantly against billions of tiny, hardly vis-

ible beings, against microbes and mosquitoes and other

treacherous carriers of disease.

The chief enemy today is still tuberculosis, which takes

an annual toll of about two hundred thousand, a figure

equal to several army corps. It appears that Brazilians, who
are of delicate constitution, are more prone to this pesta

bzanca. Also, particularly in the North, people are under-

nourished, or rather wrongly nourished, in a country abound-

ing in food. The government has already taken energetic

measures to combat, if not the malady itself, at least the

dangers of its dissemination and this campaign will prob-

ably intensify in tie near future. But unless medicine and

^modern
science are going to discover the longed-for cure,
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Brazil will have to reckon with the most dangerous of ene-

mies, tuberculosis, for many years to come; whereas syphi-

lis, through having spread for hundreds of years, has lost

most of its strength, and will soon be completely conquered

by application of Ehrlich's therapy.

Another enemy is malaria, the impaludismo, almost in-

evitable owing to the climatic conditions of the North and

greatly increased by the unsuspected arrival of the Ano-

pheles gambia, a few specimens of which smuggled them-

selves into the country by air from Dakar in Africa in 1930,

and which bred rapidly and flourished as does every fruit,

plant, man, and animal in Brazil.

This and other diseases, such as leprosy, weaken enor-

mously the general productive capacity. Especially in the

North, production, already considerably decreased by the

climate, is far below the European or North American level.

Although statistically Brazil has forty-Eve to fifty million in-

habitants, their productive achievement in no way compares

with the output of a similar number of North Americans,

Japanese, or Europeans, who enjoy a far higher standard of

health and work under more favourable climatic conditions.

A frighteningly large number of individuals still take no part

in economic life, either as producers or as consumers. Statis-

tics estimate the number of people without occupation, or

without definite occupations, as twenty-five millions (see

Roberto Simonsen: Niveis deVida e a Economia Nacional);

and the standard of living of these people is so low that^

especially in the equatorial zone, food conditions are some-

times worse than during the period of slavery. To improve

the health and to incorporate into national and economic

life these elusive masses vegetating in the forests of the

Amazon and in the depths of the border provinces, is one
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of the great tasks of the government of today, the ultimate

achievement of which will require many decades.

Thus man, regarded as a productive factor, is not yet

adequately used in Brazil; nor, for that matter, is the soil

with all its wealth above and beneath the surface. Here the

difficulty is an obvious one (not hidden, like the
diseases).

It springs from the fact that the country's size, population,

and transport are still out of proportion to each other. One
should not allow oneself to be misled by the exemplary or-

ganization and modern civilization of the few big cities like

Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo, where one house follows an-

other, where skyscrapers climb heavenwards, and automo-

biles are circulating in a perpetual race. Two hours inland

the model macadam streets change into rather doubtful

country roads, which become impassable, except with the

me of chains, for days after each of the frequent tropical

downpours and there begins the sertao, the dark zone,

which for a long time will not become part of any real

civilization. Any journey off the highroads is an adventure.

The railways do not go deep enough into the country, and,

owing to the fact that there are three different gauges, con-

nexions are poor. The trains are so slow and inconvenient

that It actually saves time to travel by boat from the coast

to Porto Alegre, or up to Bahia and Belem. On the other

hand the great waterways, the Sao Francisco and the Rio
Doce are rardy and

insufficiently navigated, so that large
and Important parts of the country can only be reached

except by air through private expeditions. This huge body-
to use a medical metaphor suffers from chronic bad circu-

lation; blood pressure Is unequal throughout the organism,
and several limbs are, economically speaking, quite atro-

Unexploited, of no use to industry, the most precious
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materials lie idly beneath the earth. Their exact position is

known today, but it is pointless to min'e those treasures as

long as there are no means for transporting them. Wher-

ever there is ore, there are no railways or ships; wherever it

would be easy and profitable to raise cattle, there is no
means of transportation. Cause and effect are caught in a

vicious circle like a snake biting its own tail. Production

cannot develop at a proper rate because roads are lacking;

roads, in turn, cannot be built fast enough because their

construction and upkeep in that hilly and unpopulated

country is expensive, and there is as yet not enough traffic

to make them pay. There exists, as well, the unfortunate

lack of the fuel for the most modern means of transport,

the automobile. The Brazil of the nineteenth century had

no coal; the Brazil of the twentieth no gasoline. This, ex-

cept for what can be substituted by alcohol, has to be im-

ported, drop by drop. To solve this major traffic and trans-

port problem with expediency, vast capital is needed, and

Brazil has no floating capital. Ready money has always been

rare; even on government securities the rate of interest is

about eight per cent, and in private transactions it is con-

siderably higher. Several inflations of the milreis, and the

old already quite instinctive distrust of South American

investments, have made Europeans and North Americans in

high finance somewhat overcautious. On the other hand, in

order to prevent the most vital enterprises from being taken

over completely by foreign control, the Brazilian govern-

ment has shown a certain restraint in the granting of con-

cessions during the last few years. All this has helped to

slow down the process of intensive industrialization. In

comparison with Europe and North America, where invest-

ments were made too often and too rashly, here opportu-
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nities were not taken advantage of for ten or twenty years.

To accelerate the development of this gigantic country,

this empire, this world, two things are needed: more capital

and more men. The immigration of the latter has been

badly hampered by the war and its ideological consequences,

If the United States suffers from a surplus of capital hoarded

in banks and bringing in no interest; if Europe suffers from

a surplus of human beings, a state of congestion which leads

again and again to sudden outbreaks of political madness,

Brazil suffers from ansemia, from too few people in too

large a space. The cure for the Old World and, at the same

time, for this New World would be a thorough, patient,

and wisely carried out transfusion of blood and capital.

Yet if the difficulties are great and they were so from

the very first day and have remained practically the same

ever since the possibilities of this mighty and blessed part

of our world are a thousand times greater. The very fact

that the capacity of Brazil's potential forces has not as yet

been anywhere near exploited, means an inexhaustible re-

serve of resources not only for that country, but for the

whole of mankind. Brazil has found a miraculous new help

against the circumstances which hamper its development-
modem technique, of whose possibilities we are aware,

though what it will achieve in the future can only be

guessed at. Even now people returning from Brazil after

a few years' absence are continually surprised by the amaz-

ing things science has done to improve the country's health.

Syphilis, which used to be a hereditary disease, talked about

as naturally as though it were a common cold, has been as

good as exterminated by Professor Ehrlich's therapy; and

there Is no doubt that modern scientific hygiene is going
to deal as radically with other diseases as well in the near
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future. As Rio de Janeiro, only ten years ago the most

dreaded breeding ground for yellow fever, has now become

one of the most healthily safe towns in the world, so It is

to be hoped that science is going to free the gravely endan-

gered North from its plagues and miasmas. And only then

will that part of the population which is undermined by
fever and undernourishment be able to join in the active

and productive life of the nation. Five years ago, it took

sixteen hours to get from Rio de Janeiro to Bello Hori-

zonte; today the aeroplane gets one there in an hour and

a half; two days instead of twenty take one to Manaos, the

heart of the Amazon forests; half a day to the Argentine;

two and a half days to the United States; two days to

Europe. And all these figures hold good only for today; by
tomorrow, perhaps, progress in the air may have halved

them. The mastery of its own gigantic space, this crux of

Brazilian economic problems, is already theoretically solved.

Who knows whether the present transport difficulties may
not be overcome in no time at all by the invention of some

new kind of aeroship or by some other discovery of which

our imagination does not yet dare to dream. Science, too,

is already beginning to attack energetically one of the other

seemingly insuperable difficultiesthat of insufficient work-

ing capacity of the tropical climate which decreases physi-

cal well-being and individual energy. Air-conditioning of

apartments and offices, today still a luxury reserved for only
a few, will soon become as general and natural as is central

heating in our colder regions. For those who have seen what

has already been done, and who at the same time know
what remains to be done, there is no doubt that the over-

coming of all difficulties is a mere question of time. One
must not forget, however, that time is no longer a stand*
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ardized measure, that it has been accelerated by the power

of the machine and by the even more wonderful organism

of the human mind. In 1940, a year under Getulio Vargas

can achieve more than ten years under Dom Pedro II in

1840, or, before this, an entire century under a King }oao.

Those who have observed with what speed towns are grow-

ing in Brazil, organization improving, and latent forces

turning into active ones, must feel that here in contrast

to the past the hours have more minutes than in Europe.

Out of whatever window one is looking, there is always

a house under construction, a new settlement somewhere

in the distance; and what has grown even more than all this

is the foyful spirit of enterprise. In recent years a new

strength has been added to the forces of yet unknown and

raiexploited Brazil: national consciousness. For a long time

the country has been accustomed to lagging behind Europe
in culture and progress, in speed and achievement. Hum-

bly, like a good colonial, it had looked up to the wiser and

more experienced world across the ocean. However, the

blindness of Europe, devastating itself for a second time in

foolish nationalism and imperialism, has forced the new

generation to stand on its own feet. The time is past when
Gobineau was able to say derisively: "Le BresIIien est un

faomme qui desire passionnement habiter Paris." No Brazil-

ians and few immigrants wish to return to the Old World;
and their ambition to rely only on themselves is expressed

by a new optimism and sense of adventure. Brazil has

learned to think in terms of the future. When they are

building a ministry, such as the present labour ministry and

war office in Rio de Janeiro, it is bigger than any ministry
in Paris, London, or Berlin. When a town is designed, it is

calculated from the beginning to hold five to ten times the
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actual population for which it has been planned. Nothing
is too bold or too modern for this new will to develop.

After many years of modesty and uncertainty, the country

has learned to think in terms of its own greatness and to

consider its unlimited possibilities as tangible realities. It

has realized that size is strength, and is productive of

strength, that neither gold nor accumulated capital consti-

tute the wealth of a country, but its soil and the work which

is done upon it But who owns more uncultivated, uninhab-

ited, unexploited soil than this empire which by itself coin-

prises as much space as the whole of the Old World? And

space is not only material, it is also spiritual strength. It en-

larges the outlook and it enlarges the soul; it gives to the man
who inhabits it, whom it embraces, the courage and the con-

idence to venture forward. Where there is space, there is not

only time but also the future. And in Brazil one can feel

the strong rustling of its wings.



"He mafs gentil gente."
Martim Affonso de Souza, on
his arrival in Rio in 1531

four hundred years now the masses have been

boiling and fermenting in the enormous retort of this

country new material constantly being added, and the mix-

ture being constantly shaken up. Is this process now defi-

nitely finished? Have these millions already taken form and

shape of their own? Is there in existence today something
one could oil the Brazilian race, the Brazilian man, the

Brazilian soul? On the question of race, Euclydes da Cunha,

the gifted expert on Brazilian national character, long ago

gave a definite denial when he explained simply: "Nao ha

urn typo anthropologico Brasileiro" "There is no Brazilian

race.] Race, if one must use this doubtful and today most

over-rated term at all, means a thousand-year-old combina-

tion of blood and history. With a real Brazilian, on the

other hand, all memories of prehistoric times slumbering in

his unconscious must hark back to the genealogy of three

continents at once: of the European coasts, the kraals of

Afnca, and the American jungle. The process of becoming
a Brazilian is not only one of becoming acclimatized to Na-

ture, to tie spiritual and material conditions of a country,
but above all a problem of transfusion; because the major-
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ity of the Brazilian populationwith the exception of a few

late immigrantsrepresents a mixed breed of the most

complicated and diverse kind. Besides, each member or

part
of this threefold home countrythe European, the

African, and the American has layers within itself. The
irst European arrival in Brazil, the Portuguese of the six-

teenth century, is anything but of pure race. He represents,

in fact, a mixture of his Iberian, Roman, Gothic, Phoeni-

cian, Jewish, and Moorish ancestors. Actually, the original

population of Brazil is divided into two separate groups
the Tupis and the Tamoyos (not to mention the Negroes)
herded together from Heaven knows how many zones. All

these have been mixed up, crossed, and again renewed by
the continuous influx of new blood throughout the cen-

turies. Thrown together from all countries of Europe, and

inally Asia, these blood-groups multiply and vary, with in-

cessant breeding and cross-breeding, all over Brazilian space.

AH shades, all physiological and characteristic traits, can be

found here. Whoever walks the streets of Rio can see in

one hour more peculiarly mixed and almost undefinable

types than in any other city during a year. Even the game
of chess with all its millions of combinations, not one of

which resembles the other, seems poor compared with the

chaos of the countless mixtures which inexhaustible Nature

has produced here in four hundred years.

But if, in chess, no one gambit resembles another, the

game itself always remains chess, for it is limited to a cer-

tain space and to the adherence to certain definite laws. In

the same way lias the dependence on a certain space and

with it the adaptation to the same climatic conditions, as

well as to the common background of religion and language,

created definite, unmistakable similarities among the Brazil-
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ian people similarities and characteristics which have grown
more visible from one century to another. Just as pebbles in

a river become more polished the longer they lie there to-

gether, so has the common life and the constant miscegena-

tion worn away the sharp edge of their origins, and at the

same time created and increased amongst them a certain

similarity. This process of continuous assimilation by per-

petual interbreeding is still at work. The final form within

this development has not yet taken shape. But still the

Brazilian of all classes and ranks has already the visible and

typical stamp of a national personality.

Anyone attempting to trace the character of the Brazil-

ian to any national origin would find himself on a false

trail, because there is nothing more typical of a Brazilian

than that he is a man without a history; or at any rate he

has a very short one. Brazil's culture cannot be compared
with that of the European nations, founded on ancient tra-

ditions leading back into mythological times; nor can it

boast, as can Mexico and Peru, of a prehistoric past on its

awn soil. Much as the nation has contributed to its own
culture by new combinations and by its own achievements

in recent years, the fundamental elements of building its

culture are nevertheless imported entirely from Europe.
The religion and customs of these millions owe little or

nothing to the native land. All cultural values have been

brought across the sea in ships of the most diverse kind in

old Portuguese caravels, on sailing vessels, and in modern
liners. So far not even the most diligent research has suc-

ceeded in finding a contribution of any importance made

by the naked and cannibalistic aboriginals toward the cul-

ture of Brazfl. There is no prehistoric Brazilian poetry, no

original Brazffian religion, no preservation of ancient music
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or folklore, nor even the most modest beginning of any
artistic trade. Where in other countries the national an-

thropological museums display their arts and crafts, their

autochthonous scripts, of a thousand years ago, Brazilian

museums are simply empty of any such relics of the past
No amount of research can alter this fact, and if today one

were to claim such dances as the samba and the macumba

to be of Brazilian origin, one would be falsifying the real

situation; because these dances and rites have been im-

ported with the African slaves in their chains. Of just

as doubtful autochthonous origin are the only objects of

art found on Brazilian soil, the painted earthenware of

the island of Marajo, undoubtedly brought over by mem-
bers of foreign races, probably Peruvians, who came down

the Amazon to this island at its mouth. One has to accept

the fact that no cultural characteristic in architecture or any
other form of creative art goes back beyond colonial times.

And even the most beautiful products of these days, the

golden altars and carved woodwork in the churches of Bahia

and Ouro Preto, are without doubt offshoots of Portuguese

or Jesuit styles, and hardly distinguishable from those in

G6a, or from those in the homeland. Any excursion into

the past, before the white man's arrival, is met with a com-

plete blank. Everything we call Brazilian today, and ac-

knowledge as such, cannot be explained from an original

tradition, but from a creative transformation of everything

foreign by the country, the climate, and the people.

Everything typically Brazilian is already evident and per-

sonal enough not to be confused with the Portuguese, even

though the relationship between them is stifl noticeable.

There would be no point in denying this dependency. Por-

tugal supplied Brazil with the three things necessary for the



formation of a nation: language, religion, and customs, and

with these the frame within which the new country, the

new nation, could develop. That this primary frame devel-

oped under other suns and in other dimensions, and through

an increasingly stronger influx of foreign blood towards the

creation of a new picture was inevitablebecause such trans-

formations were organic processes which no royal authority

or armed organization were capable of preventing. More

than anything else did the direction of thought of these two

nations develop along different lines. While Portugal, as the

historically older country, dreams of a great and irrevocable

past, Brazil looks towards the future. Whereas the old coun-

try has already exhausted a great part of its resources, those

of the new land have not even been tapped. It is not so

much a difference of national structure as of generations.

Both nations, on very friendly terms today, never became

estranged. They have only lived, so to speak, apart. The

most obvious proof of this, perhaps, lies in the language. In

writing and vocabulary they are today still almost com-

pletely identical, and to distinguish the poetry of Brazil

from that of Portugal requires an extraordinarily sharp ear.

On the other hand, hardly a single word of the original lan-

guage of the Tupis and the Tamoyos, as recorded by the

first missionaries, has been handed down and preserved in

the Brazilian of today. The Brazilian talks Portuguese, but

pronounces it differently; and the curious thing is that this

Brazilian accent, this dialect, has remained one and the

same throughout the entire length and breadth of the enor-

mous country thus forming, in short, a real national lan-

guage. The Portuguese and the Brazilian still understand

each other completely, because they use the same words,

the same syntax; but in their intonation, and also partly in
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their literary expression, the most Insignificant original vari-

ations have grown stronger, to much the same extent as

English and American split and grew apart, to become grad-

ually, from one century to another, individual languages. At

a distance of thousands of miles, in another climate, with

other ways of living, new conditions and interests were

bound to show themselves after a period of four hundred

years; and slowly but inevitably a new type, a completely

distinct national personality emerges.

What characterizes the Brazilian physically and spiritu-

ally more than anything else is that he is more delicate than

the European, the North American, Here the massive,

strong-boned type is almost entirely absent The same is the

case in the spiritual sense, and ifs a blessing to ind this

repeated a thousandfold within a nation: every form of bru-

tality, loudness, rudeness, and arrogance is missing. The

Brazilian is a quiet person, dreamy and sentimental, some-

times with a touch of melancholy, which is what Anchieta

and Padre Cardim seem to have realized as far back as the

year 1585, when they called this new country "desleixada

e remissa e algo melancolico" "negligent and lazy and

somewhat melancholia" Even in their personal behaviour

their manners are subdued. One seldom hears anyone talk

loudly, and less often lose his temper. And particularly

when crowds gather one notices more clearly this, to us,

very striking quietness. At a large festivity, such as the one

near Penha, or at a kind of fair on'the island of Paqueta,

where thousands of people, including innumerable children,

crowd together in one square, there is no shouting or yell-

ing, no mutual encouragement to wild celebration. Even

when they enjoy themselves in crowds the people here re-

main silent and discreet, and this absence of all roughness
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and brutality gives their pleasures a touching charm. To

make a noise, to shout, to dance wildly, is entirely contrary

to their habits; so much so, in fact, that whatever gaiety has

been saved up is suddenly released during the four days of

carnival.

But even during these days of seemingly unrestricted joy

the millions of people, in spite of their frenzied behaviour,

never ran to excess, never become indecent or vulgar. The

foreigner, even a lady, need have no fear in walking through

these whirling streets. The Brazilian always preserves his in-

nate gentleness and good manners. The various classes meet

with courtesy and affection astounding to anyone coming

from Europe that continent which has grown so uncivi-

lized in recent years. One sees two men meeting in the

street They embrace. One would naturally suppose they are

brothers or friends, one of them just returned from Europe

or from some long voyage. But again at the next corner one

notices two more men greeting each other in a similar .man-

ner. And only then does one realize that the accolade is

simply a custom taken for granted among Brazilians, and

the result of their inborn friendliness. Here courtesy is the

"basis of human relationship, accepting forms which we in

Europe have long forgotten. While conversing in the street,

people hold their hats in their hands. Anyone asking a fa-

vour will find it granted with the extreme of graciousness.

And in high society the ritual of politeness calls, returning

of calls, and the leaving of cards is still carried on with

astonishing exactitude. Every foreigner is received with the

utmost courtesy, and everything possible is done for him.

We who unfortunately have grown suspicious of anything
and humane feel inclined to inquire of friends and

recent immigrants if tMs unconcealed cordiality is not sim-
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ply a formality, if this friendly way in which al classes man-

age to live together without any apparent hatred or envy is

not just a mistaken idea gleaned from a superficial impres-

sion. But the answer is unanimous in praise of the most

characteristic quality of this people who are innately so

warm-hearted. Everybody one asks repeats the words of

those who came here first: "He mais gentil gente" "They
are very kind people." Here one never hears of cruelty to

animals, of bull-fights, or cock-fights. Never, even in its

darkest days, did the Inquisition offer their "act of faith" as

a spectacle to the crowd. Instinctively the Brazilian is

shocked by brutality, and it is a statistical fact that inten-

tional, premeditated murder hardly ever occurs, and that

such crimes are always spontaneous crimes passionnels, the

sudden result of jealousy or offence. Crimes involving cun-

ning, calculation, and greed are of the greatest rarity. When
a Brazilian uses the knife it is like the tearing of a nerve, or

a sunstroke. And while visiting the large penitenciario in

Sao Paulo, I noticed that the type of criminal as registered

in criminology does not exist here. They were thoroughly

gentle people with calm soft eyes, who in a heated moment

must have done something wrong without knowing it them-

selves. But in generaland all immigrants agree on this

anything brutal, cruel, or even slightly sadistic is foreign to

the Brazilian character. He is kind, unsuspicious; and the

people possess that warm, childlike quality native to the

Southerner, but rather rare in so pronounced and general

extent as it is here. In all those months I never encountered

unkindness. Everywhere I went I noticed the same absence

so rare today of suspicion toward the foreigner, the par-

son of different race and class. Sometimes, while wandering

about among the favellas, these picturesque Negro huts nes-
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fling among the rocks in the middle of the city, I was aware

of a bad conscience, a nasty premonition. After all, I had

come as an uninvited spectator to witness the lowest form

of living conditions, to peer into the interior of the huts

which are open to all eyes, and thus into the private lives of

these people. At first I was always expecting, as I would in

the proletarian slums of Europe, to catch someone giving

me an unfriendly look or calling me names behind my back.

But I was mistaken. To these naive people a foreigner wan-

dering about in this forlorn corner of the earth is a welcome

guest, almost a friend. The Negro carrying water smiles at

one with gleaming teeth, even helps one up the slippery

muddy steps. Women nursing their children look up kindly

and without embarrassment On every trolly car, every ex-

cursion boat, no matter whether one sits opposite a Negro,

a white, or a mulatto, one meets with the same unembar-

rassed friendliness. Amongst these dozens of races one never

discovers any tendency for one of them to isolate them-

selves from others, either among grown-ups or the children.

The black child plays with the white, the brown walks with

the Negro, al as a matter of course. Never is there any re-

striction, or even private boycott. Whether in the army, in

business, in the markets, shops, or factories, the individual

never considers separating himself from others on account

of colour or background, They all work in peace and friend-

liness together. Japanese marry Negresses; white men col-

oured girls. The word bastard is no curse here, but a term

involving nothing derogatory. Class- and race-hatred, those

poison plants of Europe, have not yet taken root in this

country.

For this extraordinary gentleness of the soul, this un-

prejudiced and unsuspicious amiability, this incapacity for
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brutality, the Brazilian pays with a strong probably over-

strongsensibility. By temperament not only sentimental,

but sensitive, every Brazilian has a very vulnerable sense of

honour, a sense of honour of a very special kind. Just be-

cause he himself is so exceptionally and personally modest;

he immediately takes even the most accidental impoliteness

as an offence. Not that he would react violently, like a

Spaniard, an Italian, or even an Englishman; on the con-

trary, he swallows the unintentional offence in silence,

One hears a certain story over and over again: There's a

servant in a house (she can be black, white, or brown).

She is kind and clean, giving not the slightest reason for

complaint. One morning she is gone. The mistress of the

house doesn't know why; nor will she ever know. Maybe

yesterday she dropped a word of criticism, of displeasure;

and with this one possibly too loud word, she has quite

unwittingly but very deeply offended the maid. The maid

says nothing; neither complains nor attempts to discuss the

matter. She simply packs her belongings in silence and

leaves without a sound. It is not in these Brazilians to stand

up for themselves, to demand justice, to complain, or to

argue things out in a temper. They keep themselves to

themselves. It is their natural defence; and this silent, mys-

terious, mute pride is to be found everywhere. If an invi-

tation is refused, however politely, it will never be repeated.

When one hesitates to buy something in a shop, no sales-

man will offer a single word of persuasion. And this sonnet

pride, this sensitivity in regard to honour, is present evea

among the very poorest of the poor. Whereas in the richest

cities of the world beggars abound, here in Brazil, where

the phrase "naked poverty" is hardly an exaggeration, they

are very seldom seen. This is not the result of any stringent
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law, but simply the consequence of this people's exag-

gerated sensibility, capable of looking upon the politest of

refusals as an offence.

This delicacy of feeling, this lack of vehemence, seems

the most characteristic quality of the Brazilian. People here

need no violent excitement, no visible or material successes,

in order to find contentment. It is not by chance that sport,

which after all means a passion for competition, never was

received in this climate with that ridiculous overestimation

it is elsewhere which is partly the reason for the brutaliza-

tion of, and the lack of intellectual power in, European

youth. Those frenzied scenes and mad ecstasies of hero-

worship occurring every day in our so-called civilized coun-

tries simply do not exist here. Goethe, on his first trip to

Italy, was agreeably surprised to find that the people of

southern countries were not continually looking for mate-

rialistic or metaphysical reasons for living, but enjoyed life

calmly and in a state of relaxation. One is grateful to find

the same in Brazil. People do not want too much; they are

not impatient It is sufficient pleasure for most of them

between or after working hours to talk, drink coffee, go for

a walk, or enjoy themselves in their homes and with their

children. The lives of these people are led with less hatred

between the classes and groups than in most countries,

thanks to this inborn peacefulness and absence of envy.
This lack of impetus, absence of greed and impatience,

which seems to be one of the greatest virtues of the Bra-

zilian, might prove to be a certain drawback in the economic

sense." Compared with Europe and North America, the

tempo of the work performed throughout the whole coun-

try is slower, and even four hundred years ago Anchieta

noticed what a slackening influence the relaxing climate
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must necessarily exert. But one cannot call this

The Brazilian is an excellent workman. He is he

works and understands quickly. He on be to do

anything; and the immigrants from Germany, bringing with

them into the country new and often complicated

plants, praise the versatility and interest with which the

simple workman knows how to adapt himself to new forms

of production. The women show much ability in handcraft,

and the students great interest in the sciences; it would be

extremely unjust to call the Brazilian artisan or workman

second-rate. In Sao Paulo, in a better climate, and employed

by a European organization, he achieves just as much as any
other workman in the world. Hundreds of times in Rio

de Janeiro I have watched shoemakers and tailors working
in their narrow shops until late at night; and with a sincere

admiration I have watched how on building sites in the

infernal summer heat, the hard labour of carrying weights

goes on under the blazing sun. And thus it is by no means

the ability or the readiness or the tempo which is deficient;

what is lacking is this European or North American impa-

tience to succeed doubly quick by increased effort, to "rise

in the world," as the Germans say. It is more a lack of

ambition which diminishes the general dynamic intensity.

A large majority of the caboclos, especially in the tropical

zones, does not work in order to economize or save money,

but simply to keep alive during the few succeeding days. As

is usually the case in these countries where the world is

beautiful, where Nature offers aH the necessities of life, and

where one hasn't got to prepare for a bad winter, there

exists a certain indolence toward gain and saving. There is

no need to worry about* either money or time. Why do

this today? Why not tomorrow? "AmanM, amanhif
*

Why
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htiny in such a paradise? Punctuality is performed here in

such a way that all lectures, all concerts, start punctually a

quarter of an hour kter than announced. If one adjusts

one's watch to this principle one misses nothing. Here life

itself is more important than time. It often happens and

I've been told it so many times that I can no longer have

any doubts that after pay day the workman simply stays

away for two or three days. He worked hard and well all

last week; he has earned enough to live another two days in

his modest way. Why work these two days as well? In any
case, he can't get rich from these few milreis. Better enjoy
a couple of days in a calm and comfortable way. But per-

haps to understand this fully one must see the abundance

of this world. Whereas in a grey and monotonous country,
work seems to be a man's only safeguard against the joy-

lessness of existence, in such a climate as this, rich and

abounding in fruit and beauty, life does not stimulate the

desire to become rich as passionately and as wildly as at

home. In the eyes of a Brazilian, wealth does not mean the

piling up of money saved from countless working hours, or

the result of hurried and nerve-destroying activity. Wealth
is something one dreams about; it should fall from Heaven;
and in Brazil the function of this Heaven is replaced by the

lottery. The lottery in Brazil is one of the few visible pas-
sions of an apparently quiet people the daily hope shared

by hundreds of thousands, even millions. The wheel of

fortune rarely ever stops turning, and every day there is a

new draw. Wherever one walks or stands about, in every

shop, at street corners, on the boat and in the train, tickets

are bring oiered, and every Brazilian the barber, the shoe-

shiner, the porter, the factory employee, and the soldier--

all buy than witib what is left ova: from their weekly earn-
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ings. At a certain hour in the afternoon large crowds gather

round the drawing-booth; the radio is going fuU blast in

every house and store; the expectancy of an entire city, or

rather of a whole country, is in this moment concentrated

on one single number. The upper classes play in the casinos

at nearly every watering-place, and every elegant hotel owns

its own casino. There are dozens of Monte Carlos here, and

rarely is there a table not overcrowded.

But this is not all. Apart from those games imported from

Europe lotto, baccarat, and roulette the population here

has invented a national game of their own, the bicho, the

so-called animal game which, though strictly forbidden by
the government, is being pkyed incessantly despite all laws.

This bicho, this animal game, has a strange history, prov-

ing in itself how well this passion for luck suits the dreamy
and naive character of these people. The director of a

zoological garden had reason to complain of the public's

lack of interest. Knowing his fellow-countrymen very well,

he had the glorious idea of raffling according to a certain

animal every day a bear, a donkey, a parrot, or an elephant

He whose entrance ticket showed the number of the day's

particular animal was paid twenty or twenty-five times the

price of his admission. Success was immediate. For weeks

the zoo was packed with people who came less to look at

the animals than to win the prize. After a time, however,

they found the zoo too far and too tiring to go to over and

over again; so they began gambling among themselves,

making bets in private on the animal to win each day. Be-

hind bars and at street comers bookmaHng establishments

opened, which accepted the fees and paid out the winnings.

When the police finally forbade the game, it became at-

tached to the lottery result in some mysterious way. For the
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avoid the police checking up on it they played on agree-

ment. The bookmaker didn't supply his clients with tickets,

but he has never been known not to pay up. Perhaps just

because it was forbidden, this game has taken all classes of

people by storm. Every child in Rio, even those barely able

to count, knows which number corresponds to which ani-

mal; and it can recite the whole list better than it can the

alphabet. All authority, all punishment, has proved useless.

What was the good of a man dreaming at night, if in the

morning he couldn't translate his dream into a number,

into the animal-cum-lottery game? As usual, the law has

proved powerless against the real passion of a people. Again

and again the Brazilian will compensate for his lack of greed

in this daily dream of sudden wealth.

There's no doubt about it, any more than there is about

the earth itself, that the Brazilian people have not yet pro*

duced one hundred per cent of what their talent, their

energy, and their resources are capable of. Seen as a whole,

considering the climatic influence and the physical draw-

backs, the result has been quite respectable; and in the light

of our world experiences during recent years one hesitates

to call a lack of impetus a fault. This is a question reaching

far beyond the Brazilian problem: the question as to

whether the peaceful self-contained life of nations and indi-

viduals is not more important than the over-heated

dynamism which drives people to compete against each

other, and finally forces them into war; the question as to

whether through the hundred per cent utilization of all

dynamic forces something in the spiritual domain of hu-

manity does not dry up and wither when exposed to this

perpetual "doping,** this artificial stimulation. Commercial
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statistics^ the dry numbers of the are

with something invisible as the true gain: a well-balanced,

unviolated humanity, ^nd a peaceful contentment

This surprisingly modest way of living is characteristic of

the entire lower class of this country; and it is a gigantic

class, a dark and unnumbered mass which till today has

never been statistically accounted for, either in number or

In their way of life. Living in the great cities one hardly

meets them; unlike the European or North American crowd

of the possessionless, they are not to be found in the plants

and factories; nor can they really be called a prcldrrid for

these millions scattered over the whole country have no

connexion with each other. The caboclos of the Amazon,
the seringueiros in the forests, the vaqueiros on the huge

plains., and the Indios in the impenetrable jungle, never

unite in large settlements that can be surveyed. And both

the foreigner and the native city dweller know little of their

existence. They vaguely realize that somewhere these mil-

lions do exist, and that the needs as well as the income of

this lower class, which is almost entirely coloured, fluctuates

somewhere in the neighbourhood of zero. For hundreds of

years the standard of living of the descendants of the cross

between Indios and slaves has neither altered nor bettered;

and little of the progress and achievement of the technical

era has reached them. Most of them build their own living

quartersa hut, or a little house made of bamboo covered

with mud and a roof of reeds put up with their own hands.

Glass windows are a luxury; a mirror or any other piece of

furniture excepting a bed or a table is a rarity in these huts

of the interior. For these self-built huts no rent is charged.

Outside the cities the land has so little value that nobody
would take the trouble to ask for the equivalent of a few
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acres. As for clothes, the climate demands no more than a

pair of linen pants and a shirt. The banana, the mandioca,
the pineapple, the orange, and the cacao-nut can be picked

from bush and tree for nothing. Ifs easy enough to find a

few chickens, possibly even a pig. These suffice for the main

necessities of life, and for whatever occasional or regular

work one man performs there's always enough left over for

the small, the really incredibly small, needs of his existence.

That the standard of living of this lowest class, especially

in die North, does not conform to our time; that this

almost endemic poverty of whole regions weakens the popu-
lation through undernourishment, making them almost in-

capable of normal work, has been known for some time by
the authorities; and measures are continually being taken

to check this literally "naked" poverty. But the minimum
rate of pay fixed by Getulio Vargas has not yet been able

to penetrate to the interior, into the forests of Matto Grosso

and Acre, parts of the world as far removed from a street

as they are from a railway. There are millions of people
who have not yet been touched by the idea of organized,
controlled work, or even by civilization at all; and it will

take years, even decades, to co-ordinate them actively into

the life of the nation. As is the case with other wealth of

the country^ Brazil has never used these uncontrolled mil-

lions either as a producer or consumer of goods. They, too,

represent one of its immense reserves for the futurepart
of the potential resources of this astonishing country.

Over and above these millions scattered about in the

darkpeople for the most part illiterate, their standard of

Iving at zero, who have been able to contribute little or

nothing to culture above these there is rising a powerful
middle class constantly growing in influence: the factory
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employees, the small industrialists, business people,

the manifold professions of the town and country. In this

rational class the Brazilian shows himself visibly in

his personal style of life, one which not only conscioesly

retains some of the old colonial traditions, but is also devel-

oping them in its creative effort. It is not to get an

insight into his existence, because in his outward behaviour

there is no ostentation; this class lives simply, inconspicu-

ously, one could almost say noiselessly, since three quarters

of their existence is spent in the family circle, in the old

European style. Apart from Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo,

where in our day the apartment house for the first time has

introduced the tenant type, the single house represents tie

unpretentious shell which contains the kernel of life, the

family circle. It is almost always a small house of one or

possibly two stories, with three to six rooms, plain and with-

out ornament outside, and inside with very simple furniture

and no room for parties or guests. Apart from several hun-

dred upper-class families there is not a valuable picture to

be found in the whole country, no work of art, even of

mediocre quality, no books of any value, nothing of the

comfort of the European bourgeois. Over and over again it

is modesty which strikes one in Brazil. As the home is meant

exclusively for the family, it makes no attempt to be pom-

pously impressive. With the exception of a radio, electric

light, and possibly a bathroom, the house and its interior

arrangement have not changed since the colonial time of

the viceroys. Some patriarchal traits from another century

in Europe only historical have here preserved their full im-

portance. In particular the force of tradition tries con-

sciously to counteract a disintegration of family life and of

the principle of paternal authority. Here, as in the early days
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of the United States, the stricter morals of the colonial

times are preserved. Here is to be found in full force what

our own fathers in Europe told us of the world of their

fathers. The family is the mainspring of life the centre of

power from which everything emerges and to which all

returns. People live and keep togetherweekdays in the

smaller circle of the family, and on Sundays in the wider

circle of all relatives. The professions and the studies of

the young are decided upon by all. The father, the man, is

absolute master over the family. He possesses all rights and

privileges, taking obedience for granted; and especially in

rural circles, as in Europe in bygone days, the custom of

children kissing their father's hand as a sign of respect still

exists. The masculine superiority and authority is undis-

puted; and men are allowed many things denied to women,

who, if not so restricted as they were some decades ago,

still find their main sphere of activities confined to the

home. The middle-class woman is almost never seen on the

street alone; and even when accompanied by a woman friend

it would be considered improper for her to leave the house

after dark without her husband. The result is that in the

evenings, as in Italy or Spain, the public is really composed

of men. It is the men who crowd the cafes, fill the boule-

vards; and even in the big cities it would be unthinkable

for a girl or a woman to go to a cinema in the evening

unless accompanied by brother or father. Emancipation or

"the movement demanding rights for women have not yet

found a foothold here; and even women in professions

who are here in an infinitesimal minority compared with

those tied to house and family still retain their traditional

reserve. The position of the young girl is still more limited.

Friendly relationships with young men, however innocent,
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if not connected from the beginning with the idea of mar-

riage* are still unusual; and the word "flirt" cannot be trans-

lated into Brazilian. In general, people marry exceptionally

early in order to avoid all complications; girls of the middle

class usually at the age of seventeen or eighteen, if not

before. A large and quickly acquired number of children is

considered desirable here, not something to be feared. Wife,

home, and family are intimately connected. And with the

exception of charitable organizations, women never come
to the fore at festive or representative occasions. Nor, dis-

counting the Marquessa do Santos, Dom Pedro's mistress,

have they ever played a part in political life. Americans and

Europeans might condescendingly consider this as being

very much behind the times. But these innumerable fam-

ilies, living happily and inconspicuously in their homes, are

those who by their healthy normal existence form the real

backbone of the nation. It is from this middle class, this

sound and healthy soil, eager to learn and progressive in

spite of its conservative attitude, that there has sprang up

today this generation which is beginning to share the leader-

ship of the country with the old and aristocratic families.

In a certain sense President Vargas, who himself comes from

the land and the middle class, is the most obvious expres-

sion of this new, strong, and progressive generation, which

at the same time consciously keeps up its traditions.

Over and above this class which is gradually penetrating

the whole country and continuously increasing in influence

the class that represents the new Brazil there stands the

old and considerably srn aller one, which one could call aris-

tocratic if in this new and thoroughly democratic country

such a word would not be misleading. Actually, these fam-

ilies, descending partly from colonial times, partly brought
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over by King Joao from Portugal, some of them knighted,

some not, did not have sufficient time to form an aristo-

cratic class. What they have in common is really their man-

ner of living and their culture, which for centuries has been

highly developed. Widely travelled in Europe, or educated

by European teachers and governesses, mostly well-to-do or

in high official positions, they have kept up an intellectual

contact with Europe since the beginning of the first empire;

and it was their ambition to represent Brazil in the eyes of

the world as a cultivated and progressive country. These

are the circles which produced the generation of great states-

men such as Rio Branco, Ruy Barbosa, Joaquim Nabuco,

who, in the only monarchy of America, understood how to

combine North American democratic idealism with Euro-

pean liberalism; and who were capable of carrying out calmly

and persistently those methods of tolerance, arbitration,

and agreement which have brought so much credit to

Biazfl.

Today the diplomatic service is still almost exclusively

recruited from these ranks, whereas the administration and

the army are beginning to give way to the young and rising

middle ckss. But the cultural influence of the aristocratic

class on the general standard of life and manners is still pleas-

antly noticeable, and their life lacks all signs of ostentation.

Living in old houses surrounded by beautiful gardens

houses in no way pretending to be palaces, and usually

located in the once-fashionable parts of the town, in Tijuca

and Larangeiras or in the Rua Paysandii they hold fast to

their traditional way of life. They are collectors of all the

historical art of their country, and in their combination of

national tradition and international culture they represent,

itnMke other South American countries, a highly civilized
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type, reminding one very much of the Austrian, with his

love of art and intellectual liberalism,

The old families and here a century is an age are not yet

displaced in their cultural predominance by a aris-

tocracy of wealth, because most of them are wealthy them-

selves, and because differences here are less deined in

Europe. Exclusi\?eness is something unknown in Brazil;

in both the racial and social spheres, the process of assimi-

lation continues. Neither traditions, nor anything of the

past, are deep-rooted enough to prevent an easy and willing

fusion of the new and only just developing forms of the

Brazilian.

As the lowest class is incapable of taking any in the

shaping of a typical Brazilian culture because of its illiteracy

and its isolation, the whole individual share of Brazil in the

culture of the world, both in the productive and the recep-

tive sense, rests in these two classes. In order properly to

appreciate this specific accomplishment one must not for-

get that the whole intellectual life of this nation is hardly

more than one hundred years old, and that in the preceding

three hundred colonial years every form of cultural devel-

opment had been systematically suppressed. In this coun-

try, which before 1800 was not allowed to print papers or

any literary work, a book was something of value, a rarity,

and incidentally something superfluous, because the

assumption that even one out of a hundred could read and

write probably fells too far on the optimistic side. In the

beginning it had been the Jesuits who looked after the

instruction in the collegios, where of course religion was

given preference above any worldly and contemporary form

of knowledge. Their exile in 1760 is followed by a complete
vacuum in public instruction; neither the State nor the
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city thinks of establishing schools. In 1772 the Marquis de

Pombal levies a special tax on food and drink, the revenue

of which was supposed to go towards the opening of ele-

mentary schools, but the decree is never put into effect.

In 1808, with the escaping Portuguese Court, the first

real library arrives. To give a certain cultural glamour to

the residents, the King invites scholars to come over, and

founds academies and an art school But this is little more

than a thin facade; nothing is being done on a large scale

to introduce the masses to the modest mysteries of reading,

writing, and arithmetic. Only in 1823, under the empire,

do certain projects begin to appear: "that every village or

town should have a public school, every province a lycee,

and that universities should be established in the most

appropriate localities/'

It fetes four more years, however, before, in 1827, the

law demands that there should be at least one elementary
school in every township. This at last is the principal be-

ginning of a development, but which is to proceed only at

a snail's pace. In 1872 it is a statistical fact that out of a

population of over ten millions only 139,000 children are

going to school; and even nowadays, in 1938, the govern-
ment finds itself compelled to establish a special committee

in order to abolish illiteracy once and for all.

For centuries there was no proper soil for an indigenous
literature and poetry to blossom from: the necessary echo

of a native audience did not exist. For Brazilians to write

verse and prose has meant almost up to our time a mate-

rially hopeless and really heroic sacrifice to the poetical
ideal. When they did not serve journalism or politics, they
all talked and created in a void. The great masses were

incapable of reading their books because they couldn't read
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at all; and the small intellectual upper crusty the aristocracy*

did not deem It worth while buying a Brazilian They

bought their supply of novels and verse exclusively in Paris.

Only during the last few decades, through the of ele-

ments accustomed to culture and therefore in of it;

through the enormous growth of knowledge in the

middle classes, a change has taken place; and with all the

Impatience characteristic of long-frustrated nations, Bra-

zilian literature has penetrated Into world literature. It is

astonishing to watch the interest In Intellectual production.

Bookshop after bookshop is opening up; production, so far

as printing and format go, grows Increasingly better; belles-

lettres and scientific works are already going Into editions

which a decade ago nobody would have dared believe pos-

sible; and Brazilian book production is even surpassing the

Portuguese, More than In Europe, where in a disastrous

way sport and politics are diverting the attention of the

youth, artistic and Intellectual achievement is the centre of

interest for a whole nation.

There is no doubt that the Brazilian Is intelectually alive.

With his flexible Intelligence, intuition, and facility for ex-

pressing himself in speech, the Brazilian as the descendant of

the Portuguese has a natural love for linguistically beautiful

forms. He expresses himself also in letters and human rela-

tionships with a very special courtesy, and is inclined toward a

certain exuberance In rhetorical matters. He loves to read.

One seldom meets a workman or a trolly-car conductor in his

free moments without a paper, or a young student without a

book. For the whole young generation, writing and litera-

ture have not been taken for granted as with the European,

a heritage handed down through the centuries, but as some-

thing they have gained for themselves. They still take pride
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and joy In discovering both their own literature and that of

the whole world. It is no exaggeration to say that in these

South American countries, more than in all others, there

still exists a great respect for intellectual achievement. And,

thanks partly to the low price of books, contemporary lit-

erature has a chance to spread out faster and further than

in nations bound by tradition. The Brazilian's innate love

for the more gentle forms has for a long time given pref-

erence to poetry in the national literature. With the epic

poems, "Uruguay" and "Marilia," there begins a Brazilian

era of verse which produces really exceptional personalities.

Here a lyrical poet can still become really popular. In all

parks, as in the Luxembourg and the Pare Monceau in

Paris, one folds the statues of the national poets. Even a

living one, Catullo Peixao Cearense, has been thus honoured

by the population, or rather by the poor, who collected

silver coins for this purpose. This country is one of the last

to pay tribute to poetry. And the Brazilian Academy is a

meeting place for a considerable number of poets, who give

a new and personal note to the language.

Emancipation from European ideas in prose, novels, and

short stories takes longer. Even the discovery of the "good

Indio/* in the Guarany of Jose de Alencar, was only a copy

of foreign examples, such as Chateaubriand's Atala, or

James Fenimore Cooper's leather-Stocking Tales. Only the

apparent subject in his novels, only the historical colouring,

is Brazilian; not their spiritual attitude, their artistic at-

mosphere.

Only in the second half of the nineteenth century, with

the two really representative personalities,
Machado de

Assis and Eudydes da Cunha, does Brazil enter the arena
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Dickens meant for England and Alphonse Daudet for

France. He has the ability to create which

his country, his people. He Is a born story-teller, and the

combination of a gentle wit and supreme a

special charm to his novels. With his Dom Casmuuo, the

most popular of his masterpieces, he has created a igure
which In his country is as immortal as David Copperfield

In England or Tartarin de Tarascon In France. Thanks to

the lucidity of his prose, his clear and humane eye, he

takes his place next to the best European story-tellers of

his time.

Unlike Machado de Assis, Euclydes da Cunha was no

writer by profession. His great national epic, the Os Serfoes,

was created purely by chance. By profession an engineer,

Euclydes da Cunha had accompanied one of the military

expeditions against the Canudos, a rebellious sect in the

wild and dark country of the North, In the capacity of a

reporter for the newspaper Estado da Sao Paulo. The report

on this expedition, written with great dramatic power, grew
in book form to a complete psychological picture of the

Brazilian soil, the people, and the country, such as has

never since been achieved with equal insight and socio-

logical comprehension. Comparable in world literature, per-

haps, to The Seven Pillars of Wisdom, In which Lawrence

describes the straggle in the desert, this great epic, little

known in other countries, is destined to outlive countless

books that are famous today by its dramatic magnificence,,

Its spectacular wealth of spiritual wisdom, and the wonder-

ful humanitarian touch which is characteristic of the whole

work Although Brazilian literature today has made eeor-
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mous progress with the number of its writers and poets and

its linguistic subtlety, no other book has reached such

supremacy.

Compared with this, the dramatic arts are developing

slowly. I have not heard of a really remarkable play; and in

public and social life the art of the theatre has hardly any

importance. This fact is not astonishing, as the theatre is a

typical product of a unified, organized society, a form of art

which can appear solely within a definite layer of society.

And this form of society has not had time to develop in

Brazil. Brazil has not lived through an Elizabethan period,

never experienced a Court of Louis XIV, nor possessed

a middle-class group of theatre-lovers as in Spain or Austria.

Until late in the empire, all theatrical productions were

dependent on foreign import; and as a result of the enormous

distance, the plays and troupes were mediocre in quality.

Even under Dom Pedro a real national theatre was never

attempted. The first troupes landing from Europe actually

played in Spa: !i, not in Portuguese. Today, when there

would be a receptive audience in the cities of millions, it

is possibly too late to make a start, because of the over-

whelming influence of the cinema.

Conditions are similar in music. Here, too, the lack of

an old tradition can be felt. There are no big choirs, with

the result that the monumental works of music, such as

Saint Matthew's Passion, the great requiems, Beethoven's

Ninth Symphony, Handel's oratorios, are practically un-

known to the general public. The opera houses in Rio de

Janeiro and Sao Paulo are basing their repertoires on the

Italian operas of Verdi and Puccini, as they were doing

fifty years ago. A work like Tristan, which the emperor
Dom Pedro wanted for an original performance in Rio de
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Janeiro nearly a hundred years ago, has

only two or three times since; and really is as

good as unknown. Only now are symphonic be-

ing formed; but it is still the light and music

is preferred by the public.

It is all the more astonishing that at a time when self-

instruction demanded real heroism and an almost

desire to learn, this country produced a musician on whom
a world-wide success was bestowed. Carlos Gomez is bom
in the year 1836 in a little village in the state of Sao Paulo.

At the age of ten he joins an orchestra, and without a real

teacher, in a country where a score and the performance of

operas are beyond his reach, he educates himself with such

zeal that at the age of twenty-four he has finished an opera,

A Noite do Castello. Performed in Rio de Janeiro in 1861,

it immediately becomes a great national success. Now the

Emperor takes an interest in him, and sends him to Europe
for further instruction. In Italy, Guarany? the novel by his

countryman Alencar, in Italian translation, falls into his

hands. He immediately hurries to a librettist, certain that

this is the work with which he as a Brazilian wants to place

his country before the eyes of the world. In 1870 the opera

is performed in the Scala, and is a sensational success. The

old master Verdi declares he has found a successor worthy

of himself; and even today Gomez's O Guarany Meyer-

beer's best opera, as one historian of music oiled it is

from time to time performed on the Italian stage. A typical

example of the kind of opera which gives amply, even more

than amply, to the eye and ear, but not enough to the sonl,

melodious in its lyrical parts, the work is still capable of

making one understand today the success and great hopes

which were pinned to the further development of Carlos
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Gomez. But fust because it fitted so perfectly into this ro-

mantic and pompous Meyerbeer period, O Guarany is

today more a document of historical interest than living

music. But more than the Italianizing Carlos Gomez, it is

Villa Lobos who has made the most important Brazilian

contribution to the music of the world. Strong and original

in his use of rhythm, he gives to each of his works a colour

which in their brightness, and again in their mysterious

melancholy, seem to reflect the landscape and the Brazilian

soul.

One expects a similar characteristic expression of the

national Brazilian element from the paintings of Portinari,

who as the first Brazilian painter has succeeded in making
an international reputation for himself in the space of a

few years. But how much colour, how much variety, what

unlimited and exciting work there is left for the painter

who wants to present the landscape of this country to the

.world, as did Gauguin for the South Seas and Segantini

for Switzerland! What great possibilities still exist for the

architect in these towns growing at feverish speed, towns

which show less and less desire to follow the European and

North American model, but to create their own personal

style. Much is attempted in this direction, and several im-

portant things have already been achieved.

In science, a field in which I am not too capable of judging

because of my own lack of expert knowledge, recent years

show extraordinary progress in Brazil. Its history and eco-

nomics, too, are being presented todayby its own people. For-

merly almost afl documents and descriptions of Brazil have

been written by foreigners. In the sixteenth century it is the

Frenchman Th6vet, the German Hans Staden; in the seven-

teenth century the Dutchman Barleus; in the eighteenth the
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Southey, the German Humboldt, the Frenchman Debret,

Vamhagen of German descent, to whom the classical de-

scription of the country has been left. But In recent years It Is

the Brazilians who have taken over the task of representing

their country and Its history on the basis of most careful

research. Together with the very thorough publications of

the government and the different States, this literature

alone already fills a whole library. In the field of philosophy

one has to note as a strange phenomenon that the posi-

tivism of Auguste Comte has founded a school and wen
a church here. A krge part of the Brazilian political con-

stitution is Interspersed with the formulas and views of

the French philosopher, who here, and not In his native

land, had Influence on the real life of the day. In the

technical field, on the other hand, It is first of all the aero-

naut, Santos Dumont, who won immortal fame by his first

Sight round the Eiffel Tower, and by his construction of

aeroplanes. By his daring and energy, Dumont gave Brazil

decisive impetus in this sphere. If there is still any doubt

as to whether it was Dumont or the Wright Brothers

who made the first flight by man in a machine heavier than

air, It Is really only a question of whether Santos Dumont
took first or second place In this most remarkable and

heroic deed of our New World which is enough to im-

mortalize his name In history. His Hfe in Itself is a magnifi-

cent epic poem of courage and self-denial. As unforgettable

as his technical achievements will remain his humanitarian

deeds those two desperate letters written to the League of

Nations, asking that the aeroplane never again be used for

bombing or other warlike purposes. With these two letters

alone, proclaiming and defending the humanitarian atti-
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tude of his native land in the eyes of the whole world, Ms
name is protected for all time from disappearing into

oblivion.

Taking everything into account, the cultural achievement

of Brazil today is already considerable. But one calculate

falsely if one assumes the cultural age of this country to

be 450 years, or the number of its population forty-five mil-

lions. For, since its independence, Brazil is little more than

a century old 118 years to be exact and of its population

hardly more than seven or eight millions take an active part

in modem life today. In the same way any comparison with

Europe would be false. Europe has infinitely more tradi-

tion and less future; Brazil less past, and more future.

Everything achieved here is a part of what is still to be

achieved. Many things offered to Europe by its ancient

institutions still remain to be built up here: the museums,
the libraries, all the possibilities for learning and education.

The young artist, writer, scientist, or student finds it still a

hundred times more difficult to acquire a general knowledge
here than in the better organized educational establish-

ments of North America. Here one still feels a certain limi-

tation, and on the other hand a certain distance from the

most effective endeavours of our time; the country is still

not developed in proportion to its size. Every Brazilian still

considers one year in Europe or North America as an essen-

tial, conclusive phase in his studies. In spite of all European

foolishness, Brazil still needs stimulus and impetus from

the Old World.

The European who arrives here on a visit, on the other

hand, also finds much to learn. He is greeted by an alto-

gether different sense of space and time. The tension of the

atmosphere is less taut, people are friendlier, contrasts less
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vivid, time not so talcen up, and not to the

breaking-point. One lives here a more peaceful, hu-

mane existence; not so mechanical or as in the

United States; not so irritated and po:?cr.cd by as

in Europe. Since people have more are not get-

ting in each other's way all the time. As is a in

this country, the whole atmosphere is more casual, the indi-

vidual less worried and excitable. Ifs also a country

for older people who have seen something of the world

are longing for peace and retirement in a

landscape where they may reiect upon their

Nor is it any less ideal a country for the young to

bring their fresh energies to a world not yet tired,

where they may it in happily and freely and participate

in the development of the country. Of all those who

here from Europe during recent years, hardly one has re-

turned. Those same nations which today are fighting each

other senselessly on the other side of the ocean have found

a common home of peace here. If and this is the greatest

comfort in moments of despair the civilization of our Old

World should destroy itself in its suicidal straggle, we must

always remember that here there is a new one springing

up a new civilization ready to put into effect everything

which in Europe the most high-minded? intellectual gen-

erations hoped for and dreamed about in vain: a humane

and peaceful culture.



EARLY four hundred years ago, in the year 1552,

Thom6 de Souza, after landing in Rio/ wrote:

"Tudo e graga que se dele pode decir" "Everything here is

of a beauty which can hardly be described." Actually, no

one could express it better than did this rugged warrior.

The beauty of this town, this scenery, is not easy to de-

scribe. It defies words; it defies photography; for it is too

varied, too overwhelming, too inexhaustible. Even an artist

wanting to reveal Rio in its entirety, with all its thousand

colours and its landscape, could not complete such a work

in a lifetime; because Nature in an exceptional mood of ex-

travagance has concentrated here into a small space all the

elements of scenic beauty which elsewhere are distributed

over whole countries. The sea is here, but the sea in all its

forms and colours; from the limitless wastes of the Atlantic

Ocean it comes foaming green onto the beach at Copa-

cabana; it comes leaping furiously round the isolated rocks

near Gavea; and again in Nicteroi it lies clinging, smooth

and blue, to the white beach, or closely hugs the islands.

There are mountains, but each summit, each incline, is of

a different shape and texture the one rough, grey, and

rocky, the other green and soft; the Pao de Assucar rises

sharply into a point; the heights of Gavea are flattened out

166
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as though by a gigantic hammer; while the great of

Dedo de Dees, the Finger of God, is torn and Jagged.

Though each obstinately preserves its own peculiar charac-

ter, yet all unite to form, so to speak, one family group.

There are lakes, such as the Lagoa do Freitas and the Ti-

juca, reflecting the mountains, the landscape, and inciden-

tally the electric lights of the town; there are cool and

foamy waterfalls cascading down from rocks; and there are

streams and riverswater, in fact, in all its elusive forms.

Everywhere green is in evidence, and every shade of green.

The jungle, with its luxuriantly growing lianas and impene-

trable undergrowth, creeps up almost to the gates of the

city. There are parks and well-kept gardens filed with every

tropical tree, fruit, and shrub, all in apparent confusion,

but in reality planted with the wisdom and rare bom of

experience. And in the midst of this exuberant, yet harmo-

nious, tropical growth, lies the city itself a forest of stoney

with its skyscrapers and small palaces, its avenues and

squares, its small oriental streets full of colour, its Negro

huts and gigantic ministries, its bathing beaches and casi-

nos: a town of luxury, a port town, a town for business, for

foreigners, for industry, and government officials. And above

it all a blessed sky, a canopy of dark blue in the daytime,

and at night one studded with southern stars.

On the whole earth and anyone having seen it once wil

agree with me there is no more beautiful city, and it is un-

likely that there exists one more unfathomable, more diffi-

cult to get to know. There seems no end to its mysteries.

Even the sea has made of the coast a strange zig-zaggkg

line, and the mountain slopes follow it aH the way. Every-

where are curves and comers; streets cross each other at ran-

dom; over and over again one loses one's way* In the belief
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that one has reached one's destination, one realizes it is but

a new beginning. On leaving a bay in an attempt to reach

the centre of the town, one is astonished to find oneself at

yet another bay. At each turn there is something new to

discover a surprising view from the hills, a small square

looking as though it had been forgotten since colonial
days,

a market, a palm-lined canal, a garden, or a favella. By acci-

dentally taking a side-street near a spot one has passed a

hundred times, a new world suddenly appears. Before long
one feels as though one were standing on a revolving plat-

form, being constantly offered new things to see. Moreover,

the town itself changes with astonishing rapidity from one

month to another. Someone returning after several years

requires considerable time to get his bearings. Climbing a

hfll for a glimpse of the old romantic quarter in the centre

of the town, he will find it gone. It has simply been cleared

away, and In its place has been built an impressive boule-

vard flanked on both sides by twelve-story houses. Where a

rock once blocked the way, there is now a tunnel; where

waves used to roll calmly onto the beach, an aerodrome is

now built far out into the sea; where three months before

one strolled along the soft sand of the deserted coast, there

stands now a whole colony of villas. All this happens here

with dream-like rapidity. On all sides something is going

on; everywhere there is colour, light, and movement. Noth-

ing repeats itself; everything seems a jumble, yet all is in

place. Strolling through other capitals is unsatisfactory and

hardly possible any more, but it is here a joy, offering daily

an exciting discovery. From the window of a friend's sixth-

floor apartment, the bay, spread out before one with its

sMmmering islands and gliding steamers, is broad and ma-

jestic as one has never seen it before. But from a back room
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of the same apartment; the sea has disappeared, and there

Is the Cross of Corcovado glowing against the sky. The
of the streets are shining miles into the distance;

while below, bending over the balcony, one a Negro
with its little huts and coloured lights. Driving out

of the town onto a road that passes over a mountain, one

compelled every few minutes to ask one's friend to

stop so as not to miss one more astounding aspect of this

city.'Wandering through a suburb, enjoying the charm and

colour of the small shops, one is suddenly amongst large

feudal palacetes and their century-old gardens! Near Santa

Theresa one takes a trolly-car up the mountain with the

idea of getting away from civilization, only to run into aa

eighteenth-century aqueduct, and a few minute later to

find oneself surrounded by a group of high apartment
houses. In a quarter of an hour one can move from the so
shore to the top of a mountain; in five minutes from a world

of luxury to the most primitive poverty of mud huts or to

the cosmopolitan bustle of life to brilliant cafes and the

maelstrom of automobiles. Everything here is a whirlpool
of confusion, everything and everybody moving this way
and that poor and rich, Nature and civilization, huts and

skyscrapers, Negro and white, old-fashioned carriages and

automobiles, beach and rock and green and macadam. One
never tires of it, never has enough. The full profile of this

city is never properly seen, for it has dozens, even hun-

dreds. It is different from each aspect, each perspective-
different from the inside, from the outside, from above>

from below, from the mountains, the street^ the aeroplane^

and the ferry; different from each house, from every floor

and room of each house. A man from Rio finds the colours

of all other towns lacking in intensity, the people in their
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streets seem monotonous, the life too orderly, too much of

one pattern. After Rio, after this riot of colour and move-

ment, after the unique variety of this city, all else seems

sober and weak.

In Rio everyone can live as he likes. The idea of being

rich, of living in one of these dream-houses on the hills of

Tijuca surrounded by parks, is more tempting here than

anywhere else. At the same time life for the poor is easier,

less sordid, than in any other capital. The sea is free for

bathing, beauty free for all eyes; the minor necessities of

life are cheap; people are kind; and the variety of those

small daily surprises which help to bring contentment to

people without their knowing why is inexhaustible. There

is something soft and relaxing in the air, making humanity
less aggressive and possibly less energetic. Here one is con-

stantly absorbing pleasure through the eye; a mysterious

comfort radiates from this landscape as from anything beau-

tiful and exceptional on this earth. With its myriad stars

and lights at night, by day its dazzling, hot, and explosive

colours, its scented sultriness and its tropical cloudbursts,

this town is always enchanting. The longer one knows it,

the more one loves it; yet the longer one knows it, the more

difficult does it become to describe.

ARRIVAL

In the early morning every passenger, armed with binocu-

lars and camera, is already waiting impatiently on board;

for no matter how often he may have experienced it al-

ready, no one wants to miss the famous moment of arrival

in Rio de Janeiro. The sea is a brilliant metallic blue, as it
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has been for days and days peaceful and at the same time

monotonous. Still, one feels one is approaching land- One
Inhales the smell of earth even before seeing it, for the air

suddenly grows moist and saltbss. One can feel it soft on

one's face and hands. From the depths of the enormous

forests, from the verdant plant-life and the damp under-

growth a peculiar pungent scent floats out to so the in-

describably warm, heavy, and effervescing breath of the

tropics, at once both intoxicating and tiring.

At last there is a blurred outline on the horizon: phan-

tom-like, a range of mountains rises into the empty sky.

And while the ship steams forward the contours grow more

distinct: it is the mountain-chain shielding the bay of Gua-

nabara, one of the largest bays in the world. With its in-

numerable isolated creeks and mountain-spurs, it spreads

itself out on so vast a scale that it could hold all the ships

of all nations at one and the same time. And within this

gigantic broken shell a mass of islands, like pearls, lie

strewn about, each one different in shape and colour. Some,

emerging grey and colourless from the amethyst sea, could

be taken from a distance for whales, with their bare and

shining backs. Others again are narrow, with stony ribs, like

crocodiles. Some have houses on them; others are fortified;

some, with palms and flowers, appear to be floating gar-

dens. And while one stands fascinated by their surprising

variety, the mountains in the background seem to come

forward, plastically, and again each is different in form and

character the one naked, another clothed in green palms;

this one aH rode, and that girded with a gleaming belt of

houses and gardens. It is as though Nature, as a daring

sculptress, had trial to line up all earthly formations; and

presumably for this reason the imagination of the people
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has given to each of these mountainous stone giants such

names as the Widow, the Hunchback, the Dog, the Finger

of God, the Sleeping Giant, the Two Brothers, and to the

most visible that of Pao de Assucar, the Sugar Loaf, which,

rising up directly in front of the city, stands with
startling

suddenness in the entrance like the Statue of Liberty in

New York, as the ancient and indestructible symbol of this

city. But rising above all these monuments and mountains

there is still the chief of this family of giants, the Corco

vado crowned by a colossal cross (lit up at night) tower-

ing above Rio de Janeiro like a priest in prayer, holding the

monstrance above a kneeling crowd.

Having passed through the cluster of islands, one finally

sees the city, but not immediatelynot, for instance, as one

sees Naples, Algiers, Marseille, where the panorama of

houses offers itself at one glance, like a wide arena with

mounting stone steps. Here, view upon view, scene after

scene, Rio de Janeiro opens like a fan; and it is just this

which makes the entrance so dramatic, so continually sur-

prising.(Foi each one of these creeks, which together go to

form the beach, is divided off by a range of mountains.

These, the ribs of the fan, are responsible for each single

scene, and also for them all being held together. Finally,

there is the enchanting sight of the curving beach, a broad

promenade perpetually lapped by the waves, with houses,

villas, and gardens. One can already see the luxurious hotels

and villas framed against the forest-covered hills but not

yet! For this is only the beach of Copacabana, one of the

most beautiful in the world only another suburb, not the

actual city! The ship still has to steer round the Pao de

Assucar, which blocks the view. Only then does one catch

sight of the city in the bay, white and compact, facing the
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beach, then dissolving gradually into the green One
sees the newly laid out beach gardens and the jut-

ting out into the sea. Soon one is to land and at last

one's impatiencebut no, not even now! For are only
the bays of Botafogo and Fkmengo. Still the ship sails on,

to open up one more leaf of this multicoloured fan. Marine

Island has to be passed, and yet another, with the gothic

palace where Emperor Pedro, two days before his abdica-

tion, gave his last ball. And only now, at last, is one

by the skyscrapers, one immense vertical mass. Only now
does the harbour heave into sight, the ship dock and one

is in South America, in Brazil, in the world's most beautiful

city.

This hour spent arriving in Rio is a unique experience,

and the amazing impression can be compared only with

that of New York. But New York gives one a harder, more

energetic greeting, like a northern fjord with its towering
ice-white cubes. Manhattan's welcome is masculine, heroic,

symbolizing the vast human willpower of America one sin-

gle expression of concentrated strength. Rio, on the other

hand, does not rise up to confront the visitor; instead, it

spreads itself out before his gaze, receiving him with a femi-

nine grace, drawing him nearer, surrendering itself even

with a certain voluptuousness. Everything here is harmoni-

ous: the city and the sea. and the green and the mountains,

all of these flow into each other like music. Even the sky-

scrapers, the coloured advertisements, and the ships do not

mar the picture. And the harmony repeats itself always

anew and differently. Seen from the hills the city is differ-

ent, different again from the sea; and yet harmony is e?oy-

where; aidless variety and ilways complete unity; Nature

having grown into a city, and a city giving the impression
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of Nature. And many-sided and generous as its reception i

it also knows how to persuade one to stay. From the m
ment of one's arrival the eye will never tire of, the sens

never be satisfied with, this unique city.

Shorter, but possibly still more confusing, is the impre
sion on arrival by plane. Now for the first time one ge
some idea of the layout of the city, how it is embedded :

the edge of the mountains which protect it, and how it di

solves slowly into the landscape. Flying over mountain aft

mountain, suddenly one sees the expanse of the bay enclc

ing this white pearl in its enormous blue shell. One notio

the sharp diagonals of the avenidas cutting through it; tl

narrow white ribbon of beach; and extending far into fl

country the white dots of houses drawn against a doub
blue the steel-blue of the sky and the water reflecting i

And suddenly, as the plane goes into a curve, these moui
tains seem to vanish. Now it is the city that welcomes or

with its white houses like a single stone wall; and there a

ready is the ribbon of moving automobiles along the roa

behind the beach and the bathers in the sea, as one sens<

life waiting in expectation and sees the colours growun
ever nearer. Then once, twice, three times, the plane swinj
lower and lower, nearly scraping the roofs of Sao Bent<

and the wheels touch land the most beautiful land o

earth.

THE OLD RIO

To understand properly a city, a work of art, or a persoi
one must know the past, the

life-history, and the deveb]
ment Thus my first thoughts in each town are directe
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towards the foundation on which it is built, in an to

understand its present through its past. In Rio, nothing is

more natural than that I should look for the Mono de

Gloria, the historic hill where four hundred years ago the

French were entrenched, and on which later the victori-

ous Portuguese actually laid their town's foundation stone.

But the search is in vain. The historic hill has been re-

moved. Not a stone of it remains. The ground has long ago

been flattened out, and on it streets have been built. A
strange phenomenon. The old Rio has disappeared,, and the

new one stands on entirely different ground from that of

the town of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Where

macadam streets exist today was originally a swamp crossed

by small streams, unhealthy and uninhabitable, and the

first settlers had to escape up the mountain. Only gradually

could swamp and sea be transformed into solid ground by
a process of drying out the land between the hills, by filling

up or canalizing the streams, and by reinforcing the shore

and thus moving it further and further into the bay. Inci-

dentally, the hills that hindered traffic were removed. And

so, over a period of three hundred years, the town was

turned entirely inside-out, and everything historical, or al-

most everything, fell a victim to this transformation.

This is not such a great loss, for during the sixteenth and

the seventeenth centuries, and far into the eighteenth,

Bahia was the capital of Brazil; and Rio was too impover-

ished, too unimportant, for artistic architecture and pom-

pous palaces. Even when, at the beginning of the nine-

teenth century, the Portuguese Court took up residence

here, the unwilling guests found no buildings worthy of

than. So, at best, nothing date back further than colonial

times; and a house one hundred and fifty years old enjoys
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here, in contrast to Bahia, the esteem of veneration. The
best expression of this colonial past, its style, and its way of

living, is to be gleaned from the authenticity of the few

small unchanged streets. Still typically Portuguese, they of-

fer pleasing examples of unpretentious modesty. One or

two stories high, at one time possibly gaily painted, they

now boast no decoration other than the beautifully forged

ironwork of their balconies. Their former distinction al-

ready something of the past, they are today used exclusively

as small shops. These shops are flush with the streets; and

while the armacens stand about displaying their stock, one

Is free to stare at their mountains of produce usually, in

point of fact, smelling them first, for the narrow streete

round the harbour, this last remaining memory of colonial

days, reek of the warm greasy odour of fish, vegetables, and

fruit It is not necessary to read Luiz Edmundos's excellent

description of Rio at the time of the viceroys in order to

get some idea of the foul and disgusting state these narrow

streets must have been in at a time when men and animals

lived side by side, without so much as the primitive forms

of sanitation. Even the few public buildings, the palaces

and barracks of colonial days, were built hastily and cheaply,

without plan or ambition, and representing at best poor

copies of Portuguese architecture. Any sentimental yearn-

ing after the old Rio, therefore, is but a complaint of a few

old fogies unconsciously mourning their own youth. In real-

ity Rio has lost little or nothing by what was removed.

From colonial times only a few churches, in particular the

beautifully situated Gloria and Sao Francisco, not forget-

ting the aqueduct with its nobly curved lines, deserve pres-

ervation; and at most, as a mark of distinction, one or two

of the narrow colourful streets. But one great monument,
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representing a symbol of the past, is immortal: the church

monastery of Sao Bento.

This church of Sao Bento has withstood the vicissitudes

of the centuries through having been built on a hill. Thus

this building., begun in 1589, remains the only impressive

monument of the sixteenth century; and, let us remember,

a sixteenth-century work of art is for the New World what

the Parthenon or the pyramids are for the Old. Alone on

its summit, the view as yet unhampered by modem con-

structions below, looking out freely on all sides* it repre-

sents a fine example of beauty and calm in this restless,

progressive city, buzzing with noise and confusion. Here

alone in Rio time stood still; only here did its impatient de-

sire for renewal fail to make any change. The ancient un-

even street leading up the mountain is still the same as

when, three hundred years ago, it was tramped by pilgrims.

And from the same terrace where in the past the landing of

Portugal's galleons and narrow sailing ships could be seen,

one now looks down on the great giants of the ocean as

they move slowly and majestically about

Sao Bento's exterior, with its adjoining monastery, makes

neither a specially imposing nor original impression. It is a

solid building with heavy round towers; the monastery,

four-square, Is more like a fortress, which was actually the

purpose it served in former times of war. But hardly has one

crossed the threshold before one is dazzled. A moment ago

one had been standing outside in the hard southern sun-

light of Rio; now a honey-coloured radiance enfolds one, a

strange, soft, and subdued light Hke that of a vaporous sun-

set. Forms and contours are indistinguishable; everything

dissolves in this phosphorescent mist Only then one

realize that this radiance emanates from the gold glowing
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from the walls around one. But this gold is not the harsh,

shrill tone of gilded metal; rather it is a thin one could

almost say a quiet gleam which lies like a glaze over the

panelling. All the lines and surfaces, mingling with the

shafts of daylight shooting down from the windows in the

roof, blend softly into one another to create this floating

radiance, which flows throughout the wide and spacious

nave like a fine, faint smoke.

Gradually the eye grows used to it and begins to decipher

details. And now one recognizes that what in our churches

is made of stone, metal, and marble, the carved balustrades,

tibe panelling, the decorations, are here all of native wood,
and in this case the wood is painted or covered with such a

thin layer of gold that it follows inconspicuously every bend

and curve, thus softening the ornateness of the baroque. Al-

though not comparable in splendour or originality to the

great cathedrals of Europe, the artists did achieve some-

thing exceptional with Sao Bento: a new, felicitous treat-

ment of its subject-matter, a complete harmony in the

golden dusk which is unforgettable. This pleasant modera-

tion prevails also in the monastery, along its wide, stone-

paved passages, in the heavy black wooden doors, in the

beautifully proportioned library, and in its secluded clois-

ters. One moves through these cool corridors, their thick

walls protection against noise and sound, as though in an-

other age. One forgets that one is in a southern world on

the other side of the equator, and under different stars. One
could imagine oneself dreaming in a Swiss or German Bene-

dictine monastery, those ancient retreats for booklovers.

Than suddenly a view from a window reminds one where

one really is. Here, with its skyscrapers and palaces, with its

overcrowded streets, one looks down on the labyrinth of a
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modem metropolis spread out over a large radius under the

protection of its mountains, whilst far below lies the

bay with its boats and islands and sparkling tropical sea,

As everywhere in Rio, even in its most secluded and lovely

corners, one experiences this dual combination of city and

landscape, of the timely and the timeless.

This one monastery, and yet a second, that of Sao An-

tonio, on another hill, Rio has saved from the past It is its

patent of nobility bearing witness to the age and distinction

of its culture. Should all that is petty and poor of colonial

times decay and fade away, should this city in its impatience

continue to change its appearance from one year to another

at least this golden radiance will pass on as a beacon of

light throughout the ages.

STROLLING THROUGH THE CITY

All streets in this city start at the Avenida Rio Bianco. It

is, or rather was, the pride of Rio de Janeiro. Then, about

forty years ago, Rio grew ambitious enough to compete
with European capitals and to possess a boulevard, a repre-

sentative main street, in the centre of the city. And as is

usually the case with southern cities, it had dreams of be-

coming a Paris; the example of the Boulevard Haussmann,

which the great prefect had drawn with such daring through

the confusion of old streets and houses, was a great tempta-

tion to copy. The plan of this luxurious avenida was be-

lieved courageous when it began by emulating only the

width of the European boulevard, and started with a breadth

of thirty-four yards. The Brazilians of the older generation,,

the native cariocas, however, accustomed to their narrow
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shady colonial thoroughfare, shook their heads and declared

so wide a street to be superfluous. Yet the plan succeeded. At

the foot of it they built a splendid and very Parisian opera

house, a national library, a museum, and the very best hotel

of the period, so as to give this new street from the beginning

the character of an intellectualand cultural centre. They even

had the audacity to put up six-story houses, which peered

down haughtily on the low roofs of the former palaces. The

broad sidewalks were laid out in black-and-white mosaic; the

avenue itself was of macadam; business houses and clubs hur-

ried to flank the fine white front with the most modem

architecture of the time. It became, in fact, a magnificent

street; and the Brazilian could claim with pride that he pos-

sessed something equalling the most famous boulevards of

Europe.
But in America, this continent which develops on such a

different scale, it always proves a fatal mistake to think and

calculate in European terms. Time and space have differ-

ent dynamic dimensions on the other side of the ocean.

Here everything happens faster, and is naturally the sooner

out of date. And so, owing to Rio's rapid growth and the

extraordinary quick increase of the traffic, the Avenida Rio

Branco is already much too narrow. It is today constantly

congested by a procession of automobiles moving only a

few feet at a time; it is appallingly noisy, always over-

crowded with people, and the traffic is impeded also by

continual reconstruction. Today even the magnificent build-

ings of 1910 seem neither magnificent nor daring enough.

The best hotel of the past is already condemned to wreck-

age, and in its place a building of thirty-three floors is be-

lieved to be going up. As for the houses of six stories, they

are either being increased in height or entirely rebuilt.
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What thirty years ago seemed enormous, even monstrous,

looks small, antique In style, and oldfashloned. The

is quite out of proportion; the museum of art and the

library have lost their superiority; and, as In the of the

interior boulevards of Paris, the Friedrichstrasse in Berlin,

and Regent Street in London, the luxury shops to

withdraw from this whirl of activity and settle In the qui-

eter side-streets. What was once the best street Is not

much more than a street obviously designed for traffic and

a thoroughfare lacking any particular character of Its own.

What It did have of character and dignity Is lost, because

today It tries only to fulfil the everyday needs of the time,

and even so Is barely up to such a standard.

In order to cope with Its ever-Increasing rhythm, the city

requires new and larger boulevards than this; and In Its per-

manent need for more space It creates them -with determi-

nation. In all directions, starting from Its centre and In

their daring the plans are magnificent Rio frees Itself by

sweeping away whole blocks as a storm blows paper down

a street. Hills are levelled; entire squares come under the

axe; tunnels are bored through rocks; and the macadam ser-

pentines of wide connecting roads curve away up the moun-

tains. Just in time, and with great foresight, the adminis-

tration here has recognized that It Is no use saving space by

increasing the height of houses, when at the same time the

city, like a kettle boiling over, Is spreading out farther and

farther Into the country. The old main streets, the Ruas

Carioca, Cattete, and Larangelras, leading to TIjuca, San

Isidro, and Meyer, do more to impede the traffic than to

aid it. And to drive by car from the new residential quarto:

to the centre of the town takes half an hour and more.

Thus space must be gained at any cost, and the most suit-
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able and least costly possibility seems to be the sea. For to

deprive the enormous bay of two to five hundred yards by

filling it in is small loss to the sea, but of enormous advan-

tage to the city. Thus it was that the beach boulevards

came into existence. With their view over land and sea,

decorated with trees and flanked by flowers, and with their

continuous bustle of life, they supply modern Rio with a

new beauty which acts as compensation for its lost roman-

tic quality. From a distance they remind one of the white

margin round the printed text of a book; and it is as though
each page of this book were opened by the hand of God, a

book whose pages one never tires of turning, for each one

reveals yet another beauty. Thanks to the bizarre shapes?

the five or six single and isolated bays, in which the sea

creeps up on the town, the view in each one of them becomes

more varied than the last. Rio can really be compared only

with a painted fan, each section showing a distinct design,

but only the wide-open fan revealing the entire picture.

Whoever drives or walks along these beach boulevards

travels through at least half a dozen different towns. First,

on one side of the Avenida Rio Branco, there are all the

streets leading to the harbour, and from there into the com-

mercial quarter. Here the big liners dock; the ferry boats

leave for the islands; here is the colourful market filled with

flowers and fruit; the arsenals, the naval barracks, and the

aerodrome; and here also is located the imposing group of

the ministries modern buildings twelve and fourteen sto-

ries high. By a courageous plan, almost the entire adminis-

tration of the huge empire is here concentrated in one self-

contained block. Being a harbour, a commercial and an

administrative district, it is more colourful than elsewhere,

l>Et the face of modern architecture gives it an international
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appearance.
The personal beauty of Rio, however, is not to

be found here, since this beauty lies not in the useful or his-

torical, but in the incomparable art of blending all contrasts

harmoniously together.

The unique chain of the beach boulevards sparkling at

night with their thousand pearls of light begins only after

one has left the Avenida Bio Branco, The Praja Paris,

where the Avenida starts, did not get its name by accident

The French architect who designed the plan must no doubt

have had in mind the Place de la Concorde at night, when

it is illuminated by arc lamps. But the Praja Paris also pos-

the view over the bay, its islands and mountains op-

posite, thus combining the luxury of a town with the abun-

dance of Nature. A broad strip of grass runs between the

blue sea and the row of white houses, and the sky lies over

these parks through which multicoloured automobiles and

buses rush along but they do not get on one's nerves as in

other streets. Here the eye can rest at peace and take it all

in: the animated line of the palacios and hotels, the open

bay with the white fringe of Nicteroi, its ships and ferry

boats; the houses on the hills above; and the old white

Gloria church standing out against the bulky slopes of tie

rising mountains.

With this first glance one imagines one has seen every-

thing; but in reality there is a great deal more. Leaving the

Praga Paris, the street becomes narrower as it approaches

the sea, and under the name of the Avenida Beiramar it

leads on to the Praia do Flamengo. This is what used to be

the residential quarter, where old distinguished two-storied

houses were dotted about among gardens, the front win-

dows looking out to sea; but this space with its open view

and cool breeze was too precious. Building of eleven and
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twelve stories are now going up, and the giant palms which

once gave shade to the old houses are now
completely

dwarfed. The view over the bay grows gradually narrower,

for opposite there stands lit up at night with a crown of

light the Pao de Assucar, the Sugar Loaf, this immense

guardian of the bay, and which every ship must
carefully

circumnavigate in order to enter the harbour. One more

turning and there is another bay, the Bay of Botafogo. The

vista has disappeared; one imagines oneself on a mountain

lake surrounded by quite different mountains. And this is

part of the mystery of Rio, for, thanks to their irregular for-

mation, its mountains reveal a different silhouette from

every angle; what looks precipitous as seen from Botafogo
is mild when viewed from Flamengo. One slope of the

same rock is wooded, another devoid of all growth, while

a third is covered to its summit with houses. And in a

similar manner the bay changes its contours by repeated

zig-zagging curves. In this city of diversity the same sea, the

same mountains, always look new and surprising, due to the

endless variety of its views.

Two blocks further, and suddenly one is in another bay,

the Praia Vermelha, which lies so hidden away among
rocks, so far from the residential quarter, that it took me
weeks to find it. Here everything is different again. The

city has disappeared; the view over the bay has gone; no

skyscrapers, no traffic, nothing going on just waves, rock,

beach, and solitude. At last one takes it for granted this

must be the end of the city.

But in reality it is but one more beginning, one of the

many beginnings which make this city a surprise to every

visitor. Not more than one block further, after a tunnel

through what looks like impenetrable rock, and there one
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is on the "beach of Copacabana this super-Nice, super-

Miami possibly the most beautiful strand in the world. In-

credible as it may seem, this five-minute trip from one part

of Bio to another is enough to produce a different sea, dif-

ferent air and temperature. Actually, what one has just

from the beach of Flamengo and the Avenida Beiiamar

was almost a different sea, because it is the water of a com-

pletely enclosed bay, an imprisoned, weakened sea with no

visible sign of a tide, in spite of its length and breadth. But

here in Copacabana, facing the Atlantic, one is suddenly

sprayed by the sea, buffeted by the wind; and one knows

and feels that for thousands of miles nothing lies between

oneself and Europe, oneself and Africa, but this vast ocean,

Here the thunder of the sea roars in one's ears, and so pow-
erful is the wind coming in on the giant rollers that the air

is saturated with salt and iodine. The air* in fact, is so ex-

hilarating that many people, accustomed to a soft and heavy

atmosphere, cannot stand living on this coast In a five-

minute drive the temperature has dropped four or five de-

grees, which is one more of this city's hundred mysteries,

and one that only people of long residence can really un-

derstand. Temperatures, for instance, differ distinctly from

one street-comer to another; the rear street of one block is

hot, the front cool; that facing east windy, the other, to

the west, airless simply because they are lying at certain

angles to the sea breezes, or because the breeze is held up

by a projecting mountain.

Thus, for example, the beginning of Copacabana^ called

Leme, is not so popular, fashionable, or expensive although

less than a mile away, and obviously having the so-

front as the centre of Copacabana, the most fashionable

part Here there's a famous hotel, the inevitable with
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gipsy music, a gambling casino, and a wide promenade. It

has its own, and therefore somewhat un-Brazilian, customs.

It is only here that one sees, as in European and North

American summer resorts, girls in trousers, men in open

sport shirts (elsewhere much frowned upon, even to the

point of preventing the wearer from boarding a bus). Here

one sits in the open, in restaurants and cafes. There are no

shops, no tracks on the road, for this beach is devoted ex-

clusively to luxury and sport, to the enjoyment of body and

eye. It is, so to speak, the luxury cabin for the gigantic bath

on this enormous beach, where on certain days a hundred

thousand people congregate without overcrowding it. At

times one has the feeling that this beach does not
really

belong to the town; it is as though like Nice, but on a fa

larger scale it has been artificially joined onto a town of

millions just for the sake of luxury-loving people, and that

it has only gradually grown into and become part of the

organism of the city. About twenty years ago, in fact, no

more than a few modest houses had ventured onto these

sand-dunes; but since the appreciation of air, sun, and water

has become little less titan a cult, and the speed of an auto-

mobile has been discovered, whole blocks of houses have

appeared with frightening rapidity.

Today one drives to Copacabana as easily as in Vienna

one did to the Prater, or in Paris to the Bois. If not the

heart of Rio, Copacabana is, so to speak, the lung through

which the city breathes. But with all its beauty one thing

seems symbolical: that while sitting on this beach, Brazil is

always in back of one; that this one avenida looks out ad-

mittedly across an entire ocean in the direction of Europe.

It is as newly European as the Avenida Branco thirty years
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ago was European; and it is significant that foreigners and

tourists, rather than the real cariocas, prefer to ive on the

Avenida Atiantica the latter looking upon themselves here

more as guests than natives.

One bay further on, and it is as though one had

been wafted by magic to Switzerland. Here, a hundred

yards from the beach7 lies a lake the Lagoa do Freitas

surrounded by mountains. On its lat shore a whole

colony of villas has sprang up with extraordinary bet

mountains tower above it, their dark contours in

its black surface. There's no time, however, to halt here.

One drives on, taking a last look at this mountain lake in

the middle of a metropolis, at the romantic Negro huts

looking down on it unperturbed, at another long beachy the

Ipanema, and yet another, the Gavea, where the houses and

palms of the boulevards are still young. And only thai

the avenue approach open country, and the Avenida Nie-

meyer begin. Like the Comiche on the Riviera, blasting its

way through rocks and following the coast whose cliffs be-

come increasingly precipitous, this road looks down over

the sea, which here is wild and dangerous. On the other

side, however, one is protected by hills covered with green

bushes, palms, and banana trees. It is a drive full of sur-

prises until, at Goa, one llnaHy reaches a hill where one can

rest and survey the landscape. Here, with its islands and

rocks, the whole bay opens up; the panorama of the distant

mountains unfolds; the colourful scenery of the city disap-

pears one is in the open; this at last is the end. But

long wfll it remain so? A year? Ten years? For the ground

of the next beach, the Praia da Tijuca, has already been sur-

veyed; and what today is white soft sand is destined to
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be covered by one more house-front facing out to sea. Who
can tell where Rio will end, where it will cease

developing?

One more turn and there's yet another world. The car

climbs the mountain on a steep and curving road; for
fully

a quarter of an hour one passes through jungle where there

is hardly a house at most a few huts, half-concealed
by

palms, and inhabited by Negroes. It is very difficult to re-

member that one is still making an excursion within the

limits of the city. One has the sensation of having moved

into another hemisphere. But suddenly, one more turn, a

glance down and there's the city again! Seen from this

angle, it looks entirely different, hardly recognizable. And

in whatever direction one now goes, whether mounting to

the Vista Chineza, to the Mesa del Imperador, or returning

to the old distinguished town of Tijuca, perspectives change

everywhere. A dozen films would barely suffice to photo-

graph even the most surprising of these views.

Back in the city once more, one realizes one has no idea

by what road or direction it has been reached. Again there

are new boulevards down the palm-flanked Mangue, or

past the Jardim Botanico, or into the park-like Praga da

Republica. In an hour or two one has driven through not

only a city, but a world to stand still finally, slightly giddy,

amidst this colourful tumult of people and shops. One of

these southern streets reminds one of the Cannebiere in

Marseille, another of Naples, the thousand caf& with their

chattering men of Barcelona or Rome, the cinemas with

their signs and the skyscrapers of New York. One is every-

where at the same time; and by this unique combination

one knows this is Rio.
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THE NARROW STREETS

These great boulevards are the new, the Impressive tiling

about Rio. Few streets in the world can be compared with

them from the point of view of grandeur and scenic beauty.

But they are thoroughfares for traffic, for parades modem,
international streets; and actually I prefer the narrow, neg-

lected, nameless streets, which allow one to wander about

without knowing where one Is going, whose natural south-

ern charm Is a constant joy, and whose general effect Is a!

the more romantic the poorer, the more original, the less

pretentious they are. Even the poorest or rather, just these

are full of colour and life and movement Nothing about

them Is specially prepared for the foreigner; nothing obvi-

ous enough for the camera; nor does their charm lie In their

architecture, their structure, but In just the opposite In the

animation and disorder, the easualness, which go to make

each alley attractive, and each In a different sense. Wander-

ing about, an old passion of mine, developed almost Into a

vice for me In Rio. How often have 1

1 left my house In Rio

for a quarter of an hour and, seduced by one narrow street

after another, returned only after four hours, quite inca-

pable of remembering a single name, or where I had been,

in this city of perpetual discoveries and delights. Yet not

once was I left with the sensation of having wasted time.

To stroll about in this old part of Rio Is one way of turn-

ing back the clock. One Is immediately transported into

colonial days, where everything was close and bandy; where

automobiles did not yet roar by, or traffic lights Bash on

and off; and when walking was still a peaceful pastime.
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Even the most distinguished streets were narrow a fact

one is reminded of today in the Rua Ouvidor, the old street

with its fashionable shops. Here, as in the Florida of Buenos

Aires, no automobile is permitted to passnot that it could

get through in any case, for in the daytime it is filled with a

colourful crowd of people. Every real carioca passes through

it several times a day, for it is the great promenade, the one

meeting place. It is so tightly packed with people that one

can see hardly an inch of pavement; it is an incessant bus-

tle of life, with everyone chattering and rushing about, turn-

ing this thoroughfare, thanlcs to the absence of the infernal

din of automobiles, into a continual pleasure. Then one is

off to right and left through narrow streets and
alleys

whose names it is useless to ask, since one could never re-

member them anyway streets crossing and recrossing each

other, and then, cutting through them, a wide one with

rattling overcrowded trams and honking motor cars. None

of these streets is really remarkable; most of the houses

are plain two-storied buildings in which the shop on the

ground-floor is always open to the street And their being

open, with not so much as a door or window preventing

one from staring right into the interior, makes each one of

than look like a Dutch picture of everyday life. Here in one

comer sits the shoemaker with his three apprentices nailing

boots; there the greengrocer, his entrance decorated with

bananas and long bunches of onions, melons cut open re-

vealing their coloured segments, and scarlet mountains of

tomatoes piled high. Here, next door, is a pharmacy with

its bottles flashing then an open cellar; a coloured barber

soaping a client's face; a basket-maker mending a chair; a

carpenter working; the butcher hacking his meat; women

washing clothes in the courtyard; a lottery with its thou-
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of tickets for sale; a notary writing in Ms office,

in the street Everything and everybody one here

are at work; and whenever one sees a nation at work one

looks into its real life. One sees how people live: the simple

Iron bed behind the workshop separated only by a curtain;

one sees how they eat, how they spend each hour. In Brazil

the old handcrafts, which are slowly dying out in Europe
and North America, still go on unchanged. By wandering

about, one can get a good idea of every profession here,

everything being so open to the public eye. And then there

are all the innumerable cafes, one on each comer, their

doors swinging all day and late into the night Against the

darkness of the houses, these lighted rooms look like mys-

terious caves, crowded till all hours of the night; for in this

vital city life continues for ever. The trams trandle on with-

out interruption, and at five o'clock in the morning bathers

are already on the beach. It is extraordinary how much life

there is in these narrow streets; the number of men, women,
and children constantly streaming through children, espe-

cially, everywhere, children of all colours and breed and

all amidst the tumult of colour and movement which is so

typical of Brazil, all under the restraining hand of its quiet

kindness, the unique understanding between man and man.

Wherever one goes in its deserted streets and poorest quar-

ters, one is confronted with the same politeness; even whore

houses give way to huts and where the streets end up be-

tween rocks and trees, one has a feeling that these people

are content with the minimum from life, thanks to thdr

innate thrift and moderation.

And amidst it all, endless new discoveries. Suddenly there

is a square from colonial times, with distinguished

and private parks; there again a market whose abffiadaiiGe of
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produce reminds one of Dutch paintings, its richness of col-

our of Van Gogh and C6zanne; there, suddenly, a comer of

a harbour with its motionless fishing boats and the
sharp

smell of seaweed; here, a park one had never noticed; there,

in the shadow of a skyscraper, a few dilapidated huts or an

old church. One wanders through streets which
quickly

come to an end without rhyme or reason, and one finds

oneself compelled to climb over rocks. One sets out to a

suburban fair, arriving instead two blocks before it in a

luxurious quarter. In an effort to find the station, one ends

up in an imperial park! There is no plan, yet everything is

in place; though constantly taken by surprise, one never

tires of surprises. Strolling about, exploring pleasures which

of all European cities Paris was the last to offer us I found

here again in their most seductive forms.

THE ART OF CONTRASTS

To be exciting, a city must contain in itself certain strong

contrasts. An exclusively modern city is monotonous, and

in the long run a backward one becomes uncomfortable; a

luxurious one, on the other hand, grows boring after a time;

and a proletarian one is depressing. The more different as-

pects a city contains, and the more colourful the scale of its

contiasfc, the more attractive it becomes; this is the case

with Rio de Janeiro. Here the extremes are spread out far

and wide, but fuse again into a peculiar harmony. Wealth

is not provocative; the feudal houses are decorated with ex-

ceptional taste: their fagades are unpretentious, their inte-
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riors are furnished mostly in the old Brazilian style; and the

houses themselves are to be found hidden away in the

woods, surrounded "by beautiful gardens and ponds. By not

being pompons in a city way, but somehow almost of

Nature, they give the impression of having organically

grown, and not built simply to be looted at. One
has to search for them in order to find them; but if ever one

is lucky enough to be invited to one of these houses, one*s

admiration is endless. From every room, through open

doors, one gazes straight out into the landscape. In the gar-

dens, artificial ponds reflect Chinese pavilions. Open veran-

das with cool tiles and old Portuguese azulejos allow one to

breathe in the soft perfume of lowers and trees, and they

act at the same time as a protection from the violent glare.

There is nothing superfluous or pretentious here. The for-

tunes belong mostly to ancient families steeped in culture

and tradition. Most of them collect the old colonial art, the

pictures and books of their native land. Thus the disagree-

able impression of things gathered quicHy and at random is

missing. It is just in these feudal homes that one begins to

grasp the origins of Brazilian culture. But a couple of min-

ute away from the well-kept drive one ran find oneself in a

Negro village or in the slums, where surrounded by the

same dark woods, warmed by the same bright light the

one does not disturb the other. Thus, though the contrast

is not actually done away with, it is still in a certain sense

softened by the binding force of Nature. And it is this gen-

tle combination of contrasts which seems to me the chief

characteristic of Rio de Janeiro. The skyscraper and the hat,

the gleaming boulevards and the narrow streets, tie fiat

beach and the proudly towering mountains they all

rather to supplement one another than to clash. So life here
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offers a free play for all forms of existence; in an air-cooled

patisserie (whose prices remind one of New York's Park Ave-

nue) one eats ice-cream; while round the corner, often in the

very same house, one can get precisely the same thing for half

a cent. In a white linen suit one can ride in a luxurious car, or

in a tram together with the workmen. Nothing is hostile, and

wherever one goes, to whomever one talks, be he a boot-

black or an aristocrat, one encounters the same
courtesy

common to all classes. What in other places is shut off by

animosity or suspicion, mixes here freely together. In the

streets one runs across many different racesthe black Ne-

gro from the Senegal in his torn shirt, the European in his

smart suit, the Indios with their heavy eyes and jet-black

hair; and there are even more complicated breeds of all na-

tions and peoples which cannot be properly defined; but

not, as in New York and other cities, living in separate

quarters. For in Rio all these people live serenely together,

and through the enormous variety of faces the streets form

a constantly changing scene. What an art to be able to ease

the tensions without destroying them, to preserve this vari-

ety without trying to organize it by force! May this city

continue in this way for ever! May it never surrender to the

geometrical mania of straight avenues and sharply cut cross-

ings, the horrible chess-board idea of a modern stream-lined

city, which sacrifices to unity and monotony of form what-

ever character the town may possess the surprises, the

caprices, the quaint little corners, and above all the con-

basts these contrasts of old and new, of city and Nature,

of rich and poor, of work and ease, which one can enjoy

hare in sudi harmonious abandon.
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A FEW THINGS WHICH MIGHT
BE GONE TOMORROW

Several of the unique things Rio so

and picturesque are actually in danger of especially

the favellas, the Negro villages, in the of the

Will they still be there in a few years" time? The
do not like to hear them mentioned; in a

hygienic sense they are certainly very the

times in the centre of a city shining with

one which with its exemplary public service has in two dec-

ades entirely eradicated the endemic yellow

used to rage in Rio. But there is no doubt they are a

specially bright spot of colour in the midst of this

scopic picture; and at least one of these bright

be preserved, if only because it represents a section ofhuman
nature surrounded by civilization.

These favelks have a peculiar history. For the Negroes,

most of whom earned veiy little, life in the city's tene-

ments was too expensive. To commute daily, on the other

hand, meant a journey twice a day, and the price of faxes.

So they chose a place on the Mis and rocks in the centre

of the city and, ignoring the law of property, set about

building houses or, rattier, huts. For such a znocambo, an

architect is not necessary. A few dozen bamboo are

driven into the ground; the space between is

day which is dug up and prepared; then, when die

has been beaten iaty it is covered with a of bulrush

and the faveHa is ready. Windowpsaes a

few zinc plate picked up somewhere in tie take
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their place. A curtain made out of an old sack serves to

cover the entrance, which at best is occasionally decorated

with a few boards that at some time have gone to make a

box. And the result is the hut of the same shape which

their ancestors built hundreds of years ago in their African

kraals. The interior is not exactly luxurious a hand-made

table, a bed, a few chairs, some odd pictures from old maga-
zines on the walls and of course it is lacking in all modem
conveniences. The water, for instance, has to be carried up
the steep path from the well; an endless stream of women
and children can be seen carrying this precious liquid on

their headsnot in jugs, which would be too expensive, but

in old gasoline cans. Nor has electricity reached as far as these

huts; in the evenings one sees their kerosene lamps flicker-

ing between the bushes. Then up the steep path again,

over steps and stones, always slippery and seldom clean,

for between the huts the usual domestic animals wander

about goats and skinny cats, mangy dogs, miserable-looking

chickens and dish-water drips incessantly down the rocks.

And all this, which gives one the impression of being in the

middle of a Polynesian jungle village or in an African kraal,

is five minutes from a fashionable beach or a boulevard. One
has witnessed the last word in primitiveness, the lowest

form of dwelling and life, a form which in.Europe or North

America is quickly vanishing. But, oddly enough, there is

nothing depressing about this sight, nothing provocative,

repulsive, or shameful because these Negroes consider

themselves a thousand times better off than does our prole-

tariat in its tenement homes. Here, they live in their own

houses, whore they can do as they like; in the evenings one

can hear them singing and laughing; they are their own
masters. If a proprietor or commissioner happens to arrive
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to drive them out IB order to a or

quarters, they simply shrug opy
and

go off. Nothing can prevent

so to speak, on their backs. Again7 are

so high op on the hills, perched on

and ledges, they are blessed with the

imaginable the same view, in fact, as the

sive and luxurious villas; and it is the rich

which overshadows their tiny plots of

and feeds it generously with bananas. It is this

atmosphere of Rio7 so soft and soothing, Its

people from growing melancholic and unhappy.
times I have climbed up those slippery

Negro villages, and never once have I an un-

friendly or unhappy person. A peculiar and

section of Rio will vanish with these favelks; it is

for me to imagine the hills of Gavea and the old Mono
without those little villages clinging courageously to the

hills. In their very primitiveness they make one our

own excesses, and how even with the minimum of subsist-

ence can be compressed, as into a drop of dew? the whole

magnitude of life.

One more of Rio's curiosities which will soon be sacri-

ficed to the civilizing ambition^ and possibly on moral

grounds as has been the case in so many cities in Europe,

in Hamburg and Marseille is the district one not talk

about, the great market of love, the Mangue, the Yoshiwara.

of Rio. Would that an artist might come before ifs too late

and paint these streets in the evenings when the green,* red,

and white lights flicker in and out of the

under the stars as fantastic and oriental a as I

ever seen, and one that is al the more weird on of
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the fates that are chained together here. Window to win-

dow, or rather from door to door, a thousand, even fifteen

hundred, women of all races and colour, of every age and

origin, stand like exotic animals behind the bars of thek

cages. Large Senegalese Negresses, next to French women
who can barely paint out the wrinkles of age; delicate In-

dians and fat Croats, all waiting for customers, who in a

continuous stream pass by and glance up at the doors in

order to inspect their wares. Behind them hangs a multi-

coloured lamp, lighting up the interior with weird reflec-

tions in which only the bed emerges visibly from the

shadows, like a Rembrandt etching, making this nightly, and

above all shockingly cheap, procedure all the more myste-

rious. But the most surprising, and incidentally the most

typically Brazilian, feature of this market is the quietness,

the calm discipline. Whereas the streets of Marseille and

Toulon are filled with laughter, shouting, hilarity, and

crazy gramophones; and the drunken clients yell and rush

dangerously through the streets, everything here remains

silent and picturesque. Without shame, and with the hon-

est frankness of the southerner, these young people wander

past these doors, and sometimes, with a flash of light on their

white suits, they disappear into one. Even this remote spot,

which in other cities is hidden away in the ugliest and most

dilapidated quarters as though shamefully aware of its pro-

fession, still retains in Rio a certain beauty, with its triumph
of colour and multicoloured lights.

Will the old bondes, the open trolly-cars, really disap-

pear and be replaced by modern closed buses? It would be

a great pity, for they brighten up the streets with their

clanging noise and colour. One never tires of seeing these

overcrowded open cars, and the men clinging to the run-
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ning-board In their white At the

the black, brown* and It Is as

If a bouquet of flowers had thrown

pleasant It is to ride In them! Even on the

day, they can produce the most for the

price of one cent! At the same time as to a

like automobileone can look right and left Into the

Into the shops, Into life Itself! There Is no way of

exploring Bio, the real Rio; not even a Cook's car or

automobile Is as good as this vehicle of the It Is

thanks only to the bondes (and my legs) that I fed I

the real Bio today. Nor do I need to be of this

preference, for King Pedro himself loved

tarns so much that he had one reserved for for his

excursions. What a mistake it would be If these noisy,

old things were abandoned for what every other city has,

and thus lose something which belongs alone to Bio: Its

colourful, light-hearted liveliness!

GARDENS, MOUNTAINS,
AND ISLANDS

At night, standing near the window when the sea is

lying quiet and there's no breeze, one senses by the foil

soft breath of air, sweetened with mysterious gums and

resins, that Bio Is Sled with trees and gardens. They are

everywhere. The streets are flanked by all manner of

even the smaller houses are surrounded by bushes,

and exotic fruit The further one gets away from the sea

the more luxuriant grow the park, some v31as being

entirely hidden behind thick vegetation. Wherever 0se
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goes there is something green. Sometimes it opens out into

large gardens, as in the Praga Paris and the Praga Republics;

but within the city itself Nature is still tamed, restrained,

and kept in order. As near as Tijuca, however, it grows with

the turbulence of the ocean, a densely entangled jungle of

trees, bushes, and lianas. Just as in the sea the waves com-

pete with each other to be the first to reach shore, so here

the trunks and branches wrestle with one another in their

effort to find the sun through the dense greenness. The

forest here is not vaguely transparent, but a dark compact

mass; and if one tries to penetrate a few steps, one promptly
feels imprisoned, isolated, and cut off, as though inside a

divefs bell. One feels the strange condensed air like a heavy
moist breath. Only one hour from the city and there is

the first zone of the jungle.

And this is why the Botanical Garden according to the

experts (to whom I do not belong) one of the richest in

the world is such a miracle, such a delight. Here is every-

thing the jungle contains, but without its endlessness, its

danger, and its horrors. Here are to be found all the trees,

all the plants, all the phenomena of the tropics, and the

most magnificent specimens of each, which one can admire

in peace. At the very entrance one is met by the Street of

Triumph, the two gigantic rows of palms, planted one

hundred and thirty years ago by King Joao VL Standing

wonderfully erect like the columns of a thousand-year-old
Greek temple, they are a magnificent sight. In Brazil and

elsewhere one has seen innumerable palms, but one has

never known how marvellously majestic, how truly royal

a palm can be until one has seen these, standing as straight

as candles, their perfectly rounded trunks covered with

their fine-meshed, Arabian-like netting of armour. And
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looking up, high, one sees

crowned tops. And all round, to and the

summoned here from all over the world,

Malacca, from Africa and the equator., a of

the most varied kind. One doesift know

doesn't recognize the strangely formal and

which they cany in their foliage; but one

are giants of prehistoric origin, and one of the

exotic countries from which they came. And

protected by colourful shrubs in a marshy pond, the

blossoms of victoria regia; and on the higher, more

parts trees and bushes from Europe, which one

immediately as old friends of a foreign country. A
museum on the one hand, this garden is at the

a perfect piece of Nature. The most ingenious feature of its

pfenning is that it lies on the slope of a big Ml. Thus is

created the illusion that this undulating green continues

from this park in the middle of a world capital al through

the country, and on through the world; and one imagines

this to be only the beginning of endless surprises. Not for

a moment does one feel enclosed. It is as though one stood

on a mountain and suddenly saw the sea, an unforgettable

vision of the endlessness of Nature,

But is Rio's other famous park, tie Cidade, any less

magniicent? It is only different It has been made only for

beauty and not, like the Jardim Botanico, for science as

well. As the garden of a Brazilian patrician who left it to

the city, it was created in order that the view from the

vflk on a height should take in everything Rio has to offer-

Ac sea, the mountains, the valleys, and the einbeiance of

its vegetation. It became, however, not one view, but an

endless number of views; here green slopes, there fare
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fiowers which compete with the fanfare of colom: of the

araras, the most beautiful of all parrots. Every kind of
gar-

den architecture is here ingeniously made use of. To visual-

ize all this one must not forget Rio's sky this clear, pure

sky which, like a steel-blue disk, distributes the light more

clearly and yet more diffusely, so that every colour bursts

with almost explosive power, and the outline of every tree

stands out clear and well-defined. Then, to crown all this

magnificence, all these splendours, there is still the one

quality which goes to make Nature really perfect the great

stillness. For throughout the length and width of these

parks one hardly ever seems to meet a soul. Here in the

middle of a great city one can be happily ^alone with per-

fection. There is no noise; even the earth breathes the soft

scented air in silence.

On another day one goes up into the higher regions. It

is difficult to see mountains in the middle of a city with-

out feeling the desire to climb them, and see from there

spread out beneath one the stony, green labyrinth in which

one lives. This trip is made very simple, for to reach the

Corcovado, which rises 2300 feet above, or rather from the

middle of the city, can hardly be called an excursion. Up
a curving, shaded road an automobile can climb to the

summit in twenty minutes; and here an unforgettable pan-

orama opens up before one. At last one can survey the whole

city, with its bay, its mountains, lakes, islands, ships, houses,

and its beach. Here at last, drawn with blue, green, and

white lines, one can see its entire layout. Buffeted by the

wind, leaning against the giant monument of the Re-

deemer, one can take in the whole vista. It is really the view

of views, and because of its vast expanse impossible to

photograph. There's a view in every direction there the
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sea, Hue, there the of

Ms, here the lat country,, the beach, the bay, and the

Only now and from this height one the

combination of them all.

And yet the Corcovado is but one of the

so popular only because It Is so by
road. There are still many other Mis,

each with a view, from Boa Vista,, from Alto de TIjuca?

from the Mesa del Imperador, the Vista Giineza,

Thereza, and from all the other nameless and ter-

races. What from the summit of the Corcovado

to be one view complete in itself is now aad

divided up; the panorama dissolves like a into

scenes of landscape. There Is no end to Rio, Is its

real, Its eternal beauty.

From the hills one has seen islands upon Islands lying in

the vast expanses of the lay: some grey and rocky, others

green and gay; and all scattered about together as though
some gknt had ung them there carelessly while playing

a game. I decided to go and see at least one or two of them.

A wide ferry boat takes one out, at first passing the Islands

directly in front of the harbour. Most of these serve useful

purposes: the Marine Academy Is on one, gas depots on

another. Only after about an hour does one approach those

offering more Interest, Some of them are merely bare reefe

covered with birds, some dotted with palms and a few old

houses. At last one lands at Paqueta, and suddenly old

childhood memories come crowding up, memories of the

travel-books: Columbus In Guanahani, Captain 'Cook in

Tahiti, and Robinson Crusoe on his island for Paqueta Is

one of those blessed Islands with dense verdant vegetation

and aiaine with lowers, the ftdfiUed dream of the South
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Seas. No automobiles, no fashionable bathing places as in

Honolulu, which sell their innocence for money. Here one

is driven round the shore in an old-fashioned horse and

carriage; now and again there's a cottage, a field, a garden;

but otherwise this wonderful tropical, timeless landscape

lies undisturbed by man. One has the feeling that this

isknd belongs to no one and to anyone. But and ifs a

strange contrast, and Rio is really inexhaustible in the art

of contrasts separated only by a narrow stretch of sea,

there is another island opposite, Brokoio, belonging to one

single person. Here, out of a tiny uncultivated island, the

owner has created a paradise for himself. In the centre he

has built a charming house surrounded by terraces contain-

ing all the comforts of our day including books, an organ,

and most tempting guest rooms. Just as Paqueta is all

Nature, Brokoio is all culture. In a well-kept garden kid

out with stones and gravel paths, dogs romp about amongst

peacocks and other rare animals. Wide gardens lead up the

hiQ; and in half an hour one has seen the whole miniature

empire. But what blessed solitude there is here under palms

leaning against an eternally blue sky, reflected in the eter-

nally blue sea. And such solitude only as long as one needs

it; for with one call a motor boat appears, and in half an

hour one is back in town surrounded by life again. And as

the contour of the isknd with its majestic palms disappears

in the waves, one asks: Has this been reality or a dream?

SUMMER IN RIO

It is November. Rio's so-called "season" comes to an end,

and all one's friends ask the same question: Where are
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you to the summer? It is for

the months which we call winter

ary, February, and March one to the

or at least It is an old custom

introduced for society. He chose Petropolis for his

residence, where he was followed by the Court, the

Court by society. All embassies and ministries

activities to this near-by, cooler town by
dens7 which today, thanks to the automobile, has

almost a suburb of Rio. During the whole of

season, during school vacation, families live in in

Petropolis, while the business men and

down to the city in the morning,, returning in the

It can no longer be called a journey, but an excur-

sion. First of all7 there is a matter of twenty or thirty min-

ute through flat country which the energy of the govern-

ment has made out of the once fever-infested swamps.

Then the broad macadam road, curving sharply, continues

to climb. Turning and twisting, the road winds higher and

higher, while slowly the view opens over the valley and the

bay, and the air becomes cooler and fresher. One has been

driving for little more than an hour and a half when there

comes a turning, and there is the plateau. With pleasant-

looking houses fianKng the street, and a canal passing

through it, one drives into a small watering-place^ a summer

resort giving rather an old-fashioned impression with its red

bridges and rather antiquated villas. Somehow it is not

easy at first to say why one is reminded of a German

provincial town; and, as it happens, the impression is Justi-

fied. For it is here, long ago, that the Emperor
German settlers to come, and where they to

build their houses in tie style of their native land The
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owners gave them German names and, as at Lome, they

planted begonias in their small trim gardens. The Emperor's

palace also looks so much as though it came out of a Ger-

man principality that one imagines it having been trans-

ported by magic to this Brazilian mountain, Petropolis is

gracefully, prettily laid out; and only lately has the charac-

ter of the place grown more pretentious owing to the erec-

tion of new villas. Today everything, the people and the

houses, seems a little cramped; the streets originally built

for slow and heavy carriages are now alive with automobiles.

Rio*s restlessness has moved slowly up the mountain. But

the charm of the place will never be seriously endangered,
because the landscape itself is lovely. The mountains have

no sharp contours, but leave the town in gradual, undulat-

ing Mis, while flowers blaze everywhere in this town of the

gardens. During the daytime the temperature rises very

high; but in contrast to Rio the nights are cool and com-

paratively dry. It is not, however, the strong air which we
connect with mountains; on the other hand, it is pure and

redolent with the refreshing perfume of the surrounding
woods and flowers.

Anyone looking for real mountain landscape must go on

to Terezopolis, lying two or three thousand feet higher. To
make this trip is like moving from a landscape in Austria

to another in Switzerland. Here the scenery is narrower and
more severe, the woods darker, the mountains more pre-

cipitous. At one spot one suddenly looks down as though
from a pinnade^ which makes one almost giddy, to be con-

frontal with a view over the whole countryside as far as

Rio. The villas here are not built near one another as in

Petropolis, but are scattered about through the woods.

Here, and in Friburgo, which is of Swiss origin, one finds
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alpine landscape In the for the

And7 odd as it may seemy

here are mainly Eurcpc^ns v:h:!c

ing to its traditions, gathers in Petropolis.

However, when asked by friends my for

the summer, I replied that I to in Rio.

I wanted to experience the summer ia Rio, can

get to know a city, a coontry7 only Its

One knows nothing about Russia until one has it in

snow, nor of London without its fog. And I did not

my decision. The summer in Rio is hot. Possibly the

ing that one can fry eggs there on the is not an

exaggeration! But I must admit that when New York

to get humid and the houses like ovens, I ind its

difficult to cope with. What alone Rio's

hard to stand is the fact that it lasts so longthree, or

four, months. In the daytime the heat is comparatively

easy to bear the heat from a full sun radiating in a

sky which arches cloudlessly over the bay and the

glaring colours to an extreme of brightness. Whoever has

not seen the whiteness of these houses with the sun full on

them, or the green malachite of the palms, the

blue of the sea, in a Rio summer, has not what the sun

is capable of at its brightest But this great heat does

its natural relief: every few hours a breeze springs up from

the sea with a most un-Biazflkn regularity. And if one is

not compelled to be in midtown, where this fresh air

not penetrate, then it is a pleasure to stroll along the

More difficult to bear, however, are the nights when

breezes fail, when one feels the humidity the

atmosphere so close that all the pores of die skin are

open. But in general these oppressive days do not last
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and usually a thunderstorm brings them suddenly to an

end a tropical thunderstorm of such violence that for the

first time I could believe every word of Joseph Conrad's

descriptions of storms. It is not rain which comes down
but the whole sky descending at once, as from an over-

turned bucket. The lightning is not like that which
zig-zags

across the sky as it does in Europe; here it is a lasting pure
white glare, and the thunder following it shakes the houses.

In a quarter of an hour the streets are a foot under water;

all traffic stops; no one dares leave his house. Then, fifteen

minutes later, the sky is as blue as ever, as though it had

already forgotten its rage; the light filters sharp and clear

through the now purified air, and with surprise and relief

one breathes again as after an explosion from which one

has escaped by a miracle. And then day after day brilliant

sky, cloudless horizon again: this is the summer in Rio.

On the whole it is bearable. And nearly two million

people bear it without complaining, even happily. They

simply adapt themselves to it. Everyone wears linen clothes.

The whole town appears in white, like a naval parade, and

from November on, Rio becomes one immense bathing
beach. A couple of blocks from the shore, and almost every-

where on it, people are in bathing suits, refreshing them-

selves at least once or twice a day by diving into the sea.

At five o'clock in the morning, before breakfast or work,
tiie first of them appear, and this continues until late at

night There are days when the Copacabana beach holds

as many as one hundred thousand people. Nothing is more
erroneous than to imagine that the cariocas, the people of

Rio, are exhausted or worn out by the summer. On the

contrary, it is as if all this heat were but a prelude to the

one gigantic impulsive outbreak, which takes place regu-
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every year at the time of the carnival The Rio

is, as everyone knows, a unique event; by a gay

passionate exuberance in our otherwise sad

of today. For a month in advance up

practising, for every new carnival

dances. And as carnival here is a an

outbreak of pleasure., a manifestation of the

of a whole nation, one hears the songs

sung everywhere beforehand^ so that everyone can

when the time comes; one hears them in the in

the restaurants, on the radio, the victrola, in the

huts. All over the city is preparation and prsctl^rr for the

grot parade of communal Joy. At last, when the day

all the shops shut for three days, and It is as the

whole town had gone mad. The entire pcpdsiion OB

the streets; dancing and singing go on all night; every

imaginable instrument Is used to fill the city with a frenzy

of noise. Social differences are eliminated; strangers

arm-in-arm; everyone talks to everyone else; and gradually

the mutual excitement, the incessant din, mounts to

a kind of madness. One finds people lying exhausted in the

streets without having drunk a drop of alcohol; they have

simply danced and shouted themselves 111. But the most

Interesting^ the most typically Brazilian feature of these

carnivals is that in their ecstasies even people from the

lowest classes do not lose their dignity, do not become vul-

gar. In spite of the licence of masquerade, nothing indecent

ever occurs In the midst of this innocent and excited crowd.

The desire to dance oneself out for once, to break the bonds

of reserve, expresses itself in the riot of these

It Is not unlike one of the tropical thundastorms. And

when It is over the same quiet life returns again; tie city
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recaptures its peace; the summer has been celebrated; the

heat of the people has been worked out of them; Rio is

Rio again, the city calmly and proudly reflecting its own

beauty.

FAREWELL

No one who has ever been here wants to leave. At each

departure from this enchanting town one longs to return.

Beauty is rare, but perfect beauty is almost a dream. This

city of all cities makes this dream come true, even in the

darkest hour, for there is no city in the world capable of

offering more comfort.



"UST as only a painter could do full justice to Rio de

Janeiro* so could a proper description of Sao Paulo be

made only by a statistician or an economist. He would

have to compile numbers and figures, compare them with

each other, copy charts, and try to describe growth in words,

because it is neither its past nor its present which makes

Sao Paolo fascinating, but its almost visible growth and

development, the speed of its transformation. Sao Paulo

does not present a definite picture, because its frame is con-

stantly widening, because it is so indefinite in its rapid

changing. It would be best described by a film, especially

one which goes faster and faster every hour. No city in

Brazil, and very few in the whole world, can be compared
in their violence of development with this most ambitious

and dynamic of towns.

I will mention a few figures to give us a standard, a Mud
of thermometer for the fever chart of this development
About the middle of the sixteenth century the Jesuits btzSt

some huts and houses for their primitive collegio. Dining

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries on the banks of

the little river Ticte there lies a small unimportant town,

more headquarters and camp than a permanent settlement

of those roaming gangs, the PauKstas, who raved through
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the whole country from here on their famous and notorious

entradas in search of loot, but without succeeding in en-

riching themselves or the town by their slave-hunts. Even
late in the nineteenth century, in 1872, Sao Paulo, with its

26,000 inhabitants and its narrow poor streets, still takes

tenth place among the cities of Brazil. It is far behind the

residential city of Rio, with 275,000, behind Bahia with

129,000, and even behind cities still unknown to people
outside Brazil cities like Nicteroi with 42,000, and Cuyaba
with 32,000 souls. It is coffee, the great king, who first com-

mands his labour armies here, and, once started, the growth
assumes fantastic proportions. The 26,000 inhabitants of

1872 have been almost tripled by 1890 to 69,000 and by
the end of the next decade to 239,000. In the year 1920
there are already 579,000; in 1934 the million mark has been

passed, and today possibly a million and a halfwithout

showing the slightest sign of a lessening of this tempo. In

1910, 3200 houses were built In 1938, over 8000. But this

number cannot really give any idea of the proportion of

the rise, for the new houses include skyscrapers, each one

containing many times the living space of dozens of the

former simple, small, single-story dwellings. The ratio of

increase is better illustrated by the rents, which from 1910
have climbed from 43,137 contos to nearly twenty times

that figure. At least four houses an hour is approximately
the speed of development in this city which, since industry
has snatched the royal reign from coffee, contains more
than 4500 factories, and is actually leading the whole mer-

cantile life of the country.

What are the reasons for this fantastic rise which is still

going on? Basically the same geographical and climatic

ones which four hundred years ago made the founder
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Nobrega choose this place from the whole of Brazil as the

most suitable for a healthy and quick expansion. Santos,

one of South America's best harbours, lies the

plateau facilitates traffic in all directions; the big of

the Parana and La Plata are within easy reach; the soil, the

so-called terra roxa, is fertile and ready for any of

plantation; hydroelectrical power is there in

and cheap. This alone would be richly sufficient to ex-

plain the rapid growth inside a country which

itself continually. But from the beginning the

factor was the climate which, though saturated sun

on this 25<x>foot-high plateau, never has the

on working energy that is prevalent in the tropical zones

and the lower coastal cities. As early as the seventeenth ceE-

tuiy it had been proved that the Paulistas grew into a more

energetic, more forceful, more active type than the rest

of the Brazilians. The chief bearers of the national energy,

they conquered and discovered the land "semper nOFanim

reram cupidus" and this desire for adventure, progress, and

expansion has been bequeathed in later centuries to tade

and industry. Unconsciously the immigrant always has his

eye on living conditions and a climate which remind him

of his native country. The Italians, who form the great

majority of immigrants, nd in Sao Paulo the climate of

Italy, of Central Italy, and the sun of the South. They do

not need to change their habits. They carry with them their

unimpaired energy, which if anything is intensiSed in the

new country because the immigrant is always more

tient to advance than is the native. Bringing with no

fortune on which he could live in leisure, he must of

all earn it. This accelerates his speed, his energy. And

injection of dynamism and daring carries the others with
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them. Those most willing to work and the most ambitious

of the Brazilians establish themselves in Sao Paulo, where

they have at their disposal this more highly civilized and

better-trained working material Capital willingly follows

the spirit of enterprise. One cog fits into the other, and the

wheel revolves faster every year. From the point of view

of organization and industry in this country today, four-

fifths of all that is being achieved has its handle and its

impetus here. More than any of the other federal States of

Brazil today, Sao Paulo is responsible for the economic

balance; it is, so to speak, its centre of muscles, its organ

of strength.

Now, although muscle is one of the most necessary parts

of every organism, it is in itself not beautiful. Anyone ex-

pecting an especially aesthetic, sentimental, or picturesque

impression from the city of Sao Paulo had better be warned.

It is a city which grows toward the future with such impa-

tience and restlessness that it has hardly any understanding

for the present and still less for the past. Anyone on the

lookout for something historical here will find as little of

it as he would in Houston or in any of the other Texan oil

cities. Even the old collegio of the founders of the city

which, like a Pantheon, should have been reverently pre-

served, has long since given way to some business building.

From its seventeenth, its eighteenth century, Sao Paulo

has preserved hardly a thing; and anyone still desirous of

seeing something of the Paulistic type of the nineteenth

century habitation had better hurry, for with frightening

speed they remove anything here that might remind them

of yesterday or the day before. There are times when one

has the sensation of not being in a city, but on some gigantic

building site. On all sides houses burst out into the land-
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and within the city itself, in the business section,

one street after another is being changed. Someone arriving

after an absence of five years has to inquire in order

to find his way about, as though he were in a new city.

Everywhere, everything has become too narrow, too

dictatorialy, streets demand to be broadened out, and force

the buildings to grow taller; tunnels have to be to

pave new ways for automobiles; everything change, and

with a wilful, egoistic haste. Thus today one has the

living example here of the growth and transformation of a

typical town for colonists and immigrants.
These South American cities do not grow slowly, ring

for ring round a centre, as they do in Europe, but are mostly

improvised hastily, without plan, and at random. A man
arrives, makes a little money; tenement houses not existing,

he quickly builds a house somewhere neither land nor

labour costing muchone of those small primitive houses

to be found all over the country: each of them an open
store, a fioor above, with two or three rooms. If the owner

happens to be an Italian, he paints the fagade in gaudy
colours ochre yellow, brick red, or sea blue. One house

glues itself to the next, and soon there is a street, then an-

other and another, and before long a town. No one is cer-

tain of living in his house for any length of time. Perhaps
he moves to another city, or, possibly returning with his

savings, he builds himself a more *l>eautifuP house one of

those ornate, pompous villas in pseudo-baroque or in the

Oriental style, which thirty years ago were considered dis-

tinguished. The idea of permanence, of finally

down, of continuity the complete bourgeois adjustment to

city life was logically absent in these first nomadc immi-

grants. For this reason these cities in an architectural
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could only be provisional, a hazardous combination of liv-

ing quarters, something grown casually and without plan
from brick and clay, something one would be just as glad
to tear down as to build. A house twenty years old is con-

sidered here as outdated as would be one in Europe two

hundred years of age, and they pull it down as quickly as

they put it up.

Only since industry, trade, and wealth have been develop-

ing by leaps and bounds has Sao Paulo seemed to have

realized that it has become a large city with the representa-

tive duties of a metropolis. Everything here is suddenly too

small the streets, squares, churches, official buildings, hos-

pitals, banks and with determination the town now sets

about creating some kind of centre, a form, for itself.

Those arriving here today will experience an interesting

moment in its history. They will be able to observe with

what energy something quite transitory is being merged
into something definite. There is work going on every-

where: tunnels are being bored; parks and promenades laid

out; avenues cut through the cramped, overcrowded sec-

tions of the town; large public buildings erected; and all of

this well-planned although from plans which, I am told,

are very often outdated by the frantic speed of the city's

growth. Competing with each other in height, skyscrapers

force their way up in the centre of the city in an attempt
to make the best of restricted space, while at the same time

suburbs are spreading over the surrounding hills in all direc-

tions. The town is also undergoing a change in the ethno-

graphical sense. Whereas hitherto it was exclusively ar-

ranged according to the nationality of the immigrants into

quarters of the Italian (Sao Paulo, by the way, is one of the

greatest Italian cities in the world), Armenian, Syrian, Japa-
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and German, today all these are Into one

another. Geographically, the town is divided Into an

city with pronounced North American architectural featuxes,

and an outer one, a residential and garden city both ca-

pable of becoming beautiful in a new sense after a of

some years. Even now, looking out over the broad undulat-

ing plains from the top of a skyscraper, one is a

number of pleasant sights; but the really important

about Sao Paulo, this typical town of quick development,

concerns that which is growing, not what has already grown.

More impressive even than in North America is the phe-

nomenon of a city turning itself inside out and

itself peau newe. Actually, if one must insist on the ac-

cepted idea of beauty, Sao Paulo so far does not count

much; what beauty it has, or will have, is of the future, a

growing one, not so much a visible as an energetic, dyna-

mic one a beauty and form of tomorrow, which today one

feels is just beginning to break through with impatient

strength.

For the time being it is still dynamism which gives mean-

ing and stamp to this town. Sao Paulo is no city for enjoy-

ment; nor is it built for ostentation. It has few promenades

and no corsos, few views, few places of amusement; and

in the streets one sees almost exclusively maahurrym^
busy men. Anyone not working here, nor owning on busi-

ness, will not know after one day what to do with his time.

The day here has twice as many hours as in Rio, and the

hour twice as many minutes, for each one of than is Hied

up with work. Everything that is new and modem
here a fine artistic trade, and very exclusive luxuxy

but one wonders who in such a place has time for faxnxy,

for enjoyment Involuntarily, one thinks of liveipcni, of
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Manchester those cities made for work only. In fact, Sao

Paolo's relationship with Rio de Janeiro can be compared
to Milan's with Rome, to Barcelona's with Madridnone
of the former are capital cities, nor the seats of government,
nor guardians of the art treasures of the country, but by
their work and energy are superior to the residential towns.

The one province of Sao Paulo thanks to the cooler cli-

mate which does not deprive the Europeans of their activ-

ityproduces industrially and economically more than the

greater part of the rest of the country. It Is more modem,
more progressive than all the others, and by its intensive

organization more comparable with North American and

European cities. It has nothing of the wonderful gentleness

of Rio, of that atmosphere which is continually tempting
one to live a life of ease and happy idleness. The music

hovering over that bright city and the whole Bay of Guana-

bara is here replaced by the rhythm, the heartbeat of an

athlete who keeps on running until he finally becomes in-

toxicated with his own speed. What it still lacks in beauty

is compensated for by energy, which in these tropical zones

is much rarer and more precious. And what is still more

important: this city knows that it still has to find its own

form, and as the PauKstas have a most competitive attitude

toward Rio de Janeiro, and the desire not to appear inferior

or less artistic, all sorts of surprises may be expected here

during the coming years.

Sao Paulo today still has very few so-called "sights"

a disagreeable word and the three that do exist, in spite of

their splendour are more interesting than exhilarating. There

is the Ypiranga Museum, which displays the whole variety

of Brazilian fauna, flora, and culture in an excellent and

well-planned fashion. But what one feels while strolling
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through these rooms Is more longing than satisfaction, be-

cause one would prefer to see these thousands of

multicoloured humming birds and parrots in their

surroundings, free and alive rather than stuffed. And know-

ing that forest and jungle begin only a few hours away, one

dreams of these fantastic regions while gazing at the show-

cases. Everything exotic ceases to be so the it is

professionally exhibited; it immediately becomes a dry sub-

ject of instruction, and against one's own reason, ad-

mires and appreciates the achievement of such a

one feels somewhat disillusioned by seeing Nature

surrounded by such exuberant and alive Nature. One of

these charming little monkeys swinging gracefully from

palm to palm would certainly enchant us, but the of

a hundred specimens of monkeys mummified and classiied

along a waU only arouses in us a feeling of technical curios-

ity. If menageries do not seem quite teal to us, how much

less so does a museum of natural history, even when, as is

the case here, they are directed with the greatest care and

hold a magnificent collection? Everything enclosed op-

presses and so my heart felt no more free when I saw the

other "sight," the penitenciaro, the famous prison of Sao

Paulo, a model institution which does honour to the town,

the country, and its directors. Here the problem of the peni-

tentiary, morally never altogether solvable, is approached in

the most humane manner; and the counby (which does not

recognize the death penalty) has taken great trouble to care

for its criminals according to the best-tested and most mod-

em principles. Humanitarianism in the treatment of con-

victs has not been done away with here as it has in certain

other countries. Instead, it is consciously developed, follow-

ing the idea that each prisoner should do the
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suited to him, and that the whole institution should, so to

speak, represent an autarchic community where everything

is done by the inmates. In this large, magnificently clean,

hygienically built complex of houses, one sees the whole

establishment run exclusively by the convicts. Bread is baked

by them; medicines manufactured, hospital and clinic

operated, vegetables planted, and laundry washed by them.

Hardly ever has any help from the outside to be called in.

Every endeavour towards artistic activity is encouraged by
the directors; a whole orchestra has been formed; one sees

drawings on exhibition; and thus a country which still counts

many illiterates in inaccessible zones provides in its prison

an opportunity to make up for its lack in education. One
cannot imagine anything more exemplary than this institu-

tion which alone can correct the European illusion that all

their institutions are the best in the world. Still, it is with

a sigh of relief that one inhales the air as soon as the last of

the many iron doors closes behind one, and one can breathe

again the air of freedom and see free people.

Again, it is with a similar sigh of relief that one leaves

the world-famous snake farm at Butantan, in spite of hav-

ing witnessed an impressive sight and learned important
facts. What it is that goes to make the great spectacle there

(after all, people like nothing better than to be frightened

so long as they themselves are not in danger) had meant

little to me: one simply saw how poisonous but defenceless

snakes are snatched from their holes with iron pincers and

then have their poison extracted. I had already seen this

performance years before in India, and I always found it

horrible to watch men make an entertainment out of the

helplessness of a subdued animal. The institution of Butan-

tan, however, has long since outgrown its original function
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that of "being used exclusively for the observation of snakes

and the production of anti-toxic serum against poisonous

bites. It has recently developed into an institution for scien-

tific research on a very large scale, where the most prom-

inent experts work with modem apparatus. In the one

hour in which the different attempts at transplantation and

chemical analysis were explained to me, I learned more than

I had in many years from books. For us laymen the visibly

perceptive work on an object is always the easiest way of

grasping an abstract problem; and just because it is

the visual perception which most stimulates my imagina-

tion, nothing there impressed me so much as one single

ordinary-sized bottle filled with small white crystals the

poison of eighty thousand snakes the most devastating of

all poisons, which in concentrated crystallized form is pre-

served in this bottle. Each of these barely visible grains,

which can disappear under a fingernail without leaving so

much as a trace, is capable of easily killing a man in the

space of a second. A thousand times more concentrated

than what is in the most enormous bomb is the destruc-

tion contained in this unique and terrible bottle a miracle

greater than any told in the famous fairy tales of A Thou-

sand and One Nights. Never before had I seen, or held in

my own hands, death in so concentrated a form, as when I

clasped this cool and fragile bottle. The incomprehensibfl-

ity of possible destruction in one second of a breathing

human organism with all its thoughts and experiences, the

sudden cessation of the heart and all the functions of the

muscles simply because a grain, tinier than a grain of alt,

penetrate to the body's centre the sight of this

incomprehensible enough in a single living being, multi-

plied here a hundred-thousandfold, had sometMag horrify-
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ing and at the same time awe-inspiring about it All of a

sudden the apparatus In this laboratory seemed to me trans-

formed into powers capable of wresting from Nature the

most dangerous element, only in return to serve Nature

with it in a new and constructive way.



,NE of the many friendly customs of this hospitable
"

country is that whenever one pays a visit one is

offered coffee at any hour of the day, as a matter of

delicious black coffee in little cups. It is not dnink in the

same way as it is in Europe or rather it is not drunk at all,

but thrown down in one gulp, like a liqueur; and very hot,

so hot that as they say in Brazil a dog would run howling

away at a few drops on its skin. The average number of

such hot scented cups a Brazilian consumes in a day would

statistically be difficult to calculate. I would say, roughly

between ten and twenty. And it would be equally difficult

to decide in which town it tastes best With Homeric eager-

ness each place in Brazil daims for itself the fame of the

most excellent, the most expert preparation. And I have

drunk it impartially but with the same enthusiasm in the

small coffee houses of Rio, where a cup costs two hundred

reis (according to North American standards an infinitesi-

mal sum); in the facenda itself, in Santos, the city of cof-

fee; and even in the Institute do Gaf6 in Sao Paulo, whore

its preparation has become almost a science, and where,

after watching the performance, I was presented with a
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of coffee and the most perfect coffee machine, for further

practice. Everywhere, in each place, its fragrance was equally

delightful, strong and stimulating for the nerves, a black

fire making the senses sharper, the thoughts clearer.

King Coffee would be an appropriate name for this black

potentate, for economically he still rules this enormous

country, and from the harbour in Santos controls more or

less all markets and exchanges of the world. Of the twenty
to thirty million sacks which our world consumes, thirteen

million are planted in Brazil and shipped from Santos. In the

last analysis it is these tiny pearl-grey grains which are the real

coin and currency of the country. It is with coffee that

Brazil buys and pays for the materials it lacks primarily

oil, then wheat, machines, and technical appliances. The
result is that the world market price of coffee was for a

whole century the true barometer of Brazilian economy.
When its value rose, the whole country flourished. When it

happened to fall, the government burned the surplus sacks

or threw them into the sea. For a whole century here, cof-

fee stands for gold and wealth, profit and danger. The trade

balance of the entire country depended on its value and its

movements. During certain years it was not the mUreis

which decided the value of the coffee, but the world market

price of the coffee the value of the milreis.

Coffee, this great financial potentate of Brazil, is like so

many other people in this country who are rich today

originally an immigrant. Its real home is Arabia, the Mocha

country. And legend has it that there one day shepherds
noticed with surprise that their goats were far livelier after

they had nibbled at the beans on a certain bush. Soon they
tried the beans themselves and observed that without any
detriment to their health the beans exerted a special effect
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which decreased tiredness for which reason they the

brew of these precious beans *Yhawah
?*

(from "kaheja/*

meaning the prevention of sleep). The Arabians brought
the stimulating elixir to the Turks. During the of

Vienna, whole sacks fell as booty into the of the

Austrians. Before long the first coffee house in

Vienna, and the brown drink became the fashion through-

out Europe a passing one, as the good Madame de

erroneously thought when, annoyed with Racine, she

of him: "Cela passera comme le cafd" But coffee {as

did also Racine), and found its way into the French col-

onies, to Guiana, where the plants and seeds were

anxiously as a trade secret. A thousand years ago, the

Chinese likewise hid the raw product of silk, the cocoon,

from all foreigners, threatening the exporter of a

cocoon with the penalty of deathuntil some time later

two monks managed to smuggle out to Europe just one

cocoon in a pilgrim's hollow stick. In the same way the

Governor of Cayenne received strict orders not to grant

any foreigner access to the plantations. Fortunately for

Brazil this governor had a wife, who in 1727, in or after a

weak moment, gave several bushes and roots to the Portu-

guese sergeant-major, Francesco de Melho PaHieto. Thus

was the brown immigrant smuggled into Brazil; and as

with all immigrants, he soon felt at home in the new coon-

try. To begin with, he settles in northern Brazil in the

regions of the Amazon and the Maranhao, alongside his

cousins, sugar and tobacco. For unaccompanied by

relatives, the pleasure of coffee always remains

About 1770, he travels gradually south into the of

Rio de Janeiro. All round the hils of Tijuca,

skyscrapers are beginning to struggle for space with
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villas, he grabs the fields, and allows himself to be cared

for by thousands of skves. But he stiU does not altogether

like the climate. Finally, he takes possession of the whole

province of Sao Paulo, whence, after a thousand years of

wandering, he extends his imperium all over the world.

True to his Oriental origin, he develops more and more

into a tyrant, bringing into subjection the whole Brazilian

economy from his royal throne in Sao Paulo. The most

magnificent warehouses are erected for him; he commands

the ships of the world, dictates the value of money, drives

the country into wild speculations and perilous crises, even

drowning his own children thousands and thousands of

sacks in the sea, simply because the world is not willing

to pay him his full tribute.

I considered it my duty to pay my respects to such a

powerful master, especially as he had so often helped me
with my work and during countless hours enhanced my
pleasure of human companionship. Of course, to call on

this master and king in his residence today one has to

travel deeper into the country than hitherto. Originally,

when the coffee was brought over by the Portuguese from

Cayenne Heinrich Eduard Jacob has told with great charm

the story of these world wanderings the plantations were

stfll near to the coast The valleys round Santos and some

of the beautiful parks of Tijuca, dose to Rio de Janeiro, re-

mained coffee plantations for hundreds of years. The sacks

were brought straight from the fields to the ships on the

backs of Negroes. But after decades and centuries of pro-

ducing and nourishing billions and more than billions of

these magic beans, the soil grew gradually tired, the grains

lost in size, strength and aroma. The life of one of these

bushes on the same soil is some eighty years, almost exactly
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the patriarchal age of man. So the plantations wore moved

as Brazil has never lacked virgin soil deeper and deeper

into the country; from Santos to Sao Paulo, where the rich

red earth produced four times as much as in Rio; from Sao

Paulo to Campinas, further and further, and always deeper
into the country. . . . Well, lefs be off to the land where

the coffee has its home to-day! We shall follow him from

Rio de Janeiro, on a twelve-hour journey by night to Sao

Paulo, thence three more hours to Campinas, this old Jesuit

colony; and now all we need is a car, and there we are in

the centre of coffee land, and finally on a facenda,

Facenda or haciendahow is it that one knows this word

so well? Why does it sound so strangely romantic and

familiar, why awaken such potent and long-forgotten mem-

ories? Then, suddenly, one remembers. Nothing clings to

one so much as the books passionately devoured in boy-

hood. How vividly had the imagination of childhood visual-

ized these facendas of Brazil and the Argentine: these little

farm-houses surrounded by tropical wilderness, these end-

less pampas, these exotic backgrounds imbued with danger

and unheard-of adventures! How one had longed as a boy
to experience aH this just once! And here one is! Instead of

approaching, however, on a fiery mustang, it is the automo-

bile which now steers one carefully along the flower-hung

avenue into the court Still, everything looks exactly as it

did in the old etchings and pictures in those remote child-

hood books: the facenda, the flat one-storied house framed

on all four sides by a broad shadowy veranda, and situated

in the middle of the vast estate. And there, beside it, stand

the houses of the workmen round a smal square. Then

suddenly one remembers from the books after aD, ifs only

fifty years ago that it was here the slaves lived, sitting in
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the evenings on the square, singing their melancholy songs.

Perhaps one or two of the white-haired Negroes walking

calmly and contentedly around here still remember the old

days. But the moment one enters the hospitable house the

world clock immediately leaps forward into the present

Though the old panelled ceilings, the beautiful
heritage

of furniture of precious hard jacaranda wood, the silver

bowls and house altars reverently preserved since old Portu-

guese times, are all still here yet the facendas are no longer

the places of solitude to which in bygone days only an

occasional wanderer appeared on a perilous trip. Today

they are comfortable modern country houses with every

convenience swimming pools, playing grounds, radio, vic-

trola, and books (among which and this, young man, you

forgot to dream! one finds a number of one's own). In-

stead of the old danger, gaiety and friendliness now rule

here, for the technical age has succeeded in making habit-

able even the tropical and the most desolate corners of the

world.

The actual plantation spreads round the facenda in open

undulating hills; and each house lies like an island in this

vast sea of green. But this green (farewell romance!) is

actually quite monotonous. And there is no denying that

coffee,and especially tea, plantations which one knows from

Ceylon are really incredibly boring. The coffee bushes, all

of the same height and width, and of the same cold green,

are planted at precise distances, giving the impression of a

military column, in leaf-green instead of khaki, marching
toward the horizon without joy, colour, or rhythm. The

eye soon grows tired of watching these groomed green Mis,
and it is a relief to come across a banana plantation whose

trees, with their untidy clusters and swaying crowns, at
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least strike an attitude of individuality, and are not so

drearily monotonous. However, the point of this lies

not in its beauty, but in what it produces and of

yields at least two thousand berries a year (there is only one

crop a year on these cared~for plantations); and as

are often a hundred thousand such bushes on facen-

das, one can appreciate the secret of this deep, dark soil

which is capable of filling to the last bean such an incred-

ible number with juice and sweetness.

The actual picking is the simplest thing imaginable. Here

alone has the machine failed to provide something to

the human hand superfluous. The berries are plucked from

the bush by the fingers of the picker fust as they were a

hundred years ago; and the monotonous songs which ac-

company their monotonous movements are very likely the

same as those sung by black slaves. Then, as though they

were sand, the beans are loaded on carts and tracks, and

brought to the facenda. Here, King Coffee is paid a few

traditional tributes as, for example, a thorough washing,

and later a drying in the bright sun. Only then are the shells

loosened from the real kernel by shaking machines,, and the

shelled, cleaned beans poured into sacks through sieves and

pipes.

With this, the work has (or seems to have) come to an

end. It is not a romantic process, not different from peel-

ing and drying peas. And only one thing was surprising to

me during this procedure on the field, in the facenda and

the factory and that was the total absence of any aroma.

I had always been convinced that while walking a

coffee plantation of a thousand bushes one would

a perfume of this most aromatic of all beverages, a

scent floating over and pervading all these green fields,
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scent which after all one finds in any corn field or forest

But strange to relate, the coffee bean itself is
completely

odourless. It hides its aroma obstinately in its innermost

kernel All the mysterious salts, oils, and ingredients which

begin to smell so fragrantly as soon as the beans are roasted

remain lifeless and mute up to that time. In these ware-

houses one can wade about up to one's anldes in coffee

beans, and for all the aroma there is one might as well be

stamping through dry sand. One could walk around blind-

folded on one of these fazendas and not know for a mo-

ment whether these bundles and sacks contained coffee,

cotton, or cacao. For someone who had been dreaming of

a sweet narcotic fragrance, it was a little disappointing to

see how these thousands of sacks of precious nerve-stimu-

lant lay piled up as though they contained cement.

The second surprise I experienced came later in Santos,

the great shipping port of Brazil. I had imagined that the

whole procedure had come to an end with the filling of the

sacks. Then in the big business premises I discovered that

the work begins all over again, for not everyone in the

world wants the same coffee. Just as in the great slaughter

houses of the Argentine one can watch the meat sorted out

at the place of export according to the varying tastes of

different countries the fat from the lean, the large cattle

from the small -so in Santos, this great glowing baking

oven on the sea, each coffee bean has to be taken out of its

sack all over again. Once more they are piled up into huge

heaps; then, sucked through a pipe, they form a stream

which runs up and down through layers of sieves, separat-

ing the bigger grains from the smaller. At the same time

deft brown female hands pick out the useless or blemished

grains as they pass by on the conveyor. Thus the shapeless
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is assorted Into separate qualities. The of

are put into uniform and receive the labels of their

The automatic weighing and counting machines ex-

actly fifty kilograms (110.25 ^0 ^ one ai1^ ^e sam^ "kind

into separate sacks, which are already numbered and

and while the swiftly filled but still open sacks are

on by the conveyor, another machine closes

ends. Only now, after this cunning and hyperfechnlcal dis-

tribution, is the coffee ready for the journey on waiting

ships, to travel to all comers of the world.

But even this last phase of the journey, from the ware-

house to the ship, is extraordinary to watch; for no longer,

as in the old days, is sack after sack lifted on a sunburnt

back and carried over the gangway to the deck. Nor, as we

are accustomed to see in other harbours, do cranes pass the

goods with elegant turning from the warehouse down to

the ship. Instead, a steel bridge on rails is moved alongside

the vessel, and there adjusted to the height of the deck.

This bridge carries a chain pump, a rolling carpet on which

sacks (much more comfortably than human passengeis)

are transported directly from the depths of the warehouse

to the deck. It is fascinating to watch this noiseless mechan-

ical gliding movement. As a flock of sheep is forced to keep

to a narrow path, here one white sack follows another, hour

after hour, first up from the warehouse, and thai again

gently down to the ship at which moment one begins to

realize (numbers always remaining abstract) what fantastic

quantities of goods a ship is capable of swallowing up and

taking on a long journey. And seeing ship after ship

here every day, one gets some idea of the enormous quanti-

ties our coffee-drinking humanity consumes every hour.

At last the greedy vessel is full A whistle blows,, tbe
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vibrating carpet stops, while one or two sacks, thrown for-

ward by the speed, continue slowly to follow the others.

Then comes the shrill sound of the ship's siren; with a roar

the turbines start; and slowly one moves away from the

coffee beach. A few houses still gleam in the sun; a few

slender palms bow their heads; but every minute the
glis-

tening green of the tropical world grows more distant Soon

the hills are but dim, vague shapes; and a moment later

even these last greetings from the kingdom of coffee have

gone. All is over; nothing now but a memory! Yet at home,

while sipping a cup of this delicious, most stimulating of

all our "soft" drinks, we shall be reminded once more by
its delicate fragrance of all that we have seen of the

tropi-

cal sun which drives the secret fire into the innermost ker-

nel, of the blazing light under which everything alive flour-

ishes here; of each bay, each tree in this foreign landscape

which, so long as we are in it, forces us irresistibly to dream;

and which, when far away, makes us homesick for a world

where Nature continues her free, powerful, and inexhaust-

ible creation.



VILLA
RICA and Villa Red, Brazil's wealthiest and

most famous towns during the eighteenth century,

cannot be found on any map today. The hundred thou-

sand people who inhabited them at a time when New York,

Rio de Janeiro,, and Buenos Aires were still insignificant

settlements, have dispersed, and the towns have even lost

their high-sounding names. Villa Rica, later contemptu-

ously labelled Villa Pobre7 is called Ouro Preto todayr and

is nothing but a small romantic provincial town with a few

dozen cobbled streets. On the site of the former Villa Real,

there now stands a poor village completely overshadowed

by the new provincial capital of Minas Geraes? the modem
Bello Horizonte. The greatness and splendour of ViHa Rica

and Villa Real lasted barely one century.

The furtive glitter of gold and riches enflaxning the en-

tire world at the time -came from the little river of Rio

das,.Velhas and its surrounding mountains. |Starfed by ad-

venturers, the whole thing was a unique adventure. For the

first time, toward the end of the seventeenth century, a

gang of bandeirantes those daring rascals from Sio

swarming all over the country in search of
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ure penetrate into this barren and sinister zone. For week

they roam through pathless gorges without
encountering a

single settlement or human trace. They do not abandon

their search, however, for there is a glitter as of
shining

metal in the cracks of the mountainsides, and earth is glow-

ing dark red as though fed by mysterious forces. At last

their luck turns. The little river, Rio das Velhas, smoothing

away the mountains
7

edges in its impatient course from

Ouro Preto to Marianna, carries gold in its sand pure fuD

gold, and, what's more, a great deal of gold. One only has

to shake the sand through a wood-framed strainer and the

precious grains remain on the bottom. Nowhere, during tie

eighteenth century, is gold so abundant, so near the surface,

so easily accessible, as here in these Brazilian mountains.

One of the bandeirantes takes the prize in small leather

bags to Rio de Janeiro at that time a journey of two

months, today one of sixteen hours another to Bahia, and

immediately there begins the rush into the wilderness, a

rush comparable in its intensity only to the one after the

discovery of gold in California. Planters leave their planta-

tions, soldiers their barracks, priests their churches, sailors

their ships. On foot, by boat, by mule and by horse, a vast

crowd pushes forward, whipping their black slaves along

with them. Soon there is an expedition from Portugal,

quickly followed by a second, and even a third. Gradually

such enormous crowds congregate in this deserted spot^

lacking any kind of agriculture or vegetation, that starva-

tion seems imminent. With as yet no authorities to

maintain the law, a wild pandemonium breaks out. Unfortu-

nately there is no literary eye-witness on the spot, no Bra-

zilian Bret Harte, to report on these first crazy goings-on.

The Paulistas, the original discoverers, are fighting the
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emboabos, the newcomers. According to the the

gold belongs to them alone, as a for

innumerable and vain expeditions Sao

are defeated. But there is no peace. Where is

there is violence. Murder, iheft,

more rife, and in despair Antonfl, a out in his

first report in 1708: "No sane man can the

doubt that God only allowed so to be dis-

covered in these mines in order to punish Brazil/'

For ten years and more, utter chaos in this

mountain valley. At last the Portuguese

venes in order to secure its own share of the is

either squandered by reckless adventurers or

gled out of the country. A governor, the Conde de As-

sumar, is nominated for this new capitania; he

in with infantry and dragoons so as to maintain the

ity of the Crown. In order to establish strict control, one of

his first measures is to prohibit the export of a

of gold from the province. All gold has to go the

foundry he has built in 1719, where government

can at once retain their legal share one fifth of all the

mined. The gold-diggers, however, cannot stand any

of control. Who in this wilderness cares for the King of

Portugal? Under the leadership of Felipe de Santos two

thousand menin other words, the entire white and

white population of Villa Rica rise and threaten the gov-

ernor, who taken wholly unawares by the sudden revolt-

grants all their demands and signs a contact forced on Mm.

Secretly, however, the governor rallies his own troops,,

on their part attack the insurgents* house by night. Thar

leader is drawn and quartered, and part of the

burned down. From BOW on, order is enforced in
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Geraes by severe and often cruel methods. Gradually, the

outline of a real town begins to emerge from the miserable

mud huts and provisional tents of the ant-hill of
toiling,

carrying, and sifting slaves and gold-washers. Stone houses

grow up round the governor's palace, the foundry, and the

prison a place of no less importance for the authorities.

Narrow streets encircle the main square, and churches be-

gin to appear. Incidental with the enormous wealth dug

and shaken out of the earth by a hundred thousand sweat-

ing slavesan absurd luxury is making its entry into the

cities. It is a frenzied, rather childish luxury, contrasting

grotesquely with the general remoteness of this mountain

valley. In this single district of Villa Rica, Villa Real, and

Villa Albuquerque more gold is mined at the beginning of

the eighteenth century alone than in three hundred years

in the whole of America, not excluding the greatly famed

Mexico and Peru. But in this wilderness there is little one

can buy with gold. The result is that the silly fools throw

themselves greedily on any tawdry trifles which the dealers

cart into the mountain valleys in search of enormous profits.

Adventurers, beggars the day before, strut about in gaudy

velvet garments and silk stockings, and pay for an inlaid

pistol twenty times in ducats what the weapon would be

worth in silver in Bahia. A pretty mulatto girl costs more

than the most expensive courtesan at the King of France's

Court. All sense of measure and proportion is suspended

by the all too easily obtained metal. Sums that in Europe

would purchase the most precious canvas by Rubens and

Raphael, that would build the most magnificent palaces

and equip whole ships, are here gambled away in a single

night by some shabby rascal. However, the favourite acqui-

sition of these successful gold-diggers, who no longer deign
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to handle a spade, is slaves and more to do the

mining for them. The slave market in is

to meet the demand; the boats are

black cargo. And thus, year by year, the city

the hills are swarming with the dwellings of the

beasts of burden; the houses of the slave owners

profiteers become more and more luxurious. They boast

a sign of particular wealth two stories, and are

ornaments and furniture. Lured by fabulous prices,

arrive from the coastal towns to build churches,

and fountains, and to adorn them with sculpture. A
more decades of this breath-taking ascent, Villa Rica

will be the wealthiest, the most beautiful, and the

populous town of the Americas.

This delusive enchantment of wealth, however,

as suddenly as it came. The gold of the Rio das Velhas was

nothing but alluvial gold deposited by flood, and after

years of exploitation the precious golden surface is ex-

hausted. Moreover, these primitive gold-diggers lack the

skill, the tools, and above all the patience to mine the

treacherous metal from the depths of rocks where hun-

dreds, even thousands, of yeare of invisible toil have

it into fine sand. For some time shafts are sunk in an

to reach the precious metal, but the labour is unsuccessful*

and before long the nomadic crowd disperses oner more.

The Negroes are driven back to the sugar plantations;

of the adventurers settle in the matia, the lower and

fertile forest valleys; and after ten or twenty years the

cities are deserted. The mud huts which housed the

sands of slaves sink back into the earth without a

trace. In the town itself, the stone houses ran to and

for almost two centuries not a single new is pot up.
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As at the beginning, it is even today a wearisome jour-

ney to reach these remote and forgotten places. But the

trip to the present capital of Minas Geraes founded barely

half a century ago is easy, thanks to modern technical

progress. It is an hour and a half by air from Rio de Janeiro

to the mountain plateau of Minas Geraes, whereas the

train takes sixteen hours for the same distance which once

took the first bandeirantes two months. As with so many
other things in Brazil, the aspect of its towns is also extraor-

dinarily varied. Bello Horizonte, the new provincial capital,

for instance, is the deliberate result of foresight and calcula-

tion rather than of organic growth. To modernize the orig-

inal capital of Minas Geraes, the old Villa Rica, today Ouro

Preto, would have meant the destruction of a unique docu-

ment of Brazilian history. The government therefore de-

cided to construct an entirely new capital next to the old

one, and chose for that purpose a site of great natural

beauty as well as one with geographical and climatic advan-

tages. Originally the town was to be called Cidade de

Minas. Thanks to its splendid view, howeverfrom here

can be seen the most magnificent sunsets in Brazil the

very beautiful name of Bello Horizonte was given it. But

long before the christening, long before the foundation

stone was laid, a complete model of this town was planned.

Nothing neither its form, nor its development was to be

left to chance; the width and direction of every street was

determined ahead; every public building was to take its

prominent though harmonious part within the city.
Like

Washington, Bello Horizonte is the exemplary result of

planning unhampered by the past and directed toward the

future. The circle in which the town has developed, and

is going to develop still further, is cut through by diagonals
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with well-proportioned and perfectly intervening

spaces. All administrative are in the

tre; a large area of gardens the

of the symmetrical streets into the is al-

ternately named after the towns, provinces, and

of Brazil, so that a walk along the periphrr." is as as a

full course in national history. Intended the be-

ginning to be a model town, Bello Horizonte up to its

task by its ideal organization and in

other towns one is charmed by the variety of the

picturesque cross-sections of different one

is surprised here by a complete and Be-

cause it was the product of an idea, Bello is an

entirely beautiful town that has kept to one line

of development; and the significance of this

to be the capital of a province in itself as as a

European kingdombecome more and more

year. Before 1897 a mere piece of empty,

land, the town today boasts over one hundred

thousand inhabitants. And, thanks to its climate,

position, and wise planning, it is well on the way to

harmonious development But if the metallurgical

tion of this wealthiest of provinces once

caHy, and Minas Geraes begins to unfold its full

power, the future growth of the town, in spite of a! calcu-

lation, cannot be foreseen. But whatever happens, it is

certain that the name of Bello Horizonte wil be as

to the next generation as today are the of Rio de

Janeiro and Sao Paulo.

To go from Bello Horizonte to Ouro Pieto, the

new to the old capital, is to tavel from the the

past, to return from the morrow to our As
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as one has left the excellent paved streets of the new capi-

tal, the very road begins to remind one most
emphatically

of the past, for the red muddy earth is turned into clouds

of dust by the heat, and by the rain into a sticky pulp. As
in the old days, to reach the world of gold is still no pleas-

ure. From the bright cheerful plateau of Bello Horizonte it

had looked as though a wide flat tropical country would be

found behind the rugged chain of mountains. Continu-

ously winding, however, the road climbs up and down

through mountainous land. In places it rises three thou-

sand to over four thousand feet to towering summits, which

reveal a panorama comparable in its splendour only to

Switzerland hills upon hills like vast frozen waves, one

more green and boundless ocean of forest and stone. Strong
and scented, the wind is wafted over these heights, its gen-
tle murmur the only sound in all this wilderness. There are

no cars on the road; hardly a hut to be seen during a jour-

ney of many hours; no cultivated field; no chime of bells;

no birds singing; nothing but the ancient primeval sound

of Creation in that empty, inanimate world seemingly ob-

livious of man. And yet there is something oddly stimulat-

ing to the imagination in this lonely, wildly beautiful land-

scape; one has a feeling that the earth, the river, the very
stones are harbouring, so to speak, a special secret The
mountains seem to emanate a strange glow, a glow of metal

and of ore. Even if one had not been informed by reading,

one would guess from the iridescent glitter that the moun-

tains are saturated with ore, an unmined and unlimited

wealth of metal. The very mud on the road dark red with

Iron betrays the fact. Before long the car glows scarlet,

like Elijah's fiery chariot The river, toothe Rio das Vel-

has heavy and replete with glittering sand, gives it away. A
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sparkling underworld of priceless is

and it will take decades, centuries perhaps, it can be

opened up to impatient humanity. As yet is no

of a spade, no rattle of machines to disturb the

Up and down, always rising and falling, the

through the stony solitude. And soon one so ac-

customed to this tremendous loneliness that one not

expect to see any human settlement before the

valley. Surely no human being lives, or has ever lived, on

these heights! But there, suddenly, round a comer,

thing flames up like a double flash of lightning: the two

bright towers of a lovely, slender church. It is a

shock to behold the abrupt intrusion of human

into this rare, austere wilderness. But a moment later, on a

neighbouring hill, just as white and light and slim,

a second church, then a third, In all, they are the

churches which shepherded the once mighty Villa Rica,

and now look down on the sleepy little town of Ouro

Preto,

The first impression of these tall churches is extraor-

dinarily unreal. They carry their beauty freely and proudly

into the sky, while beneath them crouches the town,

and uncertain, like a discarded and forgotten scrapa

lively and important town which suddenly grew tired, and

then, bled white of its people, found itself incapable of re-

covering from its exhaustion. While a new house is

built every hour in Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo,

dimensions everywhere are increasing incredibly

ical power of growth, here nothing has been To-

day, a few people move slowly across the the

site of the palace where a governor once over a

dred thousand inhabitants; Eie shadows they
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the square and are lost in the narrow, badly paved side-

streets. A long crocodile of mules with their burden of

wood plods past exactly as in colonial times; cobblers, in

gloomy rooms, are working away with the tools used by
their ancestors slaves or sons of slaves. The houses give the

impression of being so tired that they must needs lean

against one another for support. Their paint is old and

grey, peeling off, and wrinkled like the face of an old man.
One is compelled to remember that here and in Marianna,

up and down through the same narrow streets, on the same

stony, uneven pavement, the grandparents and great-grand-

parents of the present people have walked in the same kind

of clothes to the same work. Late in the evening one has a

ghostly feeling that the people one sees are still those of

the past, or their shadows. One is surprised sometimes to

hear the church bells strike the hours, for why count them
when time itself stands still? One hundred, two hundred

years appear no more than a day here. One passes, for in-

stance, a row of burnt houses, roofless, their walls black-

ened with smoke, naked, and fallen in. A recent fire, one

imagines, and no one has yet found time to remove the

rabble. And then one is informed that these are still the

remains of the houses burned in July of the year 1720 by
the order of Governor Conde de Assumar. During those

two hundred and twenty years nobody bothered to rebuild

them or to clear away the ruins. Everything has remained

in Ouro Preto, in Marianna, and in Sabara just as it was at

the time of the slaves and gold-diggers. With invisible

wings, without touching them, time passed over the de-

serted gold towns.

Yet it is just this arrested time which gives its peculiar
charm to these deserted sister towns of Ouro Preto Man-
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anna, Sahara, Congonhas do Campo, and Sao cFEl-

Rei Elsewhere, the relics of colonial culture are in

show-cases in a museum, but here they are in the

midst of a varied landscape, as intact and as in

any other place in America. These old mining are tie

Toledo, the Venice, the Salzburg, the of

Brazil history made visible, and especially the of

a peculiar national culture. Because; as it

sound, a very personal art developed during the

of prosperity in these remote towns, which had no to

the coast, no connexion with the world, and

filled with wild, uneducated adventurers all of

were based on greed. The churches and of

five towns, built by a single group of resident

to the most original monuments of colonial art by

the New World; and a visit to them is certainly worth a

somewhat strenuous journey.

Actually, these light, beautifully proportioned

saluting each other from the hills of Ouro Preto, Sabara?

Congonhas, and Marianna, display no new lines, no native,

typically Brazilian architecture. They are al built in the

style of the so-called Jesuit baroque, and their plans prob-

ably came originally from Portugal So far as their

of decoration is concerned, they are eclipsed lay the cathe-

drals of Sao Bento and Sao Francisco in Rio de

while those of Bahia surpass them in age and vmerablity*

What mates these churches unforgettable is the

nious way in which they blend with the landscape; and

their uniqueness lies in the miracle that such great and in-

tricate constructions could have been built at al in a

entirely cut off from all crafization. It is a phenomeoctt

still inexplicable today how from amongst this of
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gold-diggers, adventurers, and slaves so casually thrown to-

gether, a small group of native artists and craftsmen could

be found, capable of sculpting and painting the decorations

for these churches in so perfect and personal a fashion.

Where this roving group came from, how they set about

their work, wandering many miles from one gold-town to

another, to create in organic collaboration those shining
monuments of piety above the abject slavery of gold, will

probably always remain a mystery. Only one figure emerges
from the anonymity of the group, that of the sculptor of

this creative circle: Antonio Francesco Lisboa, known as

el alei/adinho, the cripple.

This aleijadinho is the first real Brazilian artist, and,

being a half-caste the son of a Portuguese carpenter and a

Negro slave a typical Brazilian. He was born in 1730, in

Ouro Preto, at the time when the town was still nothing
but a jumble of haphazard people without real houses,

stone churches, or palaces, and was brought up without a

teacher or a master or the rudiments of education. The
most striking thing about the little mulatto is his fiendish

ugliness, which links him in a kind of bastard brotherhood

to Michelangelo, whose name he probably never heard and

whose works he certainly never saw. What with his thick,

protruding, Negroid lips, his huge flapping ears, his in-

flamed and ill-tempered eyes, his toothless and twisted

mouth, and his crooked body, he must have been a revolt-

ing sight even in his early youth. The chroniclers describe

how everybody who happened to come upon him unawares

was shocked. As though this were not sufficient handicap
for one man, there is the appalling disease he contracted at

the age of forty-six, which crippled him and ate away first

his toes and later the tips of his fingers. But no mutilation,
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however cruel, is capable of this of

from his chosen work. Every this

has himself carried to his or to the by
his two Negro slaves. They Mm on his ::.::::v~;l

uncertain feet; they tie the or the to his

pled hands so that he may work. And do

they carry him back to his house in a the

aleijadinho is aware of the he He
neither to see7 nor be seen by anyone. He to

continue the work which his

unbearable fate. He lives for his and for his

work, and thus he reaches his eighty-fourth

It is the shocking tragedy of an in

there may have been embedded the of

barred by a malevolent fate from his real

tialities. It may be there was hidden in this

a sculptor whose works could have

to the entire world. But in this remote

lost in the tropical wilderness, without

assistants, without knowledge, and without the

idea even of the great masters, the poor can do

no more than Just approach real achievement in his

and uncertain way. As isolated in the of

a gold-digger's village as Robinson Crusoe on his

island, Lisboa never saw a single Greek statue, nor a

copy of the works of DonateHo and his

Never did he touch the white of nor

acquire any knowledge concerning the of

No colleague was ever by Ms side to him and

him the technical secrets and of his art

While others are encouraged by and on %
competitive ambition, Lisboa remains in his spirit-destrcjing
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loneliness. All by himself, he has to look for, find, and in-

vent what others for centuries have found prepared before

them. His hatred of people, however, the abhorrence of his

own repulsive physical appearance, drives him more and

more deeply into his work, and, on an agonizingly slow

road, towards the discovery of himself and his own powers.

While his ornamental work is mere?" that of a tasteful and

competent craftsman., while his figures remained tied to

the conventional forms of the prevailing baroque, he does

achieve a personal style during the few years prior to his

death. The twelve large statues in piedra sabob that

strangely soft but enduring soap stone which flank the

great stairway of the church of Congonhas have, in spite of

a certain clumsiness and certain technical faults, real weight

and force. Composed into the landscape with real genius,

the statues seem to breathe here in the open (whereas the

plaster reproductions at the museum in Rio de Janeiro ap-

pear somewhat rigid). A wild and noble soul is revealed by
their masterful and ecstatic gestures. In them the toil and

torture of a dark and crippled life have been released in a

work of art

The other, mostly nameless, artists of these churches also

had to overcome insuperable difficulties. There were no

stone blocks on hand with which to give full weight to

their buildings; no marble, no tools to work with; but there

was gold, gold in abundance. They were able to make the

wooden railings, the frames, the carvings, shine with the

precious metal and the altars glittered with dazzling bril-

liance from the rich glow. One can imagine how the first

settlers, who lived in hovels often without proper beds, and

who owned nothing beyond the clothes they stood up in

and a dagger and a spade, must have been impressed by the
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be built in the wilderness, and awakens a longing for art

in the most callous of adventurers. Here one is more than

ever aware of the magic of gold gold which brings out the

good instincts as well as the bad; which, heavy and cold in

itself, fires the blood and the senses of human beings with

the most fervent and the most sacred of dreams; gold, that

mysterious and indestructible delusion which continues to

bewilder the world.

With one last look towards these darkly romantic hills

with their churches floating above them like angels* wings,

one leaves this strange world which the treacherous glitter of

gold conjured up centuries ago like a mirage in empty space.

Yet one does not want to leave these valleys without having

caught a glimpse of that mysterious element which first

lured men to them; one is reluctant to leave the world of

gold without having touched it with one's hands. It is not

necessary to search far for the opportunity, for every now

and then one sees a man standing knee-deep in the Rio das

Velhas sifting sand in a strainer, just as in the old days.

This, too, has not changed in several hundred years. A few

by no means romantic gold-diggers are still trying their

luck, for there is no law against anyone going in search of

alluvial gold. I should have liked to have spent some time

watching one of these poor devils, but I was warned not to

waste my time. For hour after hour, often day after day,

these poorest of the poor go on senselessly shaking the

sand through their sieves without a trace of success. In fact,

it is a particularly fortunate moment if ever they find a sin-

gle tiny grain at the bottom of their strainers. When they

do it is just enough encouragement to make them continue

shaking and searching in their desperate pursuit of gold in

tie alluvial sand. Whereas the garimpeiros, the diamond-
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no means pure gold. It is mere coarse stone, grey, grimy,
and hard, a compound in which the sharpest eye would be

unable tc detect the slightest yellow streak of gold. But

now machines seize the boulders, whereupon tremendously

strong hammers pound away at the stone, untilafter con-

stant watering it is beaten into a soft sand, and then driven

through sieves and over vibrating boards. The object is to

separate the metal from the useless remains. The reined

sand is then subjected over and over again to a number of

intricate chemical and electrical processes too complex to

be described here until the last speck of gold has been ex-

tracted from the stone. It is only then that the pure ele-

ment can be smelted in a red-hot melting pot.

Fascinated and excited, for two hours now one has been

watching these processes invented by the collective genius

of innumerable experimenters. One has seen hundreds, even

thousands, of people in this huge factory: miners in the

shaft and elevator, workmen at the machines, loading, car-

rying, smelting the stokers, the engineers, the managers.
One's ears are still buzzing with the thunder of the crash-

ing hammers; one's eyes still smart from the incessant

change from dark to daylight, from daylight to lamplight
One has seen everything but one thing: the tangible result

of aH this frantic effort pure gold. And one is impatient to

learn how much of it is produced by the daily work of some

eight thousand men. What enormous quantities of gold all

these combined mental, manual, chemical, and electrical

forces must produce with this complicated process of an

intricate machinery! Finally, one is shown the day's result,

and it is so paradoxical ifs almost a shock. It is not, as one

had imagined, a large heap, whole blocks as in the treasure

chambers of Montezuma it is nothing more than a small
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de France in Paris: there, in a Mnd of

under the earth, lies the so-called of France, bar
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There I witnessed what effort, what art?

had been wasted in laboriously extracting the

mines of Africa, America, and Australia, merely to it

once more in the ground. And here, at the other end of the

world, I saw the same effort, the same art, the

power, concentrated in the work of eight thousand

bent on wrenching from the earth the same dead metal, in

order to return it to the earth once more in the artificial

cave of a bank or a cellar. And I no longer allowed myself

to jeer at the folly of the gold-diggers of Villa Rica strut-

ting in their festive garments, for the old delusion has re-

mained, only its form has changed. More powerful than the

most dynamic engine, stronger than the highest spiritual

power, the cold metal still dominates mankind, and directs,

in all its incalculable consequences, the destinies of our

planet It was when I beheld that cold chunk of matter, the

brick, that I grew conscious of the great paradox

And this was my strange fate in the valleys of gold, I had

come to the place of its origin the better to understand its



power, Its influence, through the contemplation of its tan-

gible form. But never was I more aware of the absurdity of

this delusion than when I utterly incapable of feeling any

reverence for it touched the yellow brick of gold, to which

the recent work of thousands of hands was still invisibly

clinging.
There was nothing but a hard, cold metal; no vi-

bration, no warmth flowed into my hands; my senses were

not stimulated; my soul knew no veneration. And I felt in-

capable of understanding how humanity could serve this

delusion, the same humanity which was capable of achiev-

ing such resplendent creations as those shining churches,

and through them guard with such reverence the temporal

heritage of eternity: art and faith.



BAHIA: TRUE TO TRADITION

IT
WAS with this town that Brazil and one legiti-

mately say South America itselfbegan. Here was

erected the first pillar of the great cultural bridge spanning
the ocean. It was here- from European, African, and Amer-

ican substance that the new still-fermenting mixture came

into existence. Let us therefore pay our respects to Bahia

before we start admiring it. Among all the towns of the

South American continent it is the one city blessed with

the privilege of age. With its nearly four hundred years of

life., its churches, cathedrals, and its forts, Bahia*s position

in the New World is comparable in Europe with that of

those thousand-year-old cities of Athens, Alexandria, and

Jerusalem: a cultural sanctuary. And just as with respect

one sometimes sees a human face reveal its destiny, so one

senses that this city has had a glorious past.

Bahia's bearing is like that of a majestic queen widow

out of some Shakespearean drama. Wedded to the past, she

has long ago handed over her royal power to a younger,

more impatient generation. But she has not abdicated; she
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has retained her position, and with it an incomparable no-

bility. Erect and proud, she looks down from her heights

out to sea, whence for hundreds of years all Brazil-bound

ships were steered toward her. She still wears the old adorn-

ment of her churches and cathedrals, and this dignity of

here still lives on in her people. If the younger cities Rio

de Janeiro, Montevideo, Santiago, Buenos Aires are today

richer,, more powerful, more modern, Bahia has her history,

her own culture, her own forms of living. Of all Brazilian

cities, she is the one who has most loyally preserved her tra-

dition. Only in her, in her stones and her streets, can one

understand Brazilian history; only here can one grasp how

Portugal became Brazil.

Bahia is a city of preservation, of loyalty. She has not

only protected her ancient monuments against the invasion

of modem times; for centuries she has also preserved her

appearance, and inwardly her tradition, with unswerving

faith. Anyone approaching from the sea today will find her

no diiarent from what she was during the time of the Em-

peror and the viceroys the rather poor harbour below,

some of whose streets have been modernized, but above it

the stone head, the town gathered into a bastion, awaiting

the viator with quiet, proud superiority. It was up here that

four hundred years ago the settlers locked together behind

palisades for protection against the attacks of pirates and

natives. The day rampart grew gradually into a wall, behind

which the city rose in safety. Soon the people ventured to

build churches and palaces on the ragged, formidable rock

of defence; and this wonderful profile, this wide and curved

majestic Hne, has been preserved. I know nothing in South

America that I am compare with this proud and regal ges-

ture with which Bahia, from the same point as in CabraTs
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and Magellan's days, out Its and its old

far across the ocean.

It Is while strolling up the

by crumbling houses that one this

must once have been. This not she Is

today, that she has fallen back; she has

and this gives her the special beauty which all

such as Venice, Bruges, and AIx-les-Bains

centuries of their lives In dreaming. Too proud, on the one

handy to chase after modem times, to build to

compete with Rio de Janeiro or Sao Paulo; too alive,

on the other, to fall Into decay like the gold towns of

Geraes, or to become a mere museum, she

she was: the city of old Portuguese Brazil and It Is only

here that one feels Brazil's origin and Its ancient tradition.

One senses this tradition everywhere. Bahla, as opposed

to all other Brazilian towns, has Its own costumes, Its own

o>oklng, its own colour. Nowhere does one see streets as

gay as here, where the African and the old colonial popula-

tion have stood their ground and remain Intact. Over and

over again one imagines seeing the scenes from Debref$

Bresil Pittoresqee come to life all tihose things of the past

which in other cities have long since disappeared. Though
automobiles honk their way through the main streets, in

the old town mules still carry fruit and wood In their swing-

Ing panniers, and donkeys can be hired here by the hour,

just as automobiles are hired In a modem town. In the har-

bour, as In Roman and Phoenician times, freight Is hauled

onto the ships not by cranes, but on the backs of men. The

street vendors In their broad-brimmed hats carry across

their shoulders a stick, from both ends of which their wares

are hung. In the night market the traders do their business
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sitting on the ground by the light of candles or acetylene

lamps, surrounded by mountains of oranges, bananas, co-

coanuts, and pumpkins. While huge ocean liners lie off the

stone quays, sailing ships a whole forest of slender swaying

masts rock to and fro on the shore, waiting to go out to

the islands. And even the unique jangadas, the canoes of

the old Brazilians, are still to be seen. A jangada is actually

only a raft; three or four tree trunks nailed together with a

narrow seat placed across them. It is difficult to imagine

anything more primitive. But, hard though it is to believe,

it is on these tiny rafts that the natives steer boldly out to

sea and the story goes that an American liner, sighting one

of these rafts with its one small sail far from land, changed

its course immediately, assuming that those drifting were

survivors from some wreck. Here the old and the new stand

everywhere side by side: here is the famous university, the

oldest in the empire, the library, the palace, the hotels, and

the modern sport club. A few blocks further on, one is

surrounded by Portuguese life small, low houses over-

crowded with people; a thousand kinds of handcraft; and

immediately beyond this are the mocambos, the Negro

huts, in the midst of banana and bread trees. Here are

asphalt streets, and a block away cobbled pavements.

Within ten minutes in Bahia, one can live in two, three,

and four different centuries, each one equally convincing

and natural and herein lies the real charm of Bahia. It is

aD genuine and unintentional. The so-called sights do not

force themselves on the foreigner. They are the unosten-

tatious part of the whole. Old and new, today and yester-

day, distinguished and primitive, 1600 and 1940, it is all

"blended together in one single flowing picture enhanced,
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moreover, by one of the most peaceful, most lovely land-

in the world.

The most permanently picturesque of Bahia's sights are

the Bahian women, the powerful dark-eyed Negresses in

their peculiar costumes. Actually, costume is hardly the cor-

rect word, for as a rule costume is a term used to denote a

dress worn for a special reason; but the Bahian women,

even the poorest, wear these clothes every day, and it is

difficult to imagine anything more impressive. It cannot be

compared with any other form of attire neither African,

Portuguese, nor Oriental but is, in fact, composed of a

little of each. On their heads they wear a coloured turban,

ingeniously tied red, green, yellow, blue, or spotted but

always gaudy; then, down to the waist a multicoloured

blouse like those worn by the Slav or Hungarian peasants;

and under this an enormously wide starched skirt, shaped

like a bell. One cannot help thinking that the slave ances-

tors of these Negresses, having seen these crinolines on their

Portuguese mistresses, preserved and handed down the fash-

ion in their cheap cotton dresses as a symbol of distinguished

splendour. They also wear a shawl thrown over one shoul-

der, something which serves an additional purpose as a sup-

port for the water jugs, or enormous baskets, they carry on

their heads. Thus attired, and with a few tinkling bracelets

of cheap metal on their wrists, the black Bahian women
walk through the streets, one gaudier than the next. But

the most impressive thing about them lies not in their

costume, but in theway they wear it, the way they walk, their

whole bearing. They sit in the market or on a dirty doorstep,

with the wide puffy skirt lying about them like a regal cloak,

which makes them look as though theywere reclining in some
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gigantic flower. In this imposing attitude these black prin-

cesses sell the cheapest of all possible wares little greasy or

spicy pastries, cookies and fishcakes, which they prepare on

small charcoal stoves. Lightlytinklingwithbracelets,the black

hand offers them to one on a green palm leaf. These Bahian

women are just as majestic while walking as when they are

seated. Carrying hundredweight loads on their heads bas-

kets full of washing, fish, or fruit they are an enchanting

sight to watch striding through the streets, their heads high,

hands on hips, their eyes stern but free. A stage director

preparing a royal drama could learn much from these black

princesses of the market and the kitchen. Seeing them in

the evening in their dark kitchens but dimly lit by the fire,

busily brewing their strange dishes, one thinks automati-

cally of sorceresses in fairy tales. There is nothing more pic-

turesque than the Negresses of Bahia; nothing more color-

ful, more genuinely animated than the streets of this town.

Here, and only here, can one know and understand Brazil.

BAHIA: CHURCHES AND FESTIVALS

Bahia is not only the town of colours. It is also the city

of churches, the Rome of Brazil. To claim that it possesses

as many churches as there are days in the year would be

as much an exaggeration as to say that Rio can count

three hundred and sixty-five islands in its Bay of Guana-

bara. In reality, there may be as many as eighty. But they
dominate the city. In other large towns the line of old

churches rising into the sky has long since been eclipsed by

skyscrapers and countless modern buildings. Nothing is per-

haps more symbolical of this than the old church in WaH
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Street of New York which, having the

streets., now hides modestly In the of

buildings. But in Bahia the churches still

over the city. They rise high and formidable

open squares, surrounded by their

each one dedicated to a different patron Frantisous, Bene-

dictus, or Ignatius. With them the town began. They are

older than the governor's palace or any of the

It was round them that the settlers gathered as they

for God's protection in the new country; and when,

weeks and weeks of nothing but sky and sea, the at

last caught sight of land, the irst thing that met

was the pious gesture of these rising towers; and their

act was to go and offer their thanks to God for granting

them the favour of a safe voyage.

The most powerful, not the most beautiful, of the churches

is the cathedral, which stands close to the old collegio of

the Jesuits.
It is the church of great memories, under whose

stones Mem de Sa lies buried, and from whose pulpit Vielra

used to preach. Its portal was the Erst in Brazil, and pos-

sibly in South America, to be built of marble. The same

boats which shipped sugar from Bahia brought back the

precious stone on their return journey; for to these men of

faith nothing was too precious for their churches. While

the streets remained narrow and dark, foul and dirty, and

nine-tenths of this black population lived in huts and mo-

cambos, the church in this distant land had to have a! the

splendour. Thus blue majolica, the so-called azulejos, was

brought from Portugal to decorate the walls; and gold from

Minas Geraes illumined the dark wood with its dazzHng

brilliance. It was then that the competition of the religious

orders began. If the Jesuits had a spacious, magniicent
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church, the Franciscans desired a still more beautiful one.

Actually, Sao Francisco is purer in style because of the

greater simplicity of its proportions. What magic there is in

its cloisters! The walls glow with azulejos, the rooms are

adorned with precious carvings in jacaranda, the
ceilings

panelled, and in each detail one senses the hand of a

thoughtful, cultivated taste. But the Carmelites also wanted

their church no less beautiful; and so did the Benedictines;

and then there were the Negroes, who also wanted their

church, with a dark Madonna and coloured saints. Thus

there are churches and monasteries everywhere. One can-

not stroll through a street of any size without discovering

some religious building of archaeological interest In the old

colony there was room at all hours of the day for any man
of faith desiring to pray. Thanks to this pious competition
there are today actually so many churches that it would be

impossible to fill them all, and it would take weeks to ad-

inire the details and peculiarities of each single one.

This abundance of churches (in the more modern towns

of Brazil their number is smaller in comparison with Eu-

rope) surprised me. And I asked the friendly priest who
took me round if Bahia were still, as it once had been, the

city of piety. With an almost imperceptible smile, he an-

swered: "Yes, the people here are pious, but pious in their

own way/* At first I did not grasp the meaning of this

smile, which was neither censorious nor critical. Actually,

all it indicated was a special kind of piousness beyond my
European comprehension, and which I only began to un-

derstand during the succeeding days. Of all large towns,

BaMa is the darkest It has preserved not only its traditions

and its architecture, but also its old Negro population. The

European infiux has not brightened the colour of its people
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to the extent it has In other towns. The Negroes, more-

over, have been for centuries the most faithful, eager, and

passionate followers of the Church with this difference,

that their piousness has also inwardly a different shade of

colour. To these naive, newly baptized Africans, the Church

does not mean a place of inner contemplation, of quiet de-

votion. What really attracts them towards Catholicism is

its splendour, its mysticism, its colour, the exuberance of its

ritual; and even Anchieta, four hundred years ago, reported

that what achieves the best results of conversion is music.

To this goodnatured race, with their senses so easily ex-

cited, religion today is still inseparably connected with fes-

tivity, joy, and show. Every procession, every Mass, makes

them thoroughly happy. The result is that Bahia is famous

for its religious festivals. A holy day in Bahia is not a red-

letter day on the calendar, but it becomes automatically a

popular holiday, a spectacle; and the whole town takes

pride in co-operating in one way or another. No one could

tell me definitely how many such festivities there are in a

year; probably because the people with their strange mix-

ture of real religiousness and love of show are constantly

inventing new ones.

So one does not have to be particularly fortunate to wit-

ness a festival in Bahia. I was, however, lucky enough to be

on the spot for one of the most impressive, the annual cele-

bration of Bomfim, the city's saint. This Bomfim, non-

existent on the calendar, has in Bahia his own church,

about an hour and a half from the city, with a beautiful

view from the top of a hill. For a whole week it is the cen-

tre of all manner of celebration. The small lodging houses

round the wide square are rented by the well-to-do families;

they pay each other visits, chat, and have meals in a circle
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of friends; but the spacious square itself is given over to all

the thousands who gather here under the stars, between the

evening and the morning Masses. The entire front fagade

of the church is illuminated by electric light; and in the

shadow of the palms innumerable tents are lined up, offer-

ing drink and food. Black Bahian women crouch in the

grass in front of their small stoves, serving the public their

various cheap delicacies; and behind them, oblivious of the

noise and confusion, sleep their children, wrapped in blan-

kets. Merry-go-rounds whirl; the crowd sings, chats, dances,

and plays music. From sunset to dawn, and all day long,

people pour in to pay reverence to the city's saint, not only

"by going to church, but by merry-making as well But the

real, the unforgettable ceremony of this week is the lavagezn

de Bomfim the cleaning of the church. The history of this

custom, practised nowhere else, is typical of Bahia. The

Church of Bomfim was originally a Negro church; and it

seems that at one time the priest told the congregation that

it was a proper thing to do to clean and wash the floor of

the church thoroughly the day before the saint's anniver-

sary. The black Christians accepted the order willingly; it

was a good opportunity for the pious souls to prove their

respect for the saint. And because they wanted to make a

good fob of it, everyone was on the spot that day to share

the honour of cleaning good Father Bomfim's House. With

this sincerely pious eagerness the celebration was inaugu-

rated. But in keeping with their naive, childish mentality,

this cloning of the church developed (as with all Negro

idigious activities) into a festival. They made competition

out of the sweeping and polishing, as though it were their

own sins they were endeavouring to wash away. Hundreds,

thousands came from far and near, their number increasing
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every year. And suddenly the custom a

fete one so wild and ecstatic that the clergy

ized and put an end to It all But the people, to

have their own holiday, compelled the return of the

gem de Bomfim. Today it is a festival for the

and one of the most impressive I have ever

It starts with a gay procession which

hours to move through half the town as far as the Church

of Bomfim, for everyone wants to be there to see it It is a

real procession of the people, quite unlike the carnival in

Nice, which today is financed by business and

agencies for the purpose of publicity. In the the

impatient crowd gathers in the market place, the of

which are lined with donkey carts gaily festooned with the

cheapest and most primitive of decorations. The lace cover

of the family bed is thrown over the animal; the cart wheels

are wrapped in red, green, and yellow paper; the donkey's

hooves are painted silver; the bucket for the church wash-

inga common market bucket is made magnificent with

a coat of golden paint. The preparation for the entire pro-

cession may cost, at most, ten dollars. But it becomes really

colourful and Impressive with the appearance of the Bahian

women who, in their devout ardour and splendid dignity,

carry jugs and ablution buckets full of flowers al the way

on their heads. These black princesses look particularly mag-

nificent on this festive day, for in addition to their custom-

ary attire, they have borrowed a lace shawl or an extra tin-

kling necklace for the occasion, each of them radiantly

happy to serve their saint by taking part in the pilgrimage

and incidentally by contributing to the general gaiety.

Young lads sit on wagons and almost antediluvian carriages,

their brooms held proudly, like riies, over their shoulders;
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and discordant music, practised incessantly and always out

of tune, completes this fanfare of colour and joy.

Finally, with the usual Brazilian unpunctuality, the pro-

cession gets under way. Led by the women with jugs on

their heads, it crawls through the town. From doors and

windows people wave and shout: "Viva Bomfimf*

Old peo-

ple have moved wicker chairs from their homes onto the

street, so as not to miss a thing. To this most modest of

races, the Brazilians, a sight of this kind is already a treat.

Since this slow-moving procession takes nearly two hours,

we had driven ahead to wait for it at the church. But the

church was already crammed full. Men, women, and count-

less bkck and laughing children, all pressed one against the

other, had crowded there in anticipation of the feast. The

windows above, the vestry, the steps every inch was filled

to overflowing with black woolly heads, their eyes shining

with expectation. But and I understood it only later it is

just this expectation which increases the tension of these

easily excitable people to a kind of ecstasy. When the first

salute of guns announced that the head of the procession

liad been sighted at a turning of the road, there was an ex-

plosion of jubilation such as I have rarely heard before. The

bkck children clapped their hands and stamped their feet

with joy; the grownups shouted: "Viva Bomfimf* and the

whole enormous church resounded for a moment from this

expression of exaltation. The procession, however, was still

far away. I could see in the tense faces round me how tie

excitement was rising more and more into a state of ecstasy.

Each salute led to another yell of "Viva Bomfimf
'

the

clapping and the roars every time growing more and more

violent

I must admit that some of this suppressed impa-
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tience, this dammed-up passion, tool a hold of me. One
could feel now that the procession was drawing near. Fi-

nally, the leading women entered the church door to lay

their lowers before the altar. Looking down from the choir,

I saw them walking upright down the aisle of peo-

pie, surrounded by a sea of swaying heads,, a thousand lips

opened to emit the single cry; "Viva Bomfim! Viva Bom-

fimf
* One could feel clearly the tension of ex-

citement and expectation. At last the long-awaited moment
had arrived. With trained efficiency several policemen

pushed the crowd back from the nave to clear the floor

whose tiles were to be scrubbed. Then, under a continuous

barrage of applause from the crowd, water was poured from

the jugs onto the floor, and a moment later the brooms

were seized. At first the people swept the tiles in a pious de-

vout manner with the respectful intention of performing a

religious duty. They curtsied and crossed themselves before

'the altar. But it was not long before others, also desiring to

serve their saint, refused to be restrained. The impatience

of waiting, coupled with the incessant shouting and the

jubilation, had made them wild. And suddenly it seemed as

though a riot of a hundred black spirits had been let loose

in the middle of the church. One snatched a broom from

another; a second later two, three, then as many as ten

were holding on to a single handle at the same time scrub-

bing rhythmically and more and more rapidly. Others, with-

out brooms, threw themselves on the ioor and began scrub-

bing it with their naked hands, while men, women, and

children cried ecstatically their: "Viva Bomfimf Viva Boin-

fimr Soon the riot had developed into a mad ecstasy, the

most fantastic example of mass hysteria I have ever seen,

Here was a girl, in normal times probably quiet and re-
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served, tearing herself away from her family, and throwing

up her arms, her face in raptures, yelling: "Viva Bomfim!
Viva Borafiml" until her voice broke. And there was an-

other who, having fainted from her ravings and vocifera-

tion, had to be carried out while all over the floor, like

black spirits, the crowd raged and rubbed and scrubbed and

swept, as though they were really intent on scraping the

very skin from their hands. There was something so con-

tagious in this religiously ecstatic cleaning that I wasn't at

all sure whether I myself would not have seized a broom
had I found myself in the midst of these exalted people. It

was actually the first mass madness I had ever experienced,
and its improbability was further accentuated by the fact

that it happened in broad daylight in church, without the

assistance of alcohol, music, or any other stimulant

But herein lies the secret of Bahk: that with the heritage
of their ancestors, the religious can blend so mysteriously
with the ecstatic, that expectation or monotonous excite-

ment can create such an unexpected frenzy, especially

among the Negroes and those of mixed blood. It is not,

after all, by chance that Bahia is the town of the can-

dombles and of those macumbas, in which old bloodthirsty
African rite combine so strangely with fanatic Catholicism.

Much has been written about these macumbas, and every

foreigner boasts of having seen a "genuine" one with the

help of a special friend. Although the Negroes have been

compelled to conceal them from the police, these rite

have gained just by their mystery the value of curiosities,

and have long ago led to such pseudo-spectacles as the Yogi

performances in India, which are actually arranged for tour-

ists by Thomas Cook's. Now I freely admit that the ma-
eonilia I witnessed was doubtless also faked. Stumbling
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blindly through a wood full of stones and for half

an hour In the middle of the night the
difficulty of

being meant to increase the illusion of mystery we

finally to a hut where in a dim light a dozen Negro

and women were sitting together. Beating out a rhythm on

a drum, they sat singing in chorus a single melody, on

on, drumming and singing, always the same. Before long

one realized that even this monotony had its own

excitement, making one impatient Then the ap-

peared and performed his dances and his sacrifice, every

now and then drinking strong sugar liquor a

chew at his tobacco. Then the whole group began to

and dance; they danced themselves almost into a of

epilepsy, until finally the first of them fell to the Ioor7
Ms

limbs rigid and his eyes turned into his head, showing only

the whites. Although at this moment I was well aware that

everything had been prepared and arranged beforehand, yet

the dancing, the drinking, and especially the terrible nerve-

racking monotony of the music, had brought the performers

themselves to a pitch of trance-like ecstasy, to the same

kind of rapture we had seen in the Church of Bomfira,

where the pleasure derived from noise, for ecstasy's sake,

laid a hold on these quiet, most peaceful people. Here again

was what we had sensed in the whole atmosphere of Bahia:

that which elsewhere in Brazil has long since been oblit-

erated by modem times, its origins smothered by European

influences all the long-lost primeval and ecstatic epochs of

the soul whose mysterious traces Bahia is capable of reveal-

ing, and whose very presence one can still feel in seme of

these rare manifestations.
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A VISIT TO SUGAR, TOBACCO,
AND CACAO

Since I had paid a visit in Sao Paulo to coffee, the former

potentate of Brazil, I also wanted to see its brothers in the

North, which have made this country rich, fertile, and

famous. Such great gentlemen, however, do not deign to

meet one. They insist on one's taking a long journey to their

residences. But this trouble is rewarded in itself, for the

road to Cachoueiras, leading straight through the fertile

zone round Bahia, is one long sequence of magnificent
views. First come the palm forests, more dense and dark,

vaster and more awe-inspiring than anything of the kind I

had ever seen. In general one thinks of palms as solitary

trees standing watch over an old hut, as sentinels in an

elegant park, or lining a southern boulevard. But here they
were packed tight together, green melting into green, shaft

need: to shaft, shield on shield, like a Roman legion; and

this verdant mass gave one but a foretaste of the exuberance

and fertility of the landscape to come. After this, we passed

through endless plains where they grow mandioca, the

staple food of the country. The succulent and nourishing
flour made from these roots was to the original population
what rice is to the Chinese; and even today, together with

lie banana and the bread fruit, it constitutes Nature's most

generous gift to anyone poor.

Gradually the fields began to change tibeir appearance.
To right and left shafts of cane sugar, like bamboo, shoot

up from the green, each stalk the same size, the same

height A great quantity of anything looks monotonous;
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and a sugar eld is as "boring to look at as a coffee or a tea

plantation in its uniform green, uninterrupted as it is by

any other shade of colour. No, sugar is not an amusing

host; he has nothing to offer, nothing to show. But sud-

denly, at a turning of the road, we meet a carriage, and for

one moment I ask myself: "Am I looking now at of

the old coloured engravings from a museum, or is this

reality?'* For this was actually a vehicle out of the year 1600,

just one of those clumsy old carnages whose wheels, instead

of being spoked, were made of round flat pieces of wood,

such as were used in Pompeii three thousand years ago,

And instead of a bridle or some other kind of harness, the

six oxen pulling it still had the same ring through their

noses as one sees in Egyptian murals; even the Negro driv-

ing it wore the same cotton skirt as was worn in slave days.

Thus the sugar stalks are carted to the mill exactly as they

were during the earliest times of colonization; it may even

be the same mill, though several chimneys on the horizon

indicate modern improvements. And again one is surprised

at the thought of how small a strip of this country has so

far been seized by mechanization and transformed by mod-

em invention; and to what an extent ancient customs,

forms, and methods are still in use. Possibly from the eco-

nomic point of view this is all to its detriment; but what a

relief to the eye, tired as it is from staring at the monotony
of the modern world! In passing, therefore, let me greet the

old potentate sugar with respect: he still guards the sacred

heritage of a product of the sofl against the temptations

of the chemical arts, and in his sweet juice he gives to the

country and the world something of the combined strength

of the sun and this blessed, inexhaustible earth.

His darker brother, Tobacco, also proved to be more con-
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servative than I had expected. In Cachoueiras, this old his-

torical town where some houses still preserve the loop-holes

once used to protect themselves against the Indios, the

country's large and famous cigar factories are assembled. As

an old servant of Saint Nicotine, I had to offer my thanks

for many an aromatic cigar, and with a guilty conscience I

silently tried to count how many of such green fields with

their thousands upon thousands of leaves I had transformed

into smoke and ashes during all these years of my vice.

Choosing is always difficult, and so I decided to visit aH

three factories. But "factory" here is rather an exaggerated

term. 1 had been afraid that I would have to face huge steel

machines which swallow the tobacco at one end, and at the

other produce the cigar, rolled, labelled, and possibly even

pressed into its boxa performance always bound to give

the impression that one is actually watching some huge

automaton, instead of a real process of transformation. But

nothing of the kind. Here in Brazil even this procedure is

not mechanized. Here, each cigar is made by hand, or

rather twenty to forty couples of hands work on each single

cigar. And watching the gradual transformation, one realizes

with surpriseespecially the smokerhow much trouble and

work is concealed beneath its thin covering leaf. Hundreds

of dark coloured girls sit in these rooms, each group with a

different function, and in passing one experiences optically,

so to speak, the whole development of a cigar. In the first

lies the tobacco as it comes from the field large dried

leaves giving off a strangely sharp, bitter scent After the

first sorting accomplished by women sitting on a moun-
tain of tobacco, like peasants on a haystack the ribs of the

leaf are detached. Only then do they begin to roll the

tobacco into the shape of a cigar, while another group gives
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them the proper length with a knife attached to a

Even so, it is still but naked, raw tobacco. The

leaf must yet supply final form and flavour. But by a

malevolent streak of Nature, Brazil- for centuries the rich-

est tobacco country has every kind of tobacco

one leaf which serves as a covering, and which not

thrive here. And thus these covering leaves

billions of them have to be imported from Sumatra;

the result that two continents, America and Ask,

share in every cigar we carelessly smoke. Finally, the

covering leaf has been wrapped round it, another

hand has to roll the end; more black fingers stick on the

label; and again others the tax-paper which here in

is attached to every new product except a new-torn child.

Only then comes the cellophane paper, the wrapping, the

cover, the filling of boxes, and the burning of the trade-

mark into the wood. Having learned the extent of trouble

connected with the making of a single cigar, I was almost

ashamed to put one in my mouth. And when I saw the

hundreds of bent backs of all these brown girls,
I felt more

than ever filled with guilt and responsibility. But scruples

of this kind do not last long; and when these hospitable

masters of the town presented me with boxes of their ex-

quisite product, some of these scruples vanished in cool

blue smoke even before we returned to Bahia.

The third of the three Brazilian potentates, Cacao, I was

unable to visit in his residence; for Cacao has his favorite

home in humid and stifling zones under the protecting roof

of a primeval forest, which gives him the desired

for us most undesirable hot-house climate. Here,

by mosquitoes, he thrives best. Fortunately, however, in

addition to this, he owns an degant town house in BaMat
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where in comfort one can study, from a plastic mould, the

tree blossoming with its fruit For the cacao tree has this

one peculiarity: it blossoms and bears fruit at the same

time. While the fruit, shaped like small pumpkins, is being

picked, the next crop is already ripening, with the result

that the harvest goes on continually. The kernels which

produce the sweet tasty drink are and this was one more

surprise to me bitter. And very complicated processes of

cleaning, the removal of the beans, and sterilization are

necessary before the tightly packed sacks can be moved

away on electric rollers to the ship. This is the only insti-

tute in which quite modern methods have been employed,

and it is a shop, a storehouse, a museum, a University of

Cacao, all in one, where one can learn more in an hour than

at home from a hundred books.

RECIFE

Reluctantly, because Bahia is too beautiful, too much of

a temptation, we board the aeroplane which takes us farther

north to what shall we call it? Pernambuco or Recife or

Olinda? For the town actually has three names. Merchants

shipping their goods here address them to Pernambuco; but

I prefer the old names of the two sister towns Recife and

Olinda which have already merged into one town. Olinda's

melody of musical syllables has haunted me for years, re-

minding me of old books and legends, of those long-

forgotten times when the town had even a fourth name:

Mauritzstaad after Moritz von Nassau, who conquered it

and intended to found here a miniature Amsterdam* with
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clean streets and a beautifully tiled palace. His schokrly

appraiser Barleus has handed down to us pkns and repro-

ductions of it in his enormous volume, which happens to

be the only remaining document of the Dutch epoch. In

vain I looked now for the famous palace, the mighty for-

tresses, the Dutch houses on the hills, and the windmills

which he had brought over to remind him of his native

land. Everything, down to the last stone, had vanished.

Only the old Portuguese churches and a few old colonial

streets recall the romantic past in this town, which is sur-

rounded by lovely peaceful landscape. OHnda has nothing

of the magnificence of Bahia, none of the beautiful views

such as can be seen from that high town. It is a lovely place

with charming dreamy comers, an idyll of quietness and

Nature. For centuries enclosed in itself, it has seldom taken

any notice of the younger, more lively sister town. For

Recife, situated just ten minutes away, is all progress and

activity, with a hotel that would do credit to any town in

North America, a fine aerodrome, modem streets, and so

far as modern convenience is concerned it ranks among the

first of all Brazilian towns. The governor here is doing away

with the mocambos, the Negro huts, which we consider to

be so romantic, and is making a very remarkable effort to

build special sets of houses for each professional group.

Instead of living in unhealthy quarters, the washerwomen,

the dressmakers, the petty officials, are receiving bright

cheerful little houses with electric light and every modem

technical convenience, all to be paid for on the instalment

system. In a few years an entirely modern town wiH have

grown up here amidst the tropics.
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FLIGHT TO THE AMAZON

On we go northwards. In order to get from Recife to

Bdem at the mouth of the Amazon, it is advisable to

travel by air; otherwise it would take as many days as it

thus takes hours. One travels in small, rather uncomfortable

hydroplanes which land almost every hour at towns along
the coast Before finally reaching Belem they come down
in Cabaddlo, Natal, Fortaleza, Camocim, Amarracao, Sao
Luiz all of them charming little picturesque towns in every
one of which one would like to spend a whole day in order

to enjoy their special beauty. But up to now the hydro-

plane flies only once or twice a week, and therefore it is only

possible to have a quick bird's-eye view of these old set-

tlements with their sun-lit streets and their white churches.

I am aware that by travelling in this way one loses much
of interesting details and the peculiarities of the North,
but on the other hand this survey from the air provides an
idea of the immense breadth of the country, of the endless-

ness of virginal areas which Brazil has still in store for the

future. And this conception is much more impressive than
if one had made the journey by boat along the coast or

tried to travel all this distance by train and automobile. The
biggest surprise in the continually changing picture is the

rivers. From the aeroplane one sees between Bahia and
Bdm at least a dozen gigantic rivers, each of which rivals

in width and length the most famous rivers of Europe and
North America. Looking them up on the map one is

ashamed to realize that their very names are new to one.
There are not, as one would expect, large harbour towns at
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their mouths; one never sees a modern ship and only rarely

small sail-boats or even canoes. And only after seeing them

from the air does one understand why these rivers, which

ought to be the natural channels into the interior, so

maliciously avoid lending themselves to traffic. Instead of

uniting and flowing towards the sea on a strong current,

they wind in and out through the country, zig-zagging north

and south. They are slow streams without a current and

unnecessarily extend their natural course a hundred times

by these continuous windings and turns, instead of allow-

ing quick transport into the interior, and from the interior

to the sea. The result is that the land is still quite unpopu-

lated, and the sight of a road or a village is very rare. Ex-

tending in all directions for miles and miles, the forest is

hardly entered by a soul for months on end. Even a sail

brightening the shore of a river or a lake is seldom seen,

Flying over this vast, beautiful country, cooled by soft

breezes, radiating in the light, fertile everywhere (except in

one small region where a little salt desert lies white and

sparkling like freshly fallen snow) , one realizes only too well

the improbability of all its potentialities being explored for

a long time. When that will be, only the future can tell.

Then Bel&n at last! Ever since childhood days since the

first time one read how Orellana travelled in his tiny canoe

down this river, accomplishing the most remarkable of afl

journeys; since one saw the parrots in all the briliance of

their colouis in the zoo, and the small agile monkeys on

whose cage was written the word: AmazoBas one had

bean dreaming of a glimpse of this mighty river, the Ama-

zon. And now, here one is at its mouth or xafhe^ at am
of its mouths, eadi of which is more enormous than {bat of

any European river.
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At first sight Belem itself is not so impressive as one

expects because it is not situated actually on the river; in

fact, it even has no view over the Amazon. But it is a "beau-

tiful, lively town, large in its proportions, with beautiful

boulevards, wide spaces, and some interesting old palaces.

Forty or fifty years ago Belem had the ambition to become

a modern metropolis, perhaps even the metropolis of Brazil.

This was at the beginning of the rubber boom, and North-

ern Brazil held the monopoly of Hevea brasiliensis. At that

time the round blade balls of rubber, travelling down the

Amazon on ships and barges, were transformed at a fan-

tastic speed into gold, and the town simply overflowed with

it It was then that both Belem and Manaos built a mag-
nificent opera house, in order to offer a worthy reception to

the Carusos of the world. But today this impressive build-

ing on the large square in Belem stands almost unused.

Stately villas appeared, and thanks to the liquid gold it

looked as though the scales of Brazil's economic balance

were being weighted in favour of the North. But then the

tide of rubber began suddenly to recede faster and faster.

The international companies, the trading firms, began to

wither, finally to disappear. From that day Belem subsided

into what it had been before a dignified but quiet town.

But one feds that it is only waiting (especially now during

the war) for the moment of a new boom. For on account

of its fortunate geographical position it has become the

fumping-off ground for the aeroplane in all directions. Here

is the starting point for the North, for Cuba, Trinidad,

Miami, and New York, for the East, along the Amazonas

to Manios and from there further to Peru and Colombia,
southward to Bio, Santos, Sao Paulo, Montevideo, and

Buenos Aires, and eastward to Europe. Belem seems des-
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tined to become some day one of the great nerve centres of

South America; especially when the unknown limitless

regions of the Amazon will one day be opened up, its pre-

mature dream may be fulfilled beyond all expectation.

The great sights of Belem are its two gardens, the zoolog-

ical and the botanical, which contain all the fauna and flora

of the Amazon world. Anyone not fortunate enough to get a

chance to travel for days up the Amazon the "Green Des-

ert," as it is called because of its continuous but majestic

monotony rising up on either side of the water can foresee,

breathe, and study the primeval forest here from graveled

paths. Here is Hevea brasiKensis, the famous rubber tree

which, having promised wealth to these regions, gave it

instead to the entire world, with the one exception of its

native land. When I stuck my nail into its bark, the white

sticky juice immediately trickled from the tiny wound.

There is one other miracle herethe banyan tree held sacred

by the natives owing to the fact that it is the only one

which refuses to remain in the same place, to stick to the

same roots, and instead travels actually travels. It stretches

its branches far out from the main trunk, until they finally

grow heavy and begin falling towards the earth. Reaching
the ground, they sink themselves into it, gain new strength

from the soil, grow trunks and branches al over again,

while the old tree dries up and withers away. Thus it moves

on a few yards, acquiring a new root, yet stfll remaining the

same tree marvelled at by the natives not only as a tree

of knowledge but as a living being. Actually, there are stifl

more wonders to be seen here trees so huge that no human

long could have clasped his arms round than for countless

years; chaotic entangled lianas; a thousand different kmcfe

of shrubs and bushes; fish as transparent as glass, seme of
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which have lights on their heads and tails, as an automobile

carries its lamps everywhere continuous wonders of a gen-

erous and capricious Nature. And none of it soberly ar-

ranged or documented as in a museum, nor
artificially cul-

tivated, but grown from this soil to which it all
belongs.

Time, however, is too short, and one's knowledge seems

inadequate. Once more one looks at the map and realizes

with a shock how much one has not seen and how much

one is missing if one does not take the time and sail up the

Amazon, one week, two weeks, and then continue to Matto

Grosso and Goyaz, those mysterious provinces which are

unknown even to most Brazilians. Shouldn't one perhaps

alter one's travelling plans, and take a trip up the enormous

river into those mysterious regions where man is reminded

of the tremendous superior power of Nature? But where

would that lead to, where would it end? Wouldn't it grow

more and more tempting and alluring the further one pene-

trated into those zones untouched by human hands?

Wouldn't it be presumptuous in a journey of a few months

to pretend to get to know a country, a world whose dimen-

sions are so vast that even today it has not yet been thor-

oughly explored? To travel in Brazil means to discover, and

incidentally to resign oneself. Each single person can know

only a part of it, and a week or two more would not make

very much difference; no one can explore the whole gigan-

tic land. But anyone sensible will say gratefully at the right

moment: sufficient for today!

And so back to the air field. Alongside our air-liner lies

another about to take off for Manaos up the Amazon, while

oms is heading toward the equator and the United States.

Instinctively, we watch how it lifts its wings and glides away
into the unknown. And even before we ourselves leave
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Brazil, our nostalgia for Brazil has already begun, the desire

to return to this wonderful country. And in a moment; as

our engine starts to roar, we begin to reaEze the debt of

gratitude we owe for all the happiness and beneits we have

experienced during these unforgettable weeks and months.

For everyone who has had the chance to know Brazil, and

to whom this country has shown only a part of its Inex-

haustible variety, has seen enough beauty to last Mm one

half of his life-time.



First voyage to India (Vasco da Gama) 149-7

Second voyage to India (Pedro Alvares Cabral) 1500
Cabral lands in Brazil, en route to India April 22, 1 500

Fernao de Noronha begins trading in Brazilian wood 1501

Vespucci visits Brazil in Gonzalo Coelhos's fleet 1503
The name "America" for the first time on a map

(Waldseemiiller) 1507
Fernao de Magalhaes lands in Brazil on first circum-

navigation of the world 1519
Brazil divided into "capitanias" 1 534
Thome de Souza, Portugal's first governor, lands in

Bahia, the first Jesuits with him; Manoel de

Nobrega as provincial governor *549
The first bishop in Brazil 1551

Founding of Sao Paulo by Nobrega 1554
The French land in Rio de Janeiro under Ville-

gaignon 1555
Hans Staden

r
s book on Brazil, Viagen ao Brasil 1557

Andre Th6vefs book, Les Singularites de la France

Antarctique 1558
Mem de Sa's battle against the French in Rio de

Janeiro 1560

Expulsion of the French; founding of Rio as a

town 1565-1567
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Portugal falls to the Spanish Crown 1 580

Conquest of Parahyba

Conquest of Rio Grande do Norte

Founding of the Companhia Geral de Commercio

para o Brasil

Conquest of Ceara

Conquest of Maranhao, founding of Belem 161 5
Bahia falls temporarily to the Dutch 1624
Recife and Olinda occupied by the Dutch, and called

Mauritzstaad
-1627

Portugal once more independent of Spain 1640
Rising against the Dutch in Pernambuco 1645
Definite end of Dutch occupation 1654
Peace between Holland and Portugal 1661

First discovery of gold in Taubate 1694
Minas Geraes, the gold region, an independent

province ^20
Quelling of revolt in Villa Rica, following founda-

tion of the Casa de Fundicao
1720

Coffee comes to Brazil
1723

Finding of diamonds
1729

Founding of Rio Grande do Sul

Antonio Jose, first Brazilian dramatist, burned dur-

ing the Inquisition in Lisbon

Province of Goyaz founded 1740
Province of Matto Grosso founded 1748

Treaty of Madrid, fixing border between Spanish

America and Portuguese Brazil 1750

Earthquake in Lisbon 1755

Expulsion of Jesuits 1759
Rio de Janeiro named capital 1765
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Conspiracy for independence of Brazil (Conjuracao

dos Inconfidentes) in Minas Geraes
1789

Execution of Tiradentes, the leader
1-789

Royal family's flight from Napoleon, from Lisbon 1807
Arrival of royal family in Rio 1807

Opening of harbours for world trade 1808

Brazil's population estimated at three and a half mil-

lions, among them almost two million slaves ,i808

Robert Southey's The History of Brazil 1810

Brazil made a kingdom 1815

King Joao VI returns to Portugal 1821

His representative, Dom Pedro, declares Brazil inde-
*

pendent, and is crowned Emperor of Brazil,

Pedro I 1822

St. Hilaire's Voyage dans rinterieur du Bresil 1823
Loss of Uruguay, the cisplatine republic 1828

Abdication and departure of Emperor Pedro I 1831

Emperor Pedro II declared of age 1840

Suppression of slave import 1850
First railway 1855
War against Paraguay 1864-1870
Cable between Brazil and Europe 1874
Census of population exceeds ten millions 1875

Emancipation of slaves in Brazil 1888

Pedro IFs abdication, proclamation of Brazil as fed-

eralist republic 1889
Death of Emperor in exfle 1891
Santos Dumont flies round Eiffel Tower 1899

Euclydes da Cunha publishes Os SertSes 1902
BraziFs population exceeds thirty millions 1920
Brazil's population exceeds forty millions 193
Getalio Vargas takes over presidency 1930












